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ABSTRACT 

In order to reflect theoreticdly upon my practice, it is not 
required that 1 change physicai contexts. It is required that 
my curiosity becorne epistemologicai. 

(Freire, 1997b, p. 96) 

Nursing originated within the realm of healing and are. Dunng the early 1900~~  

the practice of nursing was highly influenced by the medical mode1 and driven by 

traditionai empirical research. The care of the individual was, and still remains, directed by 

the diagnostic representation of iliness. Yet many of the seeken of health care daim t o  be 

unheard when attempting to describe their own personal experience with illness and to 

express their wishes or opinions regarding treatment and healing. 

This research study explores published and/or public mistic, poetic, and narrative 

representations of those who have been touched by health or  healing challenges with the 

intent to review literature and examine issues surrounding illness/healing representation in 

health care. The research then focuses upon the autobiographical data, which consists of 

my own poetic representations, and questions the work of  represmtation as an agent of 

subjectivity for the practitionerhealer in the development of the healing relationship with 

the seeker of care. 



The overall purpose of this research is to uncover the possibilities for 

understanding healing and the heaiing relationship through the development of a vigilant 

subjectivity that embraces an ethic of care that k e n s  to and receives the subjectivity of 

Other. The central questions of my research are: 1. What might the exploration of 

aesthetic narratives of the self of the practitioner, and of the seekers of care as interpreted 

by the self of the practitioner, bring to Iight about the ethics of care and the healing 

relationship?, and more specifically, 2. What is the work of aesthetic representation, as an 

agent of subjectivity, in the fostering of an understanding of healing for the 

practitionerhealer and for the seeker of are? 

The methodology works with critical autobiographical narrative approached 

through a phenomenological attitude, one which raises questions about the nature of 

human experiences in an effort to uncover deeper meaning structures within them. The 

autobiography will encompass multiple voices in dialogue, including the voice of my 

poetic representations written in a time penod fiom 1994 to present; the voice of 

journalistic notes written imrnediately d e r  certain poems; and my current voice as 

researcher. As well, this dialogue calls upon the "voices" of Other which emerge fiom the 

published/public textual representations previously examined by the researcher. 

Thus, although the data is autobiographical, it invites other text into dialogue. This 

research keeps in mind Freire's (1997b) recognition of the primacy of dialogue, 

specifically that dialogic experience implies a critical posture and is fiindamental for 

building epistemological curiosity. 
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Our experiencc of the aesthetic too is a mode of 
sewunderstanding. Selfiuderstanding always ocairs 
through understanding something other than the se& 
and includes the unity and integrity of the other . 

(Gadarner, 1994, p. 97) 

..+Iow wuld col4 unfeeling, detached, dogrnatic words 
and tone possibly reveai the T ~ t h  or depth of meaning 
of a human phmornena m c i a t e d  with transperoonai 
caring or convey the sorrow, great beauty, passion, and 
joy that are present. We cannot convey the complexity 
of the need for compassion or the cultivation of feeling 
and sensibility in words that are bereft of warmth, kindntss, 
and empathy. Wtthin this paradigm is poetic ambiguity; 
we must learn to auxpt that. (Watson, 1994, p. 15) 

Because the body [of a patient] is so thoroughly reduced to 
object status that there is M e  evidence of subjdvity, 
onlookers, seeing ody a thing, attribute thingness to the 
perron as a whole, finding a "thing with a thing." 

(Gadow, 1990, p. 37) 

The Research Issues 

A "thing with i thing' '... the center of a person's experiena with h d t h  are.  

Gadow (1990) reflects upon the words of Oliver Sacks who speaks of his expcrience with 

a leg that would not move and a surgeon who considerd himself a carpenta: Y regarda! 

my leg as a thing, and he regarded me as a thing Thus 1 was doubly thinged: a thing with 

a thing" (Sacks, quoted in Gadow, 1990, p. 37). From the perspective of nune 

researchers, the objectification process in health care is well documented ( Benner, 1984, 

1994; Benner &Wnikl, 1989; Benner, Tanner' & Chesla, 1996; Bevis & Watson, 1989; 

Gadow, 1990; Lcininger, 1978; Paterson & Zderad, 1976). Gadow (1990) points out that 



the objective reilm is hrrd to avoid as it dominater health care in muiy ways: "d*gno~tic 

categories, patient classiiicaîions, institutional regdations, clocly numkn, dollars, and x- 

rays," and not 1- of di as evidemed in the &te of the iii body, no longer that "taken-for- 

granted vehicle of fieedom" (p. 37). n i e  iil rnind, 1 suggest, shares the desiuiy of the body 

as it is so oRen bombarded with drugo when unable to maintain "normai" fûnction. 

As a nurse educator who has practiced for 29 years, 1 have witnesscd the 

expenence of ''thingness," or &tackd-othentess, in the iivcr of many of the scekar of 

health care with whom 1 or my students have worked. This is not a new issue, yet 1 

continue to be nagged by a disillusionment with the politics anci "ethics" of many who 

practice within a biomedical culture that embraces distance and objectivity, and where the 

self of the practitioner remains an illusive and sumethes fleeting "presence." The 

biomedical culture (not al1 inclusive) to which 1 refer is that weil organizcd group of 

individuals in health care who practice a kind of science that has been designed by 

positivist principles and supported by well-funded empirical study. They are the individuais 

who construct the treatment of those who are il1 (or perhaps not ill) into a neat and tidy 

business of labels and treatment regimes. They do not understand science as 1 do - as a 

theoretical representation informed by and entwined with the theories of art, poetry, music 

or any form of aesthetic representation. 

The scientism of this biomedical culture breeds what Chargafi (1980) refers to as 

the "clatter of experts" @. 41). One can recognize them by the direction of thcir thinking - 
in a straight line, leadmg in a singular direction to the aeation, care and nourishrnent of 

the Diagnosis. Thq are not hard to find, as the keepers of this Iond of knowledge thrive 

on public performance, and engage in "a crude reductionism on what cannot be reduced" 
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(Chargaff, 1980, p. 4 1). Nursing, medicine, and other health sciences continue, in vaxyhg 

degrees, to uphold their cause. The diagnosis, then, as detenninant of  The Problem, 

becomes the predoxninant representation, the canon, of the Other. Yet there are noticeable 

seeds of change. Systems of healing other than aiiopathic (disease-centered) medicine 

continue to gain recognition both in the public and professionai domains (Achterberg, 

Dossey, & K o h e i e r ,  1994). I am interesteci in those "seeds." 

1 continue to wonder about the complex ethics of care and healing, as it perhaps is 

the simpler task to point out the problem of objectified representation, but a fàr more 

challenging task to  come to new understandings of what maices the issue problematic to  

the individuals in our are. Do 1 even have the questions "right?" Am 1 representing the 

issues as they are understood by the seeker of heaith care? 

As mentioned, the issues in question relate to representation of the other, the 

seeker of a r e .  Gaining entry uito the experiences that individuals are having with health, 

iilness, and healing remains, in rnany situations, an illusive and somewhat contingent act. 1 

suggest that one cannot c l a h  to even begin to  understand the nuances of another's 

experience without first conferring with the other in regard to their own perception of 

what might be wrong (or right). Simple thought. Not a simple act. Not under the rule of 

the diagnosis. 1 argue that Diagnosis is a complex mechanism used by biomedical culture 

for the purpose of extracting illness fiom its context, essentializing it, naming it, and thcn 

giving it back to its keeper. The keeper essentiadly becomes the representation. This re- 

presentation is thus detennined, through reduction and compartrnentalization, by the 

Diagnosis, which is not unlike w h t  certain ferninists refer to as the male gaze. The 

patient, then, is responsible for housing and animating what is "known" about them. The 



patient or other, 1 suggest, is re-constructeci by this representation, and acpeaed to 

comply with its regdations on how to thinic, act, and fecl. 

Phetan (1993) daims: 'Xe is the norm and therefore unremadcable; as the Other, it 

is she whom he marks" @. 5). in the c o n t a  of Phelan's woric, 1 argue that the patient is 

"marked" by the biomedical gaze, for s/hc is the aspect of this cultural and knowledge 

binary not rnarked with value. According to some within the dominant biomedical culture, 

the patient lives outsî& m d d  loiowlodge and understanding, outxi& biomediad ailturc. 

The patient's knowledge, therefore, lacks ''measured value and meaning" (Phelan, 1993, 

p. 5) .  Thus a boundary between patient and practitioner, human and biomedicd culture, is 

established - a boundary that 1 perceive as falsely and arbitrarily constructed. 

In this context, 1 am interested in the issue of what would constitutc an ethical 

representation of other, the seeker of are. Narratives of illness or healing used not only 

as an adjunct, but as a principal and collaborative form of representation, rnay blur the 

boundaries and cross the lines of traditional biomedicd representation. They may Sord  

one the opportunity to enter a space not yet explored by rnany of those involved in 

adrninistenng "care." 

Furthemore, 1 question whether one can enter into a healing relationship with 

simply good intentions to care. In what ways might an ethic of respect for the subjectivity 

of the other remain contingent upon the knowledge and understanding of the practitioncr's 

own subjectivity? Gadow (1990) points out that illness radically alters the person's 

relation to self and to the world, and recommends that intervention be offered only in the 

context of advocacy. She describes advocacy as "caring which addresses the subjectivity 

of the patient through the subjectivity of the nurse" (Gadow, 1990, p. 40). 



The issues of subjectivity and representation are ones which touch the lives of both 

the healer and the setker of un. They are issues that confront the objeaive known - the 

givens of diagnosis and ueatmcnt. They are messy and thus suspect in a h d t h  care arena 

that pndes itself on quantified and "correct" intemention. Yet there arc an increasing 

number of nurse researchen d i n g  for what Watson (1994) refers to as the consmiction 

of a "newfound subjectivig-htermbjectivist truth via expanding Our horizons of meanhg 

and insights ..." @. 15)- She explains: 

With respect to the Tmth of poeticizing human expenences, once 

we acknowledge the authenticity and transcendental nature of its 

expression, it is necessary to acknowledge that the way in which 

the experience is expresseci is at least as important as the content, 

the facts, and the pure description of the experience. (Watson, 1994, p. 14, 15) 

Watson's (1 994) cornments reflect an appreciation of howledges inherent in the aesthetic 

representational fonn. They indicate an understanding of theory and knowledge as 1 do - 
that is, as issuing fiom ordinary (and extraordinary) human expenences. Perhaps 1 ailude 

to a scientism, or a theory of science that warrants fùnher clarification. 

A Feminist Science 

The language of science cannot be fieed fiom ambiguity, any 
more than poetry can. In spite of its tidy look, the structure 
of science is no more exact, in any ultirnate and final sense, 
than that of poetry. (J. Bronowski, quoted in Watson, 1985, p. 1) 

My sense of science is very much aligned with the sense of this statement, and 

interestingly, Bronowski is both scientist and male. 1 am not certain that what 1 consmct 

as a feminism of sciaice is solely and originaily a feminism, or is, butead, a way of 

understanding e m b d  by certain feminists. 1 tend towards the latter. Feminists such as 
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Haraway (1991) speak of a feminist writing of the body that metaphorically mrphasizes 

vision, because "we need to  reclaim that sense to find our way through 9 the MsruüPng 

tricks and powcrs of modern sciences and technologies that have transfonned the 

objectivity debates" (p. 181). She claims the following: 

F e d s t  objectivity is about limitai location and situateâ knowledge, 

not about transeendence and splitting of subject and object. In this 

way we might become answerable for what we leam to  see. (p. 190) 

Haraway (1 99 1) advocates seeing fiom below, and placing oneseIf in a subjugated 

position, preferable because it promises "more adequate, sustained, ... mnsfomiing 

accounts of the world" (p. 191). It is not dïfEcuIt to visualize a feminist theory of 

representation Iiom this perspective in that it assumes a destabilizing position. Instead of a 

tidy, nonproblematic, and impositional gaze at the bodyhind with disease, Haraway's 

(1 99 1) view is fiom the perspective of "interpretation, translation, stuttering, and the 

partly understood.. .," fiom the science of"mu1tiple subject with (at lem) double vision" 

(p. 195). 

To meet the patient on this level would constitute a relationship to which diagnosis 

alone cannot subscribe. The gaze of the diagnosis requires a position and attitude of 

authority, one of power over the Other. It is understood by Other as a "cognitive 

authority" on the felt experience (Addelson, cited in Wendell, 1997, p. 274). As Wendell 

(1997) proclaims, "medical professionals have been given the power to describe and 

validate everyone's experience of the body" (p. 274). The Diagnosis imposes its 

knowledge claims upon the individual and substantiates the daims against rigid and 

supposedly rigorous empincal studies. The seeker of care perceives their own opinion and 
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experiences as invalid. When the reality of the individual's own life is discounteci, that 

person, in some way, is silenced. It is diicult for those entrenched in this way of 

understanding science and knowledge to find their way out, as those of the rductionist ilk 

engage in mutual rescation, féasting on thought-food prepared by one another for one 

another. 1 see those of purely empirical-diagnostic mentality as subscribing to the fcar that 

Harding (1 99 1) articulates. 

Some fear that to give up the possibility of one universaily and 

extemally valid standard of judgment is perhaps even to be lefi 

with no way to argue rationally against the possibility that each 

person 's judgment about the regularities of nature and their 

underlying causal tendencies must be regarded as equally vaiid. (p. 139) 

One cannot see fiom below while standing above. Yet how are those who embrace 

that gaze to find the stairway down? How will the health care worker who advocates a 

feminist understanding of science be able to subvert the hegemony of tradition? 1s it 

possible to be a science-maker who, as Watson (1994) alludes, lias the rnind of a poet? 

And how will a seeker ofcare caught up in traditional biomedical culture eam the 

pr-ivilege to be seen or heard, or to gain access to the staircase? Should this access not be 

a right, rather than a pnvilege? 

Perhaps answers lie in the looking. Perhaps there is knowledge to be uncovered in 

the way in which those experiencing illness and healing represent themselves. 1 see these 

representations as powerfùl heuristics for blumng the boundaries of diagnostic criteria, 

destabilizing the diagnosis, and teaching the uninformed. 



While explorhg representationai forms, 1 am reminded of a pomi t h t  1 recatly 

wrote that works with the power and fear that seems to accompany the acts of sorthg 

through self and the acts of &g pubiic that which hu been uncovered. It is entitled 

"Excavation." 1 include it here because it recognizes the muggle that those workhg 

through expenences of ihess and healing express. In my research on the fomu of 

representation, 1 am struck by the personai anguish experienced by rnany of those who are 

endeavoring to achieve a greater self-awareness and understanding of theù iiiness/healing 

expenence, while striving to be acknowledged by others. Although this poem tdks of 

poetry, 1 see any fonn of self-representation as interchangeable with the word poetry. 

Excavation 

Poetry excavates 
like archaeology, 

exposing cavems of the spirit 
and caves of the soul. 

Archaeology chips at encasements, 
laying bare the pieces 
and parts that have 
withstood ages of wind. 

Unearthed. There. 
No, the structure is not tired. 
Worn maybe - shape altered, 
the edges cornfortable 

with their space 
Touching air gently, 

yet fitrnly. 

1s it like this with self! 
Do we expect 

that excavation 
wiii uncover a 
tired spirit, a 
tired soul? 



Or do we fear th& 
the capacity for 
enduring exposwe 
will have expendcd 
its energy? 

Are we aûaid that 
Our seams and 
boundarics, although 
ridden with imperfection, 
wiil no longer withstand the 
Storm? 

I think not. 
1 see this act of 

poetic understanding 
not unlike 
an archaeological moment. 

What is there 
was always there. 

It has withstood 
layers upon layers 

of the weight of the 
elements of a Me. 

Although not seen, 
it never ceases to 
hold fàst to 
spaces inside. 

Uncovering only gives back 
vision otherwise 

Iost. 
Lost - but not rnissing. 

(DeLu- 1996) 

This poem alludes to the repreoentational capacity of witness, and it is in this 

capacity that I sec the healing possibilities  se. Witness of self, 1 suggest, aiiows acccss 

to witness of the Other. Thus witness holds the power to deaabilize. Johnson (cited in 

Walker, 1995) speaks to my point. 

As we write ourselves into existence, the class, race and sexual 

political structures of society inevitably change. The notions of 



who has rights, whose vo ie  can be head, whox individuaiity 

is worthy, comes under revision. (p. 121) 

Witness, a concept that 1 fbnher develop in Chapter 3, is not a difncult notion to actualize 

in this discussion of representations when one aligns with the idea of the multiple seK 

Representations iùifjii more than the singular purpose of offering knowledge of self to 

other, for, 1 argue, they fim offer self to seK Walker (1995) points out thpt "the concept 

of writing oneselfinto existence suggests an emagence from a private into a public self" 

(p. 121). Yet the discovery of the public self is initialIy a private act that when given 

language or form becornes available to others. 

Spence (1992), who suffered fiom breast cancer, calls the process of her own 

work one of "demystification - both of the self and of the medical and family discourses 

which have defined [her] for much of [her] life" (p- 130). She notes: 

1 needed to find out who 1 had been told 1 was before 1 coutd 

contradict it. (p. 130) 

S pence' s observation captures the mdtifold processes involved in the representational act. 

The complexity of representational acts became evident in my exploration of her work, as 

well as the work of others. Along with the knowledges that may be uncovered in the act of 

looking at representations of others, 1 suggest that questions will emerge. 1 am interested 

in what ways these representations of Other may shifi the healing relationship. Must the 

practitioner begin at home, through one's own subjeclivity? When one shifts the 

positioning of loolruig, is it possible or evcn wise, to attempt to make uninformeci claims 

as to what one might find? 



The Research Questions and Context 

There are many encïrciing questions for study, yct 1 sec the central questions of rny 

research as follows: 1 .) What might the exploration of aesthetic narratives of the self of 

the practitioner, and of the seekers of care as interpreted by the seif of the practitioncr, 

bring to Light about the ethics of care and the heaüng relationship? 2.) What is the work of 

aesthetic representation, as an agent of subjectivity, in the fostering of an understanding of 

h e a h g  for the pnaitionedhealer and for seeker ofcare? Although there has ken 

research in nursing related to the aesthetic realrn, there is iittle that 1 have been able to 

uncover specificaily exarnining the issues of representation, subjectivity and healing fiom 

the perspective of my interests. In this section, I wiil highiight the historical context fkorn 

which my work denves. 

For many years, the practice of nursing has been closely related to medicine in their 

common focus on "the cure of human beings," and has assumed "a medical mode1 

grounded in the natural sciences" (Parse, 198 1) and dnven by empirical resewch. Recently 

nursing has been in the process of reclaiming its historical origins, which foaised to a 

greater extent on care and healing (Parse, 1981). It is interesting to note that N~ghtingale 

struggled with similar concms in her Notes on Nursing, first pubtished in 1859. In 

contemplating her perspectives on "sound observations," and the purpose behind such 

activities, she cautioned: 

It is not for the sake of piling up rniscellaneous information or 

curious facts, but for the sake of saving life and increasing health 

and comfiort. The caution may seem useless, but it is quitc surprishg 

how many men (and some women too), pradcally behave as if the 



sciaitins end wne the oniy one in Mew, or as if the rick body w m  

but a reservoir for stowing mediches into, and the surgial disase 

only a curious case the Sunertt has made for the attendant's spatial 

information. This is really no exaggeration. (Nightingale, 1980, p. 103) 

It seems that the nuning profession lost sight of Nightingale's iruightfùi counsel - for i 

while. More recently, new curricuia in nursing education have emerged fiom the renewed 

recognition of the nuidamental ciifferences between nursing and medicine, and nom the act 

of retuming to its eulier roots in the healing arts (Achterbetg, 1990). 

Bevis and Watson (1989), who have had significant influence in the field of 

phenomenological cumculum development in nurwig, argue that nursing and other human 

sciences education have been indoctrinated by a behaviourist cumculurn paradigm for the 

Iast 35 years, and as a result have been "handicapped by an oppressive mode1 in both 

worlds of learning and practice" (Watson, 1989, p. 3 8). Connectedness and relatedness, 

unable to be objectified and tested, were relegated to the sidelînes. Nurse remchers, such 

as Bevis (1 989b), began to look more critically at the kind of nurse who would be 

prepared to work in the current complex h d t h  a r e  environment, and describeci that 

person as "one who can act and reflect and who has the nature of compassionate scholar 

with a rnind that never ceases to inquire, quest, and expand (p. 68). 

Nurse educaton found support for the constitution of a new cumcular perspective 

that endorsed practiced-bad care in the work of the phenomenologists, the humanias, 

weli as the critical and feminist theorists. They looked to Heidegger to provide a 

foundation for thuiking about the place of care in nursing practice and education. 

Heidegger (cited in Guigon, 1993) "introduced the unifying t e m  ' a r e '  to designate the 



basic feature in us that constitutes ail our involvements in the world" (p. 63). He 

understood care as a holistic concept that enables us "to take account of the overall 

we give to our existence as king-in-theworld" (p. 63). 

The appropriation of the words a r e  and phemmem2ogv by nursing cducation and 

practice may Sect a presupposition that we know what they mean. Yet all words are 

abstract, and these words are particularly so. Nursing does not clairn exclusive rights to 

these words, and continues to work with the way in which care and phenomenoiogy is 

understood by both practice and education. My study also addresses this challenge. 

The phenomenologicai perspective of caring is beset by many vantage points that 

deny a universal notion. Yet, 1 argue that there are some educators and nurse researchers 

whose notions of care are perhaps more closely aligned with the phenomenological tenet 

of caring, that is as the centrality of being. Noddings (1984) in her philosophy of a r e ,  

Berner and Wrubel (1 989) in their primacy of care perspective, and Watson (cited in 

Swanson, 1991, p. 161) who views caring as a "moral ideal," represent some of those who 

perceive cme as central to practice. Their perspectives, 1 suggest, lend support to van 

Manen's (1992) notion that a pedagogy (and, 1 would add, a professional practice) of 

thoughtfiilness and caring attunement requires phenomenological sensitivity to the Lived 

experience. 

The phenomenological tenet of caring and co~ectedness in nursing serves to 

contradict the traditional objectivist stance, superimposed upon nursing by medicine, that 

has seemingly engendered the duality of mindmody and thought/feeling. Current 

perspectives on nursing irnpel nurse educators to examine cumcular and practice 

landscapes, and to query the behaviourist a€fïnity, in nursing, for the imparting of 
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"howledge" as "namal, unproblernatic, and consensual" (Diekel~nann, 1993, p. 248). 

Such queries inspire one to contemplate the meuiingfûiness of knowlcdges of curxiailm 

self, or others, or of any given text of biowlcdge, cxpericncc, or understanding. Although 

educaton in fields such as languages and reading recognize that text is aiways interprctd, 

this has not necessarily been the case in health science n u r i d a  or in profeJsionai p d c e  

where fact and testable realities are revered. 

In order to provide theoretid grounding for this interpretive perspective, nurse 

educators and researchers draw upon hermeneutic (or interpretive) rather than purely 

descriptive phenomenology. Heidegger's hermeneutic ontology recognizes the significanct 

of the "finitude, worldliness, and historicity of our human predicament" (Guigon, 1993, 

p. 141). He positions the individual as a historical being who is molded and shaw by 

herhis own culture. This interpretive posture encourages the nurse educator or 

practitioner to make sense of the historical oppressiveness that has infiltrated the worlds of 

practice and education. It dismpts the objectivist posture that, according to Merleau- 

Ponty (198 l), rnakes one unaware of the subject of perception "because [objectivity] 

presents itself to the world ready made" (p. 207). 

The "reform of understanding" that Burch (1989, p. 204) claims is the chief 

practicai benefit of phenomenology, aiid the increasingly critical perspective of the nurse 

educator cal1 upon a change in nursing curricular work that urges the educator to confkont 

the entrenched hcgemony of both behaviourist and biomedical rule. The act of calling 

upon feminist/critical understanding has engendered a political consciousness that is 

criticai in nature and perhaps counters what rnight be interpreted as complacency inherent 

in purely phenomenological work. 



Feminist researcher/theorists, such as G m e t  (1988) and Bel*, Clinchy, 

Goldberger, and Tarule (1986) offer suppon to the philosophicai position of the 

phenomenological cumculum and the interpretive study of nursing pnctice, both of which 

embrace diversity, and powa-with rather than powerover relations. Grumet (1 988) 

explains that "phenomenology is, quite simply, a philooophy of consciousness;" one which 

in its analysis of knowing and learning, "helps us to recover and name the conditions of 

our own thought" (p. 14). Femhïst theory has eontributed the view that knowledge cornes 

to form in hurnan relationships (Gnrmet, 1988), and that the person is the politicai. These 

notions, 1 argue, create space for the philosophies of phenomenology and hummism. 

critical theory, and ferninist theory, to didogue withïn a humanist cumculum and practice 

in which caring is a central wre. 

Previously, 1 spoke of seeds of change and alluded to the fact that there has been 

an increasing body of work, within the aesthetic realm, generated by nurse researchers in 

education and practice. SpecScally within this realm, the most recent work of Achterberg, 

Dossey, and Kolkrneier (1994), Benner, Tanner, and Chesla (1996), C h  and Kramer 

(1999), and Chinn and Watson (1994) offer support to my research. Achterberg et d. 

(1994) explore rituals of healing and the use of imagery for health and wellness. Berner et 

al. (1996) work with stories of lived experience as providers of new insights for clinicians. 

As well, they suggest to nursing students and clinicians that "leamhg to enter the world of 

others through literature (poetry, biographies, drama, ethnographies, and novels) can 

increase the power of understandimg and the capacity to articulate that understanding to 

others" (p. 3 16). in this context, they write about the insights into c m  that are gained 

from the interpretation of i l h s  narratives and namtive accounts of clinical practice. 



Watson & Chinn (Chinn & Watson, 1994) claim that the art of nursing is "the 

capacity of a human bang to receive another human king's expression of feelings and to 

expenence thox feelings for oneselî' (p. xvi). They oumine ways in which art and 

humanities might be integrated into nuning education. As well, they explore the writings 

and experiences of reseuchers in nursing education and practice, and look into the ways in 

which their research works with art as a form of askingy knowing, leaniing, practiq and 

reflective experience (Chinn & Watson, 1994). Chuin and Kramer (1999), drawing ca 

Carper's patterns of knowing in nursing (empinc, ethical, aesthetic, and personal) nuther 

develop nursing knowledge within the four patterns, and devote a chapter to the work of 

aesthetic knowùig in nursing practice, research, and education. 

It is within this body of work that 1 locate the professional context of my research. 

The focus of my project, as indicated in my research questions, is to explore the work of 

aesthetic representation, as an agent of subjectivity, in the fostenng of an understanding of 

healing for the practitionerhealer and for the seeker of a r e .  In a sense, 1 am aitering the 

starting place of understanding of others and the healing relationship fkom Otha, as in a 

number of the previous works noted, to Self, In the next section I will fùrther discuss the 

methodology of my research. 

The Methodology 

My personal interest in the subject of representation has evolved fiom a desire to 

extend the possibilities of aesthetic work within the health Gare arena and within the art 

and science of nursing theory. As preliminary work, I will examine poetic, artistic, and 

narrative representations, published or made public in text, of certain people who have 

been touched by experiences of illness or healing. 1 ask the question of what 
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understandimgs of haling and subjectivity of othcr rnight th* examination bring to tight? 

What issues find relevance for the practitioner seeking to aeate a heaiing environment? 

Although 1 WU begm by criticaiiy a<runining various representations of othas, I sec this 

process aiso as one that works to dari@ the questions of research and to rcview the 

literature that houses the voices of those who hope for more than the experience of 

"thingness" in their heaith case. 

As mentioned, the texts that 1 WIU examine are previously published works, rndlor 

works that are within the public arena. What is brought to Light will be considerrd 

beginning thoughts and initial exploration that will provide a context for the 

autobiographid work that follows. It is acpeaed that perhaps the prelimiiury work d 

serve to keep the criticai autobiographid analysis grounded within the heaüng reaim. 

1 will then more extensively work with my own narrative representations, norying 

and examining my relatively recent experience with poetic form. Taking self as my abject, 

1 will relate, in critical autobiographical format, my own story of involvement with poetic 

representation, beginning with my personal recognition of severai serendipitous moments 

that sparked a latent desire to work critically with representational forms in professional 

practice. Sorne of these writings were onginally accompanied by journal entries or 

"reactions of the moment." I will then add a third voice which will take as its project the 

questions of research. Thus, the autobiographical dialogue will work with multiple voice 

and multiple text. Although the autobiographical work will be the h e m  of the dissertation, 

there wiU be no boundaries to hinder the possibilities for b ~ g i n g  the autobiography h to  

conversation with the published andior public textual representations that arc king 

considered in this research. 
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1 begm work with multiple voice in my m e r ' s  thesis (DeLuq 1996) w h m  the 

voices in dialogue were the two respondents, Cathy and Judy, who had r d ,  and in some 

cases responded to in margin notes, my interpreted autobiographical narrative which 

explored my experiences of control, and of suppression of passions and emotion, within 

education in generai as weii as in the role of nurse educator. In essence the respondents 

fist dialogued with the autobiographicai text, then with myseg as researcher, and with 

each other. In fkct, the voice ofrny autobiography becorne a tngger for discussion as weU 

as the voice of a third respondent. 

The différence in dialogue and anaiysis in this research study is that the multiple 

voices emerge fiom within my autobiographical narrative. They include my voice at the 

time of writing the poetry, my subsequent journal reactions to the poetry, and my m e n t  

voice as researcher. The dialogue in this thesis (chapter 4) invites also the textual "voices" 

that were "heard" in the previous chapter (3). 

Cntical autobiography, 1 suggest, assists the researcher to defamiiiarize 

understanding, and, as Pinar (1988) notes, requires one to adopt "a critical posture 

towards one's frw-associative account, lookuig for the functions of one's explmations of 

oneself' (p. 141). The manner in which 1 will work, thot i s  with multiple texts and 

interpretations, as Grumet (1 99 1) points out, "bring[s] the presentation of personal 

knowledge out of the whispered confidences of the analytic dyad, cornplkit couple, 

sadornasochistic duo, and into a cornmunity of people who share a world(p. 76). Thus, 

the perspective of critical posture towards self, and the primacy of multiple text and 

interpretation are foundational to this research process. Although the voices in dialogue in 

my study are autobiogmphicai a d  textuid, funire studies with "breathing" respondents 

may extend the questions even fùrther. 



Toward a Vigilant Subjectivity 

As noted previousiy, in the explontion of issues related to d j e c t M t y  1 ernploy 

criticai autobiographid narrative as a primary mode of inque. Yet, *en the brod 

range of interpretations and philosophies that underpin this method of inquiry, it is prudent 

to fùrther clarifL the understandings that are irnplicit in my research approach. 

Heshusius (1994) points out the following regarding subjective method. 

1 have corne to see the cal1 for "procedurai subjectivity" and 

its attendant concerns (how to be in charge of one's subjectiviîy, 

how to handle it, restrain it, account for it) as identical to 

"procedural objectivity" (Eisner, 1992) in that both view the 

self as the fundamental unit for methodologicai concem and 

both maintain the belief in the possibility of a regdateci distance 

between self and other. This cornmon ground anchors both 

approaches in an alienated mode of consciousness which see 

the knower as separate fiom the known. (p. 15) 

Heshusius' (1 994) work is directed towards developing an understanding of subjectivity as 

an ability of one to temporprily let go of prcocaipation with self (an objectified act in 

itself) and instead move into a state of complete attention, or what is describeci as a 

"participatory mode of consciousness." 1 will refer to this state of participatory attention 

as a vigilant subjectivity. 

Barfield (quoted in Heshusius 1994) brings up the notion that we are not studying 

some "so-called 'inner' world, divided off; by a skin or a skull, from a ro-clllcd 'outa' 

world; we are trying to study the world itself from its inner aspect" (p. 18). This is 
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precisely the way in which 1 understand the possibilities inherent in autobiography, in the 

way in which it provides the researcher with the opportunity to study the connections 

between subjectivity and huling Born the inside out. Autobiography, in my rcsearch, is 

surrounded by a henneneutic phenomenological understanding of the world that talces the 

lived experience, in its context and historicity, as its subject. As Grumet (1992) explains: 

The principles and processes of phenomenology that are most 

pertinent to [the] consideration of autobiographical method are 

its emphasis on the reciprocity of subjectivity and objectivity 

in the constitution of meaning.. . . (p. 42) 

A herrneneutic, phenomenological attitude toward autobiographicai research ensures that 

interpretation is grounded in human experience, "as it helps us see the ordinary as strange 

and in need of some explmation" (Roche, quoted in Grumet, 1992, p. JO). And, as 

Gmmet (1992) points out, the scmtiny of what is ordinaxy "requires a critical approach to 

the social and political environment, for the 'ordinary' is a social concept" and an 

unquestioned assumption (p. 50). This thesis intends to subject its narratives to scrutiny, 

interpretation, and perhaps, as did Kierkegaard (cited in Grumet, 1992) and Bakhtin 

(1 984), to a scathing humor. Thus, fiom the perspective of my research, critical 

autobiography spurs and fosters a vigiImrce towards the other, rather than self-absorption 

or isolationism, in the examination of the subjectivity of self 

The Structure 

Structurally, this study includes the following chapters which succeed this 

introductory one: Chapter 2. Methodosophological Underpaintings; Chapter 3. Blumng 

the Boundaries: Examining Representations of ïllnesslHealing; Chapter 4. Poetic and 

Mythical Musings in First Person Plural; Chapter 5. Meaning Places. 
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Foilowing the discussion in Chapter 1 of the origins and context of the research 

questions, Chapta 2 wiU develop the methodology, looking at the necessity, in my 

research, to work within a critical namative mode of inquîry. Chapts 3 wül save, in a 

sense, as a Literature review through an examination of representations of somc of those 

who have been touched by the expenence of "thingness," as irnposed by others within or 

outside of the health care arena, or perhaps irnposed by the experience of illness or haling 

itself. Chapter 4 will develop and interpret my own experience with aesthetic 

representations, and wiîl work with the research questions. Chapter 5 will serve as a 

contemplative as well as criticai site for reflections on representational work. Also 

considered are examples of ways in which aesthetic representation as an agerit of the 

vigïImt self: may alter one's understanding of healing and the healing relationship in 

practice, and the possibilities for knowledge development that this project rnay offer to 

nursing practice, education, and fûture rexorch. Because of the emergent nature of my 

research project, 1 highiight the "findings" that have evolved fiom the research at the 

beginning of Chapter 5, and then fiirther develop the research insights throughout the 

chapter, 

Applicabiiity in a Broader Context 

As nursing practice and education are currently striving to reclaim and animate 

nursing's theory base in the arts and humanities (Berner, Tanner, & Chesla, 1996; Chim 

& Watson, 1994; Valiga & Bruderle, 1997), the practicing registered nurse, nurse 

educator, and nurse researcher are being legislated through the College of Nurses of 

Ontario, the licensing body for al1 nurses practicing in Ontario, to provide quality 

assurance of one's practice through a Professional Practice Portfolio (onginating from 



CNO' s Quality Assurance Program, 19%). The porifolio, A ProfessiomI Profe: A 

Reflectiw PortJoIio for Contimws Leamhg requires evidences of reflective pracîice 

and Me-long leaming within a nursing science theory base that draws fiom both the arts 

and science. Reflective practice assumes a willuigness to look back and look inward in 

order to look forward. It recognites the relationship between self understanding and the 

understanding of others. In this broader context of professional practice, my research will 

work toward extending the possibilities of a reflective nursing practice. Pinar (1988) 

summarizes what 1 perceive as the potential of autobiographical research within the realm 

of professional practice. 

It is against the taken-for-granted routine and ritual we work, for 

it is the regularized and the habitua1 which arrest movement.. . . 

Anested, we cannot see rnovement in others nor contnbute to it. 

In a sense we seek a dialectical self-self relation, which then pennits 

a dialectical relation between self and work, self and others. (p. 149) 

In surnrnary, 1 suggest that there is unexplored potential inherent in the 

consideration of aesthetic representation as a heuristic for comection to the illness and 

healing experiences of others. Perhaps it is in this entry into an absence, into a space as yet 

not acknowledged, that 1 see the possibilities for an ethic of representation. To what 

extent, then, will a nurse educator's exploration of herhs own aesthetic representations 

assist one to gain access or entry into the unexplored space of self-other. In arguing that 

one cannot capture the illnessniealing expenence of many, even to the point that certain 

existing forms of representation in health a r e ,  such as the Diagnosis, at times become 

deterrents to healing, or contradictions to the way in which a person may define their 

situation, it then becomes necessary to wonder if aesthetic representational work has a 



better chance to celebrate meanhg Mthout erp>tunng subjectivity. This rescarch takes 

"wondei' as its project, and in the process of wondering, look for meaning places for 

heaiing. 

In the next chapter, I develop the philosophical and methodologid foudations of 

this research project. 1 examine the contributions that critical social theory and aitical 

feminist theory offer to a criticai narrative study, and as weli 1 develop the hamaieutic 

phenomenological philosophy thaî keeps the project grounded in the lived human 

experience. 



CHAPTER 2 

METEODOSOPHOLOGICAL UNDERPAINTXNGS 

1 tire of iinguistic structures easily. I must confess that fact. As 1 cxtricate the 

supporting methodological and philosophicai perspectives that support and aEêct the way 

in which this r e m c h  was conceivecl, dewloped, and processed, 1 find myself scarching 

for words that retlea an cmcrging conviction that one cannot possibly deal with issues of 

methodology without c i d y  articulating the philosophical positions held by the 

researcher. Positions of phiiosophy, 1 niggest, rnay in fact be f x  more revealing bout ,  or  

perhaps acknowledging of, the researcher's aEêct upon both the telling and the analysis of 

the data than methodology Jone. Thus the title - a study of method and wisdoms. Unable 

to h d  a word that captures the entwining nature of philosophy and methodology, 1 

wnstxuct a titie that in my view is more reflective of the erisuing discussion. 

The intention of this chapter is twofold. It presents my particular methodological 

perspectives and the ways in which 1 undemand the relationship of methodological and 

philosophicai knowledges that are not necessarily traditiondy enacted in concen with 

each other. Secondly, in this chapter, 1 construct a dialogue that draws upon the voices of 

others who may speak to the fi indon of various methodologies in ways which perhaps 

differ fiom my own perspective as researcher- Therefore this chapter is not to be 

understood as a defensive posturing on methodology, but rather as multi-vocal dialogue 

between myselfas researcher and others fiom the various methodological and 

philosophicai knowledge fields. This chapter works with the possibilities of dialogism that 

finds a place not oniy as a heuristic for analysis, but as a possible site for the construction 

of knowledge, in this instance methodosophological knowledge. 

24 
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ï h e  title of this chapter rdMu a rcscarch perspective that does not separate the 

phiiosophy of the rcsearcher from the methodology employed by the r e m c h .  In Chapta  

1, I described the methodology as criticai autobiographical research approached through a 

hermeneutic, phenomenological attitude. A phenomenological attitude mingles with and 

even drives the way in which autobiographical method is understood. 1 wilî take time in 

this chapter to articulate the coexistence of both methodology and phiiosophy, as weli as 

to explicate the layers of personal philosophies that complete the "underpainting" (Mayer, 

198 1) of this research. 1 suggest that the final product of a research study, just as Mayer 

(198 1) points out regarding the dried films of oil painting on canvas, tends to become 

more transparent with age, "su5ciently transparent to aüow the underpainting or drawing 

to show through" (p. 11 1). Unless the research affords the reader access to the 

underpainting of the research, the research may suffer fiom what appears to be an attempt 

by the researcher to "paint ovef  or obscure the personal motives and professional 

intention of the research. Ghosts of the researcher, as ghosts of  the underpainting, will 

become visible. Mayer's (1981) suggestions to painters make sense to this research 

project. Listen. 

The prac t id  lesson that oil ...p ainters of the present day have learned fiom this 

is that the ground and underpainting always have some affect on the final painting, 

even when it is not apparent, and that pictures must be built up carefiilly with 

this point in mind. (p. 1 11) 

With this point in mind...I will next explicate the pervasiveness of  herrneneutic 

phenomenological philosophy amidst critical autobiographical methodology. As well, 1 

will clarie the existentid, the critical, and the feminist attitude that play out in both 

methodologid and philosophical concerns. 



Critical Narrative Research: The Tarp 

A fonn of mediation, the story and iu tehg are Jways adaptive. A 
narration is nevcr a passive reflection of r reality. At the same tirne, 
it mua always be truthfùl ifit is to unwind b e a u W y y  Truth, howcva, 
is not attaUid here through logocentric certainties (deriving nom the 
tendency to idente human telos with ntionality). The functions of the 
tale and the mediator-storyteîier are thus introduced at the outset. ... The 
mediator-storyteiler, through whom tmth is summoned to unwind itself 
to the audience. is at once a creator, a delighter, and a teacher. ... The 
boundaries of lie and truth are thus multiplied, revcned, and displaced 
without rendering meaningless either the notion of lie or that of truth. 
Directly questioned, the story is a b  indirdy unquestionable in its 
tnithfiiiness. Umindit then for us... (Minh-ha, 1991, p. 13,14) 

I locate this project withui the scope or tarp of critical narrative research, which 1 

will address in this section. From there I will backtrack in order to explicate the 

methodosophic concepts picnicing under the tarp. 

The critic of a narrative research project such as this may make the clah that, 6rst 

of dl, critical theory and phenomenology cannot coexist in a singular methodology. From 

a purist perspective this may bc so, although arguable. The critic may in turn rnakc the 

argument that the claims in this project appear to rnix rnethodologies and incorporate too 

many philosophical perspectives (ï will address these possible critical claims later). Yet 1 

argue that there is a sky of difference b e e n  multiplism and conceptuai confiision. 

Methodologic boundaries are constructions - necessary for ctarity and rigour, but indeed 

not petrified. f acknowIedge the influence of critical theory, ferninism, existentialism, and 

hermeneutic phenomenology in the critical narrative rnethodology embraced by this 

research, and suggest that it is perhaps the acknowledgment of such philosophies that 

effect the rigour of this nanative rcscarch project. 

Narrative research is versatile and multidimensional, and entertains many 

approaches (Jo~scl~on, 1993). Simiiarly, narrative analysis, as noted by Manning and 
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Culium-S wan (1 994). "talces a number of anaiytic forrns-. .," and ". . .make[s] quite different 

assumptions about the organhtion of cognitive meaning" (p. 464). Yct one might argue 

that, iS in tact. thcre wae a singuîar thrcad uniting moa f o m  of narrative research, 

perhaps it is the beliatbat meaning is wwtnicted through the tellin8 and retclling of one's 

story, and is generatcd through an intentional reflective and recursivc interpretive posture 

regarding one's account. The interpretive thrust of narrative research is what Reissman 

(1 993) ciairns distinguishes it from certain textu ai approaches, discourse anaiysis, and 

some forms of social construaionism, m n  though it has gained insights fiom thex 

genres. 

Rosenwald (1 996) spealcs of the narratologist ' s quest for interpretive 

understanding of what human experience is IiLe within a specific context in the following 

manner. 

... The narratologist, concemeci with individuals and groups groping for clarity 

about themselves within their world rather than with a domain to be brought 

under theoretical control, d e s  no clairns to extemai venties but gestures 

toward a few fûgitive but luminous exemplars, as though to say, This, too, 

is what king human is Like. (p. 272) 

Narrative research makcs no claims to gmcraîjze the knowledge constructed nor to 

proclaim universal truths. As Rosenwdd (1996) says, it is "precirly because narratives 

inherently refer to s p d c  contextuai configurations - moments, eras, places, fellow 

human beirigs - we must tenounce any univcrdhing ambitions" (p. 272). Yet are thtre 

any "truths" to be found within narrative research? 



Grumet (1991) compiicates (provokes?) the issue of truths through her 

proclamation that "evay tellhg is a padai prevarication" (p. 69). She posits that Our 

stories are "masks through which we can be seen, and with every telling we stop the flood 

and swirl of thought so someone can get a glimpse of us, and rnaybe catch us ifthey can" 

(p. 69). If our nanatives are semi-tmths and Our Selves lie hidden beneath the words of 

our aones, then why rwative research? Why namitive research, particularly in a humui 

science field that historicaiiy looks for ways to combat di- and to assist those who 

stmggle to recapture health and wellbeing? 

Perhaps it is precisely because the challenge of narrative research Lies close to the 

challenge of the Me of any individual. Grumet (1991) notes that the politics of narrative is 

both a social muggle and an ontological one, as we are "partially constituted by the 

stories we teli to others and to ourselves about experience" (p. 69). 1 suggest that 

narrative research is about those struggies. It is about hurnan experiences. Truth is then 

reconstituted to mean the rruih of human experienco. The Personal Namatives Group 

(1 989) speak to my point. 

When talking about their Iives, people lie sometimes, forget a lot, exaggerate, 

become confiised, and g a  things wrong. Yet they are rwealing tniths. These 

truths don? reveal the past "as it actually was," aspiring to a standard of 

objectivity. They instead give the tniths of our experiences .... We corne to 

understand them only through interpretation, paying carefirl attention to the 

contexts that shape their creation and to the world views that inform t h .  

(p. 261) 
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The trrrth of hurnan expericnce, 1 suggest, is the business of nwing. Narrative rescarch 

and analysis aiiows for the systematic study of human mperience and pasonai mcaning, 

and the ways in which events have k e n  constnrcted by the subject (Reissman, 1993). 

Making sense becornes the ot.lting point for meaning-loaded action - action motivatcd by 

the self, rather than dissociated fiom the seif Widdershoven's (1993) words ftrther 

explain my point. 

By teIlin8 a story about Our Me, we change our We. As we do so, the story 

itself'becomes ncher, as it is f led with lire expaience. Thus acpenence 

and story are said to communiate with each other. (p. 13) 

Thus the participant may use the storying experience to examine, understand, tiarne, and 

perhaps d i r e c t  their iifè (Miller, 1996). 

From the standpoint of inquiry, narrative research destabilizes the notion of powcr 

inherent in the languagc of research. As Helle (199 1) points out, "theoretical discourse has 

typicaily been the language held by those in power ... often structur[ingJ Our reality. .." 

(p. 63). The narrative research voice acknowledges its origins and celebrates the 

unpretentiousness of its roots. It joyfiilly mixes languages of inquiry, hemiing Helle's 

( I  99 1) clairns that there is p a t e r  risk to subjectivity "...by nor d n g  the languages of 

Our inquiry" (p. 63). Narrative study and description caii upon language at will, honouring 

the diverse nature of subjectivity. To reemphasiie, 1 again note that it is for these qualities 

- multiplistic perspective and the view t b t  hiowledge is constructed - that this research 

project takes critical narrative as methodology. 

In the next sections, 1 will address the specific form and method of narrative 

research used in this r-ch, that is critical autobiography, and WU fùrther develop the 



philosophical perspectives that strongiy Muence the methodology. 1 will begin with a 

discussion of the fiinction of critical autobiography within this research. 

Cntical Autobiography 

To many, the word "autobiography" implies nothing but conceit and egotism. 
But these are not necessarily its characteristics. If an apple blossom or ripe 
apple could tell its own story, it would be, stiU more than its own, the story 
of the sunshine that smiled upon it, of the winds that whispered to it, of the 
birds that sang around it, of the storms that visited it, and of the motherly 
tree that held it and fed it until its petais were unfolded and its fonn 
developed. (Larcom, 1986 [first published 18891, p. 5) 

The deconstructive mode of autobiographical writing attempts to produce 
a new form of autobiography where past selves are critiqued and identity 
can be seen as fluid and fiagmented. Jackson (1990) refers to this as 'critical 
autobiography', claiming that it is part of subjectivity. (Kehily, 1995, p. 30) 

1 sit on the floor of the attic, home of the madwoman (as fnends began to address 

me during rny master's work in 1993). And 1 wonder. Who is writing this? Like Albee 

(1995), "1 look at [her] in the mirror and see [she] is not looking back at me. [She] is 

looking at [herlself [She] is seeing through me to [herlself. 1 vanish once again" (p. 1 1). 1 

write words on a page, my words, or are they? Words of the personal self and the 

authorial self, words that emerge fiom the gaze of the researcher-selfl, words that 

encapsulate the a priori moment and the a posteriori moment; today's reflections on 

yesterday and yesterday's reflections on yesterday. Al1 are facets (faces?) of the 

autobiographical project. Davenport (1995) explains that writing is "our finest implement 

of inquiry, and the inquirer inquiring into [herlself is a mirror held up to a mirror" (p. 55) .  

If one thinks of a rnirror as a palimpset - as an image over an effaced image - then 

Davenport's proclamations speak to the challenge of this multifaceted project of critical 

autobiographical research. 1 suppose autobiographical work may seem schismatic to some, 



yet standing outside of oneself looking in, and inside of oneseif looking out, implies a 

destabilized perspective which invites, rather than dismisres, possibility. 

With the intention of giving contcxt to this work, words are then accompanied by 

speculative m e a n d e ~ g s  through fields of "ologies," primped to r d e c t  a tidy 

understanding of the location of this scholarly research. Yet autobiographid work is not 

tidy. Pinar (198 1) claims that autobiography is capable of undentanding the "underlife" of 

the self "only if the autobiographer work[s] persistently not to report his (sic) day as a 

newspaper jounialist would, only if he fiee-associatively crept undemeath his habitua1 

explanations of his actions, outside his regularized statements of his objectives" (p. 177). 

He sees this work as aegetical, as excavahg "layers of intention and experience which 

antedate and live k l o w  the text which is daily Me, of which language and events are 

deposits" (p. 1 77). The cnticalness of this work lies in that excavation. Meaning is pned, 

dug out, and hauled fiom the words that find their way ont0 the page. 

As 1 am writing, 1 sometimes ponder my motives. 1 might have selected a variety 

of ways to work with the research questions - al1 requiring respondents. Instead, am 1 

fulfilling a covert desire to give voice to personal concems that have spent many seasons 

entangled within "good girl" baggage that is now ripped at the seams, lusting to escape? 

Perhaps ...y et 1 think not. This project involves a conscious choice to engage in the 

excavation process to which Pinar (1981) alludes. In this context, the lure of 

autobiographical work lies in the challenges that it presents to the researcher, in particular 

the challenge inherent within the research questions themselves - that is, "What is the 

work of aesthetic representation, as an agent of subjcctivity, in the f o s t e ~ g  of an 

understanding of healing for the practitionerheaier and for the sceker of care?' 
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Exploration of subjectivity is insideout work, an excavation project, work for the self of 

the researcher, critical seif-work. It is work that requires shovels, piclrs, and axer as wd 

as a couch, wann cornforter, anâ tea (or wine, depending upon one's gustatory leaningr). 

It begs for conrious intention, as weU as wakefûl dreaming. 

In a narrative course in which 1 once took part I wrote a j o u d  that described the 

place where one goes during j o u d  or narrative writing proceores. It was tntitled 

JoumaIizing as wciAfi2 ùkeaming: ïhe k i n g  of intermi tides. 1 I excerpt a portion 

of this piece to exempw what 1 see as a foundational process of autobiographical work. 

In the course of writing j o u d s ,  1 have becorne Uicreasingly aware of the 

journal's capacity as an mibodied spirit unto itseK It is awesome in its 

potential, nurturing in its embrace, snuky in its unfolding, foreign and f d u  

in the paradox of its existence, and transfomative in its potential. It has usumed 

a life of its own and 1 sometimes question just how much control I have of its 

power. 1 have repeatedly wondered fiom where a thought or i d u  or faling 

has erupted; or fiom what hidden closet in my cerebnim a distant memory 

has reentered consciousness. Who found the key and forgot to tell me? Or 

instead, are there underground caves where History and Memory hibernate, 

waiting for a warm and nurturing moment to emerge fiom their slumber? 

1 have noticcd moments when, imrnersed in the construction of a journal, 

[or any narrative process, for that matter], 1 feel suspended in some sort 

of dream-like -te: not entirely awake, but not reaily asleep. This state 

might be more aptly described as wakefùl dreaming: those tirnes when 

words are floating forth fiom who-knows-where, and suddenly appear 



side by side on the Line of the page and r a d  as a complete thought. 

Shhhhh .... don't tell medical science. Because of its reverence for "bodyhoai," 

or the assigning of the human body a position of singular prominence as if 

it were a matcrial object (Boss, 1979, p. 1 OO), this happening couid only be 

defined as an out-of-buàyhood experimce, and who knows what thaf knowledge 

about myself might do to my weer!  (DeLuca, 1994) 

Because witing necessitates some sembhce of wakeflllness (or does it?), and the 

wafling bubbles of thought, which become animated during the writing process, feel like 

dreaming, it seems reasonable to cal1 this state wakefûl dreaming. Perhaps wakefùl 

dreaming in narrative work represents the dialectic between inner and outer selves; 

between various "pales of knowing" (Gass, 1994, p. 44); and perhaps between reason and 

emotion. 

In this project, 1 wish to retum to that place; to question and fbrther extend the 

possibilities of autobiographical narrative work. There is much to do. Journais and 

autobiographical work in generai, house, 1 suggest, "tittle factories of understanding" 

(Hughes, cited in Jalongo, 1992, p. 68) which dernand re-visitation and re-entry. 

In the next section 1 will examine the influences of cntical theory and hermeneutic 

phenomenology, as well as feminist theory, on this critical autobiographical project. 1 will 

then return to the discussion of criticai autobiography. 

The Underpaintings 

1 acknowledged previously that this research takes the position that the philosophy 

of the researcher is inseparable fkom the methodology of the remch project. Thus when 1 

speak of the influences of phenomenology, critical and feminia theory, 1 s p u k  of them as 



both the methods and widorns of this tescarch, or as the philosophicai and 

methodological perspectives, positions, and atîitudes. 1 will take t h e  to reveal th& 

influences a d  the ways in which 1 understand their contribution to this research project. 

Phenomenolow and Marxism? 

Perhaps 'Weo-Marxism" is a better descriptor. Pehaps Manasm, NCO-Mwxism, 

and critical theory, for that matter, are not to be even understood as singular entities that 

describe any one self-contained school ofthought. But 1 do not intend to enter into a wdb 

informed argument on the subject of "schools of thought" in criticai theory because first of 

al1 1 make no claims in this research to being a fùU-fledged criticai theorin. Yct 1 do 

acknowledge that 1 am greatly influenced in my professionai and educational work by a 

number of the arsumptions from which many criticai theorists work, and by the overall 

stated intentions of many criticai workers. Wntings by Altheide and Johnson (1994), and 

by Kincheloe and McLaren (1 994) are helpfiil to me in the process of clarifjing my 

perspective. 

Kincheloe and McLaren (1994) make the point that "miticai theory should not be 

treated as a universai grammar of revolutionary thought objectified and reduced to 

discrete formulait pronouncements or strategies" (p. 139). Instead of attempting, in a 

sense, to nail or essentialize a singular perspective on which to 'hg' the cloak of cntical 

work, Kincheloe & McLaren (1994) instead choose to define the cntical tradition more 

broadly and heuristically, an activity which they acknowledge may trouble some 

researchers who identifjl thcmselves as criticalists. They starch for underlying 

cornmonalities, yet are irnplicitly aware that this is always a nsky act, as it may be 

understood as a suggestion of "false unity or consensus where none cxists" (Kincheloe & 



McLaren, 1994, p. 139). 1 find that in reaâing many of the varying thoughts prcsentd by 

researchers who work within the criticai tradition, 1 am on many occasions somewhat 

befùddled by seemingiy contradictory perspectives on the manner w i t h  which one i s  to 

work and understand the criticai theorist tradition. 1 have always reckoned with my 

behiddlement by acknowledging the fact that perhaps my reading and research have been 

too lirnited in this area. Yet, does one not encounter many variad understandings of and 

within most research traditions? Again, 1 rcturn to the point that unless one must drrw 

categoncal lines between research traditions, there are as many "takes" on each research 

methodology as there are researchers who c l a h  to exist within that tradition. 

Therefore 1 am more academidy "cornfortable" with the way in which 

researchers such as Kincheloe and McLaren (1994) broach the subject of d e m g  any 

tradition - through the gleaning or extracting of "common thought" or "cornmon 

assumption" acrou the tradition in question, risks acknowiedged. From there, 1 suggest it 

is the responsibility of the researcher to be "up fiont" about their particulor take on the 

research tradition, as weU as the influence of their own wisdoms or philosophies. 

Kincheloe and McLaren (1994) define the criticaikt as: 

... a researcher or theorist who attempts to use her or his work as a fonn of 

social or cultural cnticism and who accepts certain basic assumptions: that 

al1 thought is fundamentally mediated by power relations that are socid and 

historically constituted; that ficts can never be isolated fiom the domain 

of values or removed fiom some form of ideoiogical inscription; that the 

relationship between concept and object and between signifier and signifiecl 

is never stable or fixed and is oAm mediated by the social relations of capitalin 



production and consumption; that languge is central to the formation of 

subjectivity (conscious and unconscious awareness); that certain groups in 

any society are privileged over others and, although rawns for this privileging 

may vary widely, the oppression that characterizes contemporary societies 

is most forcef'uliy reprodud when subordinates accept their social status 

as natural, necessary, or inevitabk; that oppression has many b s  and that 

focusing on only one at the orpense of the others. ..often elides the 

interconnections arnong them; and, finally, that mainstream research 

practices are generaüy, although most often unwittingl y, irnplicated 

in the reproduction of systems of class, race, and gender oppression. 

@p. 139, 140) 

The work of critical theory, as explicated by Kincheloe and McLaren (1994), 1 suggest, 

offers an edge to crifical narrative research. Rather than leaving the story-as-told by 

researcher a d o r  participant in the form of persona1 narrative account or as personal 

practicai knowledge (ConneUy & Clandinin, 1988), critical narrative work grabs hold of 

that account dong with the personal knowledge extracted fkom within, and tums it in 

recursive loops and knots, back toward itself, its rhetonc, its past history, its current 

societal and political context in order to offer it back to the self, and thus to the world, for 

another look-see and perhaps another telling. With each tellui& the critical narrative 

researcher, with wonder and awe in hand, dialogues with the value-soaked, culturalfy 

weighted, and ideologically inscribed text. There is no tidy end to the story in critical 

work, but the possibilities are endless. 
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Altheide rad Johncon (1994), in th& disauson of etbnographic research, r d u  to 

the concept of Wdity-as-rcflQCIve-accounting" which 'places the tesearcha, thc topic, 

and the sense-making procesr in interaction" (p. 489). I suggest that considering the 

"mmrnon assumptioiun (Kjncheloe & Mdu- 1994) that undapin aitical -ch in 

the conta  of the d v e  work eniivens the interactions or didogue among the 

reseprcher, topic, and sense-mJrUig process, as well as attends to d d i t y  or 

verisimilitude. Ahheide ud Johnson (1994) exrend th& "refontlulation" of interprdve 

validity to otha f o m  of quiüutive w o 4  that is, in addition to ethnographie -ch. 

Acknowledging the wide range of influences, such as personai, politicai, economic, 

rhetorical etc., on problcms, research and prducts, Altheide and Johnson (1994) malce the 

point that ''individuais dmw différent conclusions fiom .LI of this, and maice diffêrcnt 

commitments as a r d t "  (p. 497). Thus, "doing" narrative rescarch thaî draws its critical 

edge fiom the concems of aiticai theoxy may alter the look and f d  of the work if 

çompared to, for example, descniptive namtive research. 

Polkinghome (1 988) explains "descriptive" narrative research as that which “dos 

not constnia a new narrative; it mudy repom alrcdy existing ones" (p. 162). The story 

is told, although in this telling one musi ask: 'Who's story is it?" PoUcinghorne (1988) ~ S O  

elucidates the nature of q l 0 n û r . y  namative work, fiom which critiCO] narrative r e ~ u c h  

also differs, in that explanatory narrative research seeks to answer the question "Why?" It 

possesses, accordhg to Polkinghome (1988), the characteristics of retrospcction, or the 

engaging in the act of sorting out and drawing togethcf events, uid retrodiction ratha 

than prediction, or the rrtrospective "gathering of evcnts hto an ucount tht &es the 

ending rasonable and kliwable" (p. 171). As is the with d c a i  t-ch, depading 
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upon phüosophical influences ud personai interest and perspective, muiy uaniptions 

underlying m t i v e  resarch (Le., tâat hiowiedge and ewnu rre constnictcd, tha! we ue 

constituted by the aories WC te& etc.) arc cornmon, yct the way in which one takcr up 

those assumptions may dinet grcatiy. 

Retunruig to the discussion of critical work as understood by this research, 1 find 

evidence in nwsing literatwe thu d d s  with the work of aiticai theory within profhonal 

research. Wdls (1995) alludes to the Unpomince of a criticai onmution in nursing 

research in providing for new and broader rescarch questions and offcring the potentiai to 

extend the knowlcdge bue of mrsing (p. 45). She acknowledges a number of researchers 

in the profession whose work combines critical approaches with othcr forms of rescarch. 

For example, Welis (1995) quotes Meleis (1992), whose perspective is phmomenological 

and criticai, as uguing that understanding "how individuais aperiencc and rrrpond to 

health and ilhess ... indudes making co~ections and achieving synthcsts that go beyond 

the perception and knowledge of the client and the provider" (p. 46). Wells (1995) 

describes the task of critical theory as foliows. 

It is the explicit task of critical theory to unveil the conditions that lirnit 

the futl and conscious participation of individuals in socicty. 

For nursing, criticd thcory thus offers a research perspective that rnay help 

to uncover the nature of enabhg and/or restrictive practices, and thereôy 

create a space for potential change and, ultimately, a M e r  quaiity of carc 

for patients. (p. 52) 

In the context of this m a u c h  proje*, the act of uncovcring is foundationai to the proces- 

Critical theory lads  support and perspective to the umrthhg of d g  and, as Men 



(1990) points out, to the a d o n  of hations in which uaut~nomous and responsible 

communication aa ocau" (p. 81). Auen (1990) spaks of criticai theory more as a 

philosophy than as a mahod, ud u a theory about which principks underiie our 

collective decicion-making. In a health a r e  field in which much ù "done tom others, it 

becornes obvious that the Pcrspeaivcs and philosophy that drive critical w o k  WU aihuice 

the tramgrasive potcntial of narrative rrserrch within the rcope of nursing p n a i a  ud 

education. 

Still, the question rrrmins as to whctha one un marry the philosophies of aitical 

theory and phenomenology, another influence cited in this projcct. Hme in the attic, 1 have 

no ditficulties imagining the two being able to share the same couch. P a h p s  the challenge 

lies in the way one engages in a relatioruhip, or a b g e .  Are there two individds l '  

in wed-lock, or are thae two individuais who are passionate about the electncity crcated 

by the proximity of their bodies and minds? 1 iike the latter. It is not willing to give up, but 

rather it gives 20. It is a view of proximity that invites and embraces the tension of the 

closeness, offering respect to alterity. This is how 1 understand and work with 

philosophies that emerge from what appcars to be d i n e ~ g  epistemologiul camps. 

Camping mentality b r d s  the fm that to wed, risks losing the saise and rigour of the 

methodologid claims. It fosters the thin&ing that to draw eom varying rewuch 

methodologies crcates a kind of conceptual confirsion that is suspect in the acaderny. 1 

must argue against this, and instead take the perspective articuiatcd by Howe (1 998, 

i 98s) who clairns that in both the qu~ntitativdqualitative debate and the new debate 

involving the "interprctive turn" (which Howe [1998] says is bawecn postmodcmists - 
who proffer that the cmancipatory project of modefnity is fitaUy Oawed, and the 
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transforrnationists who wish to modi i  this project and sec it through), researchar wouid 

do well not to ovablow theV difllereniccr. He wams agaimt mgendering a new g e a d o n  

of "paradigm diquo" (Howe, 1998, p. 20). Cliques engage in colonking activity, an 

action that stands in direct contradiction to the projects of the criticai thcorin and 

narrative researcher. 

Renuning to the question of hameneutic phenomenology and criticai worL, 1 note 

a h  the m ~ n y  ways in which thox who identi& t h d v e s  as phenomaiologists actuaily 

engage in phenomenologiul research, or aplicate a phenomewlogical philorophic 

perspective. 1 would -est that it is not unlikc the point that Campbell and Bunting 

(1991) make regarding feminist and critical theory, that phenomenology, as well as the 

previous huo theories, are "f8milies of theory", and that membcrs of fâmiiy "ofken disagrce 

on philosophy and nrrtegy" (p. 2). And more t h  thit, jus uttering the word 

"phenomenology" on many occasions evoktr what Grumet (1 988) refers to as the 

"wince." Why? Gmmct (1 988) purports that perhaps the afaicted do not know what it 

means, or that it is easily conhised with phrenology, or "the laying on of hmds," or even 

that bemusedly they may raise their eyebrows to what they perceive as an "arnusing, if 

oddly irrelevant, distraction" (p. 61). Yct Grumet (1988), and 1 strongly concur, claims 

that phenomenology "displaces the very world that social science aàdresses" (p. 61). 

And in the same manner, so too does it displace the lifcworld of nursing practice. 

Dahlberg and Drew (1 997) aiiude to this point in explaining that lifeworld, or 

phenornenologid, research, in Puning to discover and articulate meaning that is implicit in 

experience, seeks to ucplicate how patients and nurses might experience, for exampic, 

cacùig, iiiness, loss, and sufféring. A phenornenologid perspective regarding the 
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lifeworld, one rnight argue, provoka airiosity about the human condition. Oila Boyd 

(1989) c k m s  that phammenology refÙses to accede to a world J r d y  givm to 

objectivity and acknowledges the possiiies that phaiomcnology imrokes. 

It is restleu, dcsirous, expectant, rrbeltious, and interrogative in iu recognition 

of the gaps behueai what is given and what is to be through humui perspective 

and choie. @. 72) 

I niggest that perhaps a phenomenoio~ul philosophy incites the passion of one's tescarch 

attititude. It urges one to I d  and to look cuduiiy at what may appcar to  one's vision as 

given to be ~ e n .  Hoving "maturad" (or rome fusimüe thaeof) in an ducational systm 

laden with rules, objective tntîhs, and distand priaice theones, 1 was not n d y  

expected to look undemeath, behind, and beside what was "apparent." Yet, as Gmma 

(1988) acknowledges about her own leaning, I am dnwn to phcnomenology's "texture 

and presence" (p. 63), and to the richness of its vision. 

Considering the vigiiant as weii as subjective nature of this research project, 1 

suggest that a phenommological attunancnt to both seifand othcr assures that the tme 

nature and intention of the research not becorne buried beneath a discussion of paradigm 

cliques, methodological bounduieq or evcn a ~n towards d t h a t  glorifies the 

subjective at the a<pensc of the Othr. As Grumct (1 988) points out, the phenommotogist 

"is cornrnitted to Jhowing how subjcctivity and objectivity are reciproul, constituting both 

person and the wodd" (p. 64). She continues: 

Phenomcnology's -ch for the ground of lmowledge and meaning always 

leads to reflection on the reiation of the knowing abject to the object of 

consciousnear. (Grumet, 1988, p. 64) 
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in the procerr of aumn*ig both the publidied/public illness/hcaling reptescntations of 

other (as interpracd by the rcsearcher), ud of 1 hold the ultinute purpose of thc 

research project within my vision. The rcscarch is loolcing for meanhg piaccs for heaiing 

and questions the work of rcpmentatïon as an agent of subjcctivity for the 

pradtioncrheaier in the development of the heJing relationohip with the seelta of tue. 

Phenomenology encourages and, in fàct, passionatdy urges the reserrrchcr to find the 

relationships betwecri the subject and the object, the signiiier and rienifi4 or even the 

healer and the person who is acperiencing the phenornena of illness and/or îdhg. 

So, 1 must rsk, why not phenomenology and MMsism? or an interpretive 

(henneneutic) phmomcnology with a criticai y e ?  or evm critical storytelling? Barone 

(cited in Pinar, Reynolds, Slattery, & Taubman, 19%) looked for alternative ways for 

cumculum scholars to speak, read, and write, which he termai "critical storytelling," and 

clairned that in order for educationai refonn to occur, "curriculum IpoQ.Lists (rnust bcgin 

by] deconstrudng th& own textsn (p. 574). He calls for the embmcing of critical 

storytelling by ducators and studcnts in order to move curriculum work to a "strong, 

discursive community where curriculum will be 'disturbing' and 'transformativc, "' but 

wams against theories, aitical and others, th.1 isolate rather han empowa (Barone, cited 

in Pinar, a ai., 19%, p. 574). What mattar in this discussion of the pbiiorophy of my 

research project is the posture of deconstnicbve, antinarcissistic, vi,I;cmt work. The 

linguistic excrcise of granting narnehood or naibg singuiar labels givcs over to the 

construction of a clPrified philosophical perspective. 

There are avaiiable entire texts devoted to "conectly" ~ m i n g  the work of certain 

scholars. This is usaul only when r a d  with 8 contextuai understanding of the author of 
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the p a r t i a h  text, thacby accounting for the purporc khind the vamire, as weii as the 

ways in which the author accounts for h e r h  take on the categories, mahodologies, 

restatch traditions, etc. in question- For example, Bernard-Do& (1994) gnpplcr with 

this issue of naming or locating whüe diraisring what he terms "the rmbinlencc &out the 

way the h u m  subjcct is constructed" @. xi) in the wo&s of Baldrtin in Banud-Dod's 

book entiticd ''Mikhail Bakhtin: Betwcai phenomcz~ology and Mancism." He acrminer 

Bakhtin's phcnomenology in his eariÎer work as weU as Bakhtin's M d s t  texts thaî 

appear later, "wxounting for incongniencies between.. . ' individual' and 'socid' analyses" 

(Bernard-Donais, 1994, p. xi). W h  rppevs to intaest Baurd-Donals (1994) u e  the 

previous attempts to disaiss Bakhtin's work or lmguage thcory in tmm of a single 

unified theory ntha than work th.t has bcen inûuend by many seemingly contradictory 

theones or interests. The queries &round speculation as to whetha Bakhtin's worlu are 

aesthetic coristnicts or cultural constnicts, and whether there is a nad for a "science of 

the underpinning of texts when those texts are assurned to have value by definition" 

(p. xiii). 1 wondcr about the questions because do uicy in fhct require one to reconcile 

one's work within the populariy undcrstood language of research, rather than encouraging 

one to extend the possibilities of one's thconzùig? Bernard-Donals (1994) does 

acknowledge that Bakhtin works in the m a r m  betwetn individual and societal subject 

formation, and rtcondes the sermllig contradictions in his work by proposhg a "Bakhtin 

materialist rhetoric" (p. 177). This is a rhetonc that allows one ''occess to the materid 

world through the force of language" and claimr that "both the rhetoricai d the 

' hist orical' . . . are compriscd by ianguage, and that this Ianguage.. .is as much a material 

fan as rocks or trees" @. 177). From my perspective Bmirrd-Dods' (1994) discussion 
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oc but not necesady his recuacü*tion oc Bakhtin's work brings up 8 point aocDtirl to 

the understanding of the methodology anâ phüosophy ofthis research projcct. Bcam and 

Beaujolais. 

I borrow that rcpte~~taî ion from Joc Kmchdoe's (1997) p r e l w  to Wentoring 

the mentor: A critical dialogue with Paulo Frei&"' Kinchela was struck by the 

juxtaposition bawcen the brown beuw that F r e k  atc with 8 passion it a lunch which 

Freire and Kincheloe sharcd, and the Beaujolais that Freire pourrd into thir gluer. The 

contradiction between the beans and wine reflectcd both of theu lives. The contradiction 

between bans and Beaujolais, th& rmts and their iccompüshments, the cornmon and the 

fine, the ordinary u d  the sophisticated, as wdl as the rraisai of both men to give up the 

beans &ter having ''caned'' rccess to the Mn, 1 aiggest, s p u l u  dm to a rescarch 

perspective. One can fdl into a mire of mcndacious thought surrounding the reseuch 

process while attempting to articulate one's mcthodological leanings. Mendacious thought 

is nourished by dichotomous gestures, camping mentality, shackied creativity, and the 

assumed necessity to "design" research around the rudcmicaiiy acceptable a d  wd- 

tested research mahods of one's profession. î he  health professions have ban irnpticatcd 

in making gcstures toward what is considad uacceptable" and pubüshable t e swch  

styles, perhaps limitin8 a researcher to in fhct dèsign h a f i s  r e m c h  around iùnding 

agencies and espousals of validity, rathcr than by the questions inherent in the rcsearch 

itseif (sec Sherwin, 1992, for an in depth discussion on this topic). Back to the kuu and 

Beaujolais. 

Rathcr than giving up the bans of the rescarch (rccognking, of course, that one's 

view of the attributes of kuu or Beuijoiais depadr upon one's contact rad taste) in 



achange for the Beautoiais, or said in mother way, ratha than giving up one -ch 

tradition for raothcr (1 r& naming which mi@ k t& krnr), 1 choose to work in the 

margllis of a nurnber of the oner that tend imrgiartion to the particuiarity of aiticai 

narrative work. Again the question becornes "In what ways can the padcularity of one 

research tradition give tp the partiahritics of anothd" Kinchdoe (1997) images r beui 

and whe "ûansubstantiation riaul" (p. ix). An intereshg m d  strucîuring proceu - 
changing one subszance into raotha, convatmg, claangkg back refomUl.ting. Sowds to 

me W<e a description of the heart of a cxiticai narrative project. Greene (1995), in a 

discussion regarcjing the porcibilities of viewiag philosophy as a mode of sociai critique, 

makes the foilowing point reguding the expansion of particularities of various 

perspectives. 

To move, then, fiom the particularitits to wider and wider graspings is, 

in part, a matter of l o o b g  through more and more partidadies, to discuver 

in others' questions and visions more and more ways of transcending 

one-dimensional grasping. As the dialogue apands, it dows, on the one 

hand, for the graduai constitution of an in-betwen; on the other hand, it 

allows the graduai coming into M g  of a nom-govemed common world. 

And perhaps, ifthat world is livcd by those who orperience fiendship with 

one another, whose mode of relationship is out in the open and grounded in 

mutual regard, more and more people will find pleasure in looking differently 

at the shared world, vuyuig perspectives while fu ihg  th& own ultimate 

understanding ailargecl. (p. 69) 

While Greene (1995) rpalcs about the issue and challenge of definhg d a n o d c  s p w r  

in society, 1 suggest that the challenges that she illuminates in the striving for widtf urd 
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wida gnspings are ranilr to tbe chalicnges inhaern in acpadhg the possibiiities of 

resevch mdhdologies, or me<hodoropbologia. W~der graspings, 1 argue, would mt 

extract agcncy &om the puticuluitics of any school of thought, but d a c f  would, 1 

suggest, create porriilities not yet thought of or pahrps represcntations not yet 

imagincd. Thus the proccu of cxtending one's reach might be understood as Stnving for 

wider graspings, as a transubstadation proay.  u working in the nwgbs, or as a 

h a g e  that passionately igniter the dectricity of proximiq- U '  1 sumut, is most 

essential is that thac be rwm for transgression and, as Morson (1986) points out about 

the quality inhamt in the secmingiy mtradicting theones and concepts of Bakhtin, for 

"surprisingness" (p. ix). 1 like that word. 

To add to the spaccs and possibilities of didogue, 1 will mxt explicatc the 

relationship of existmtialism and feminist thought to the underpainting. 

Phenomenolonv and Existentialism 

M. Moms (1998) claims that cxïstcntialists "takc up the life world in ail its 

suffering, absurdity" (p. 126). She points out that the themes of ficedom, action, r M o n ,  

and pain run throughout existcntiaî iiteraturc, and acknowiedga Kierkegaard's place in 

the "fathering" of existcntialism whiic rccogn-g his "tum toward the aibjcct"@. 126). 

M. Moms (1 998) quotes Kierkegaard in noting that "tnith is subjectivity" (p. 126). What 

interests me in her discussion is the way in which she describes the combined concems of 

the existentialist who calls o n e d  a phenomenologist, and the way in which shc describes 

Greene's phiiosophy, rs wd as the philosophies of Schut~, Merleau-Ponty, and Sartre, as 

ones that are Muenced by existentid pheiiommology. M. Morris (1998) cl.ims the 

foliowuig about existcntiai phenomenologists. 



Gcnetally qaking, acistaitlll phenomcadogists: 1) tend to wee with 

Hwseri tbat corwciousness W W o n d  ud focus on c o r u c i ~ ~ ~ ~  d 

its intendcd abjects; 2) t d  to a p e  with asser i  concaning phammena 

and focus on phmomena as thcy are experien cd...; 3) fie& out H w d ' s  

ideas concaning the lifeworid and foais on liveû Crpaience in iu concrc~e, 

&dg, absurd manifestatjons. (p. 126) 

As a nmhg point this description is urcnJ but u aiways the ways in whicb the 

generalities are apprehcnded d i n i  M. Morris (1998) rets ontologid ünkrpcr b e n  

Greene and Merleau-Ponty in h t  thcy both stress that perception is embodied and 

situated, and daims thrt " W g  in the fha of lived tqcrience is not completely chaotic" 

for perception situates one historidy, sociaiiy, and psychologicaiiy (p. 13 1). M. Moms 

(1998) cites Greene who proffers that "only ifeducators rernain in touch with their own 

histories, can they emcrge with others, who are making ... efforts to ~rariscend" (p. 13 1). 

The critical autobiographid work of my rescarch project taku a similu 

perspective to Greene. My research understands Greene's work on transcendcncc as 

offering what M. Moms (1998) refat to as a "phcnomenology of imagination" (p. 132). 

M. Moms (1998) claims the following &out the way in which Greene works with acts of 

transcendence. 

Transcendence for Greene means overcoming passivity and indifficnce. 

Transcendence, then, is a horizontal move, not a vertical one. Transcendcnce 

dows one to rtcp more M y  in the world; it d o m  one to move beyond 

statideveryday things, to  deeper lev& of everyday. Tnnrandare, for 

Greene, is tlru groundcd, or immanent. This groundcd transcmdence 



enables cher] to intemrpt static stmctures to "reach beyond what is imrnediate, 

make horizons explicit, and tramend what is first a field of pmsencu 

toward other fiinire fields" (Greene, 1978, p. 103). Transcendence does 

not yield indubitable tmths; it opens passageways and multiple ways of 

seeing. (p. 132) 

Greene ' s description of transcendence reflects, I suggest, a herrneneutic orientation, or 

one which takes into account historical conditions of the self (one's grounding). Gadamer 

(cited in Pinar, et ai., 1996) refers to this grounding of the self as the "preunderstandings 

which underpin interpretatioq" or the "interpreter's horizons" @. 64 1). Pinar et al. (1 996) 

make the following daim regarding Gadarner's notion of horizons- 

Through th[e] fiision of horizons the interpreter enters the tradition of the 

text, and shares in the text's particular representation of the tmth. (p. 641) 

In considering Greene's notion of transcendence, then, one rnight say that she is unwilling 

to claim that transcendence means to transcend one's self Rather, one rernains rooted and 

reaches, so to speak. And the field toward which one reaches is also rooted, inhabited by 

its own "tniths," which may deepen one's own understandings when one digs and disrupts 

what was already established. Thus transcendence, 1 suggest, does not necessarily cast off 

layers of meaning, but perhaps instead disrupts the ways in which one thinks about what is 

already there, adding more voices (or more roots from another field) to the dialogue. 

Thus, an existentid influence on critical autobiographical work pushes one firther 

towards multiple interpretations of a polyvocal self, not for the purposes of the self, but 

rather towards the activity of what 1 previously referred to as mcaning-loaded action. One 

does not reach for transcendence through the clouds that hover over one's life, but rather 



through the dirt that keeps OU colienive fa< Jiniated. Wide-awakrednerr k consciouaers, 

or the act of making the f.müiu strange (Greene, cited in M Moms, 1998). Porabiia, 

then, issue fkom the ordirirvy9 fiom the vay ground into *ch one digs one's tocs. 

Greene's (cited in M. Morris, 1998) perception of the phcnomaiologial notion of 

bracketing is that by brackcting sssumpti~ns~ one may thai become "Cntidy attentive" 

(p. 132). M y  rueuch project r e f i i  to the aiticaiiy attentive intention as vigilant 

subjectivity. 1 suggest tht a vigilM subjcctivhy is tht conrcious intention to rrai.u, 

attentive to the otha. with mpect towards aitcrity and with passion towards the 

possibilities lying in writ within the subjective scelf; the ordinary (and extta~rdinary) eV. 

Feminist Gcsso 

When 1 employ the pefspectivcs of a feminism, 1 refa to faninin thoughts tht 

embrace plurality, rnultipticity, and iiiffercnce. Tong (1998) claims that postmodern 

feminists reject traditional assumptions about tnith and reality, and because of theu refiisal 

to constmct one explanatory theory for oppression of women, they in a smsc fiitl the fires 

of plurality and multipficity (p. 193). But to one degree or anothcr, this is true of many 

feminisrns. Aithough thcm are particularities within the many identifiable "schools" of 

feminist thought, therc are, as with otkr traditions, dso "samenesses." CampbeU and 

Bunting (199 1) point out that a femuÿst worid view "tends to rcject dichotomies and 

exclusive catcgories (p. 6). Thus, as Campkii and Bunting (1991) mention, the 

epistemological issues that a rcsearcher might d& fiom a feminist wodd view or 

philoso phy may include the legitimacy of women' s experiences, the perspective that 

subjective "data" are valid, that informants ut experts on th& own lives, that knowlbdge 

is relational and contcxtd, and that definitive boundaries baween p e ~ n a l  and pubüc or 
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pasonal and political spheres are utifid, u are sharp distinctions W e ç a  thmy md 

prictice, or 1 might b a n  tbeory rad theory, ad philorophy and pbilorophy @. 7). 

As noted in my discussion of schwls of criticai theor*y 1 am pcrhaps philosophicrlly 

i d l u e n d  by the cornmonalities, and dmw upon the partiEUllVities whm they offér me 

assistance in understanding the Self or the 0 t h ~ ~ .  

Perhaps one might say that my "root" feminism is postmodam, but I rugeest t h  

psychoanaiytic faniiiism, more fpacifidy Myas '  (1994) interpmtation or rcading of 

psychoanaiytic fmilliism, offers support to the way in which 1 work with narratives, 

stories, and representations w i t h  this sîudy, and, 1 mi@ suggcst, in the way that 1 

engage in hermeneutic intcrpretation. M y a s  (1994) resists temptations to r d  

psychoanalytic ferniniun "as a social scicntinc arplanation of the gmePI of gender and 

instead read[s] it as an oppositional rhctoricd s t r a t e  (p. 13). In the interprctation of 

text, psychoanalytic feminism, according to Meycrs (1994), "fLniishes muiy and sundry 

examples of dissident speech without establishing a canonical counterconfiguration of 

gendef' (p. 13). 1 suggcst that canonid counttrconfigurations silence voices and reify 

narcissistic subjective notions of what matters. Knowledges arc then confincd to a select 

group, vigilance wants, and anancipatory notions ofthe possible implodc. Thus the 

wisdom of henneneutic intciprctaîion, grounded in historicity and in thc lived experimces 

of the subject, has no room for canons or grand namtives. Actually the postmodcm 

ferninist notion to rid the world of "isrns" and labels spdcs to the chpllmge that this 

project takes up, that is to work in opposition to what Moi (quoted in Tong, 1998) refen 

to as the "phallogocentric drive to staôilize, organizt, and rationalize our conceptual 

universe" (p. 199). If the "conceptual univcrsen in quedon is the world of illness, wh.t 



my feminist vision q c s  is action to r2estabiZize a singuiar rcpresentation (such as 

diagnosis aione invokcs) of this nrpaiencc. 

This resisturce to conhing the universe has aiso k e n  the abject of critiques of 

portmodern fcminist thought. I iind evai the critiques arciting. For aunple, Tong (1998) 

points out that some critics dismiu postmoâan faninists as "conternponry Epiautw 

who withdraw from rcvolutionary struggle...into a garden of intellectuai 

delights.. .rareIy.. - [ieaving ] th& blissfùl surrounduigs" (p. 207). But in this garda, unda 

the soii, between one's toes, oozcs the possibilities for change. Not a g r d  revolutionary 

change quiring an anny of collective others to march in one duection, but instead i 

personal ernancipatory change that issues fiom the ordinary and stretches towards 

whatever direction makcs sense to those toes. Whoevcr would like to corne dong, 

wefcome. 

This ferninist view houses the hart and the wonder of this critical nanative 

project. It is the gesso, or glue, that supports the way in which 1 enwimon the cantriiutions 

of varying methodologia and philosophies. The feminist perspective of this project is the 

vision that destubiIites and that urges me to see dlyeredy. Tong ( 1  998) clarifies that 

ait hough post modem femùiist s have din'erent agendas, they do sharc certain t endencies 

such as "an appreciation for the possibilities latent in nothingness, absence, the marginal, 

the peripheral, the repressed" (p. 21 1). Perhaps the posunodems lolly about in the garden, 

thinking "non-binary and nonoppositional thoughts" (Tong, 1998), but they have much 

work to do whiie they work 6 t h  their "appreciations," and as long as they do not confine 

their work within a glas house, or a brick building, the icccs~ to the wonda is thue for 

the taking. Whethcr one thundm or thinks with the wondcrs one moy sharê, 1 suaest, 

becornes the caii or choice of the selfwho visits. 



Denatuirlittng Autobiognphy 

Again 1 borrowcd, thk thne h m  J. Müla's (1998b) work on "queer thcory," or 

more specificaiiy f?om ha perspective on autobiography as queer curriculum practiice. 

WhPt I b d  intaesting in this picce is the ukc that Milla has on the notion otUqu& as it 

applies to autobiographical work J. Miller (1998b) describes this notion as foiiows. 

To quea the use ofautobiognphy as a curriculum pmctice is to  produce 

a story of s d f d  ouia with which one aumot identify. It is to  recognize 

that thn are tirna and places in constructing venions of tuchine, research, 

[italics added] snd curricuium when making a dia'cnce rquires ma.king one's 

autobiography unnatural. (p. 373) 

Thus, 1 suggest, autobiographid research approached through the perspective of 

"queering" destabilizes the view. When one conceives of autobiographical work in this 

manner, one does not look into the mirrot of self-refldon to sec a reiriscription of her 

"alteady farniliar, identifiable seIf:" but instead fmds herseIf"not minorcd - but in 

dZerenceW(J. Miller, 1998b, p. 373). In other words, in the space one explores b e t w e ~  

self and other, accordhg to J. Miller (1998b), "nothing looks fbdiar, cvevaything look a 

Little unnaturai" (p. 373). One works to produce a story of self or other with which one 

may not idente  (J. Miller, 1998b). It is a manner of the [id. It is a look that destabiluts. 

This intendcd proccss is not unlike the work of 0th- such as Salvio (1997)' who 1 

suggest engages in the "quaring" of autobiographical work. Salvio (1997) combines, 

within the context of teachcr ducation, autobiography and thcarical improvisation, which 

enable teachers to inquirc into the siemfiancc of their emotional üves and b gain insights 

into politid and pedagogiul implications of shared «notional constitutionsn (p. 253). 
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Teachao ire bni Wed to h t c  th= dirtia* autobiogn~bial namatives thaî depkt an 

experience they consideral edudonal (Saivio, 1997). Then Sdvio employs Brrdni.n 

rehearsal methods which fimaion to "undermine the illusion of r scamiess and cohcnnt 

representationn of d. Salvio cl.imr that the nhearsal mahods of Brecht engage the 

"gestural life of the body, with its capacity to express what 08en defies discursive 

language,.. . actaid[mg] the standard iimiio of expression, thereôy amplQing the possiik 

questions terchers can explore in the field of educationai inquiry" @. 253). 1 offa thU u 

an example of a dcstabihhg loo) &ch attends autobiogmphical work bcyond the 

rnirror. 

In Summary. .. 

My research project positions autobiographical work as a criticai narrative proje* 

that denaturabes one's look at the represcntations of Self. through the quertions 

Mbedded in the t a s  of M e r  h o  hnn struggled with üiness and hulùig. I u p  that 

the methodosophological underpain~gs of this work o f k  a certain consüuction or 

positioning of the researcher's look. The act of M g  a story of self  iwlated from the 

Other, is not the intention of this rcsarch. TO ddexnbe is not enough. In orda for this 

project to destabilite the 100k'ngs 1 =ch the "sites" of 0th- as they exist within theu 

representations of Unesr a d o r  healing, intcrpreting dways through my own perspective. 

the voice, the gaze, d perhnps the questions and the issues ofthe O*. In the 

hermeneutic interpretation of my own worlc with pat ic  represenîation, 1 u k e  into 

dialogue some of these v o i c ~ ,  with the h o p  of fbding possibiIitiier for hcaiing in the acts 

of what Greene (1978) ref'crs to ~ d c l ~ c c  - ~ a n s c m d ~ c e  tht is provoked 

through a criticai posture, 8 vigibcc, ud a rtspcct for the dkty of mer. 
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In îhis chapter, 1 have auained phüorophid pmpectivcs thai &kt the looL 

adapted by thU project - 8 mtid mmtke bck th8t is infonncd by certain undmtdhgs 

of ferniniri though?, cxir<amirl hameneutic phmomamlogy, u u i  critical thcoq. In the 

next chapter, 1 WU aunùic and intupret certain selccted iIlness/healing repremtations of 

Othen in orda to &der and rcconsidu the questions of this rcsearch project, kecping 

in mind the contact of the 0th- as a grounàing or pahrps site of vigilance for the 

subsequent autobiographical work 



BLURIUNG TEE BOUNDARIES: 
EXAMINING REPRESENTATIONS OF rtr,NESsmEALING 

This is a criticai nuntive project that KU out to blur boundaries and disrupt lines. 

Perhaps JO Spcnce (1995) would sec this act as "sniper." In her book cntitled Cultural 

Sniping n>e An of T r ~ e ~ o n .  Spcnce (1995) imaged herseif as a cuituni miper who 

was "capable of appeullig anywhere, in any guise" (p. 162). 1 6nd the uui~gressive 

nature of the sniper e f f a  a usefial way to tMr about the potential of the üIntSS/hcaiing 

narrative in its capacity to subvert the holy hegemony of certain fonns of biomedical 

representation, particuiarly the Diagnosïs. 

The sanctity of the diagnostic criterion carries with it an aura of the untouchable; 

its machinery is intriate. Kieinman (1988) describes the proceu of diagnosis. 

The healer - whether a neurosurgeon or a M y  doctor, a chiropractor ... 

or psychotherapist - intcrprets the health problcm within a parciailar 

nomenclature and taxonomy, a disease nosology, that creates a new 

diagnostic entity, an "it" - ttie discase. (p. 5 )  

In Chapter 1,1 argued that Diagnosis is a compla mechanisrn used by biomedicai culture 

for the purpose of artracting illness h m  its contcxt, grmting it name and rcprcscntatiod 

charactenstics, and prcsenting back to the now "keepei' of this represcntation, the patient. 

In fact, the keeper, 1 suggest, becornes the representation. This representation, or "the 

clinicai gaze," thus reduces and compartmenîaiizcs the illness/healing mperience, and "rc- 

constmcts" the patient. 
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ïhe  illncsdhdhg nuritive, uscd not ody as an adjunct, but u a prinàpd a d  

collaborative f o m  of rcprrrciitition in the hrhh an arena, may enta a space not y& 

explored by many of those who ue involvcd in administerbg "ure." As the sniper, the 

aesthetic ~e~reptesentation thu c ~ l v e s  or a p p a n  may not be expected. The 

ilhesslhealing representation may blur the boundaries and cross the hes of traditional 

biomedical reprcscntation, yet, 1 argue, its preSMce is essential to a feminist scientism that 

resjxcts h o h  and subjdvity, ud rejects dichotorilipag of the subjdobjjea anâ the 

mindhod y. 

In this chaptcr, 1 intend to work with the notion of a ferninist science, described in 

Chapter 1, as it explores the miper or transgressive effêcts of various reprcs~tations of 

the iiiness/healing narrative. 1 keep in mind the questions of this reseuch study as 1 l d  

at the feelingdemotion and passions of othcrs - passions tht have perhaps bcai disruptd 

or even hieUed by the apcricnces surroundhg illncJsni&g. nie r c s ~ h  questions a& 

1. What rnight the exploration of aesthetic narratives of the se i f  of the practitiona, and of 

the seekers of carc as intapreted by the d of the practitioncr, bring to iight about the 

ethics of care and the hcaling relationship?, and 2. What is the work of acsthetic 

representation, as an agent of subjectivity, in the lostering of an undcrstuiding of heaiing 

for the practitionedheala d for the sccker of are? 

Thus, 1 will bcgin a process t b t  1 set as circuitous. In other words, the 

examination of reprt~etltation does not begin hae and end there. 1 suggest thaî it has 

already begun in the pfevious c h p M  of this project, in thu the mrn layout and 

organiation of this tut  is a repmentation of dl. As a reseucha, 1 have bcgun 

meandering through, or p a t u p s  ehcircting, thoughts on the aibjcct of rcpresentaîion, 
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which continue throughout this chapter- 1 acamine and tbink abut  the cfféct that the 

aesthetic represcntations of o h  have on my rcifu mearcher ud u 

educator/practitioncr in&ested in the heahg reiaîionship, and 1 consider the ways in 

which my exploration of aesthetic rtprcscntation may dter my understanding of the ethics 

of me.  Eventualiy, the voiccs of other that a n  hard in this chapter, will join the ennling 

autobiographical voice in the next chapter. 

In this airrent chapter, 1 wilJ examine, maiyticaliy, threefarms of illness(heaijng 

representations that are recentiy qpearing, dbeit mUnly at the mugins, amidst those who 

are either s e e h g  estabiished, but more holistic, medical are, or rome form of hding s t i l  

rewgnized as "alternative" or perhaps not ''recognized" at d. 1 also include 

representations that have ben  recognited in the past as narrative ancilor artistic forms that 

tell a story about üintSS(healirig expcrience. Ail representations that I examine ore in the 

form of public and/or pubiished text. 1 wiü conclude with a discussion of the dialogid 

potential of representational forms for the health care worker. 

There are many ways in which to examine the fonns of reprcsentation. The way in 

which 1 wiii work with the iUncss/heahg narratives is indicative of the ways in which 1 

understand theu fiinction. 1 will explain specificaiiy in each section how 1 am working with 

those understandings, and why I sec aii of the f o m  of representation as having the 

capacity to blur not oniy the boundaries of diagnosis, but also to blur those arbitrary hes 

that separate visual fiom narrative art forms. Yet in spitc of one's perspective on narrative 

forms, 1 suggest that thcy shart the possibility and capacity for witness. 

The Destabilizing Nature of Witness: The Work of the V~giiant Self 

1 spoke in Chapta 1 of the power of witness, or the notion that witness has the 
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potentiai to destab'ilize. Pahips one rnight even speculuc that this dupter is about the 

construction of a cauin und- of the possï'b'ies that witnes offen as r bairistic 

for the Mgi- szibjectiw se& 1 wiil retum to this point Lta. The notion of witnesr has 

been used in ways that am more or less reflcctive of the legal version of "the witness," - 
that is, the one who views the aime or the event. For example, Atkhon (1991) 

describes a fùnction of an anthtopologin as "canstruct[ig] himseif [sic] as r credible 

witness, using graphic description to convcy crcdr'biiity and authenticity of his rccount 

(p. 27). In Atkinson's tcnns, to witness is to see and to &scribe. This and o h  

descriptions of witness ue pahaps more unidimensional than the way in which I sa its 

potential. They account for the Y"' (and the eye) viewuig the "Yeu" (the Other) ftom a 

lateral or perhaps even an "above" position. 

Kahn and Steeves (1994) have worked with the notion of witness as an agent of 

the moral and ethicai dimensions of nursing. While they perceive witnes as a morai agent 

which has an obligation to speak out, Kahn and Stecvcs (1 994) point out that, instead, 

nurses speak very little about the d é r i n g  that they witness in thek cf ica l  work. Kahn 

and Steeves' (1994) work attempts to deiineate four specific roles of witness - that of 

first-hand obsenration, caemonial roles, expm witncss roles, and bcaring witness. Fust- 

hand obmation could be likentd to Atkinson's (1991) description of the fûnction of the 

anthropologist, as mmtioned in ptcvïous paragraphe Kahn and Steeves (1994) describe the 

ceremonid role of a hospice nurse, for example, as one of witnessing the transitional 

struggle against syrnptoms of iiiness as one "declines" (an arguable duedon) towards 

death. The expert witneu "spdcs in public forums about the special howledge theu 

expertise brings to a public issue" (p. 263). And finally, the fourth sense of witness is sœn 
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as that of a "visiowy," thu is to ''testifjr one's frrith in a collective vision of the fbture," a 

role seen by Kihn d Staver (1994) as "particulariy m>por&ant to the ment that the 

sociai, cultuni, and poütid stn~aurr~ contn'bute to s u f f i w  (p. 264). 

While the Kahn and Stawr' (1994) deüneation of various "roles" of witness may 

serve to elucidate an understanding of the cornplex@ of the notion of wiaieu, as well as 

the moral and ethicai nature of the acts of witness in nuning practice, 1 suggest that the 

attributes of witncss cannot be ubitmdy disjoincd ùito distinctive roles without risking 

the perception that to wmieu thm becornes a proceduml d v i t y  devoid of the 

subjectivity and agency of the nursenider. in other words, Kahn and Stavcs' (1994) 

work may suggest @erhaps not intentionally) that to witness is "to do" something only. 1 

proffer that to b a r  wiuiers is, in addition and perhps more so, to br. to offer, to ri& to 

alter, to receive, to participate, to enter. 

Girow (19%) extends the reach of witness fiirthcr than Atlanson (1991) and Kahn 

and Steeves (1 994). He suggcsts that bearing witness "aiways implicates one in tht past 

and gives rise to conditions bat gowm how [one] act[s] and [is] acted upon within a 

myriad of public sites, cultures and institutions" (p. 9). In his discussion ho refers to ways 

in which youth (his own included), or the formation of one's x ~ e  of se& might be 

invoked as a form of buring witnar. Giroux (1996) isks the question of how the 

testimony he might give would help him to understand his own shiffing position as a 

cntical educator. His testimony of witntss loolcs back as it look. fornard, uniike 

Atkinson's position of witness which is here, now. Giroux's witness implicates self as 

connected to one's testimony, as comparai to h t  of Atkinson, who perhaps disengages 

seif in exchange for more distand, crysiillued description of an evcnt, detachcd fiom the 

"baggage" of self. 



Does GVom hply that whm one bears witness to the othcr, one rlso bearo 

witness to the sei£? This question has implications for the khâ of -us anployd in the 

"iooking" in tbis chaptcr, as weli as for the hcaith profdonal who burr witness to the 

othcr in one's professionil work. Drawing on the woric of Shoshana Fe- and Dori 

Laub (1992), Giroux (1996) makes the point that witness and testimony mean iistcning to 

the nories of others u a "part of a broder responsibility to engage the prcscnt as rn 

ahid response to the narratives of the past" (p. 9). To üsten to the storia of the vJrn 

of h d t h  urre thus implicata the health professionai's mponsibiiity to pahrps respond in 

the present, through a quest to understand what has bem and what needs to bc. 

To Witness, To Embodv.. . . 

Frank (1995) offers mme insights cruciai to th* discussion, H e  maka the point 

that "witnessing always implies a relationship" (Frank, 1995, p. 143). One cannot tcmfy to 

oneseif alone, and dthough one always tells oneself stories, according to Frank (1995). 

that which turns storitr Uito testimony is the "caii made upon another person to receivt 

the testimony" (p. 143). Frank (1995) explains firrther. 

Testimony caïis on its witncsscs to becorne what none of us are yet, 

wmmunicative bodies. ..,In its tcstimony the communicative body 

calls others h o  a dyadic relationrhip. 

The content of iiîness stories, the evcnts, actions, and rcsponscs thcy 

tell, are opaings to theu ihdamcntal testimony, which is thepresence 

of the emboditd tder. Iiiness stories r e q k  an intaplay of mutwl presences: 

the listcncr mu4 be prescnt as a potentialiy suff'éring body to rcceive the 

testimony that W the d e r i n g  body of the telier- (pp. 143, 144) 
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One is thcn impIicatcd by what one witnesscs; one assumes the responsi'bility to anbody, 

an activity that has ôecn suspect in the minds of proponats of o b j d e d  p d c e  

relationships. One mi@ also propose that one's s&baggagc may be d e d  h o  semice, 

not in soiipsistic tenns, but instead as an agent of insight into the shared vulnembility of 

what it means to be human. 

In telling the story of Gad, who Mers from chronic pain, Frank (1995) maka the 

point that Gu1 cannot be &cd what her testimony is, but h c a d  that one mwt receMe 

her. Frank c l a h  that Gai1 wmts the "normais and whitecoats to look at hcr...[as] the 

witness of suffering mua be seen as a whole body. her testimony b h a  body"@. 142). 

Thus the "witneu d e s  a witnccs of othm," aiggcsting a movemcnt of outward 

concentric circles (Frank, 1995, p. 142). The notion of the circulafity of witnessing aiso 

suggests a position of instability (or motion), and perhaps destabilizts the "clinicat gaze." 

If one receives the other as one looks, one becomes unsure of the route to healuig. One 

does not attempt to kal anothcr, instcad one joins and thus alters the course for both 

members of the dyad as t h y  leam fiom the pedagogy of n i n e ~ g .  F d  (1995) uses the 

concept of 'lhe pedagogy of suffering" to describe what the dl have to tcach socicty. He 

explains in the foiiowing. 

By conceiving suffering as a pedagogy, agency is restored to iii people; 

testirnony is givm qua1 place alongside professional expertise. The 

pedagogy of s u f f e ~ g  does not replace modemid medicine and supporting 

theories ...; mther what is opcned is the possibility for shifting betwan 

frammrks as rcquired by reqwnding to the iii. (p. 145) 

Although Frank speaks of a shift h e e n  fhmeworks, 1 suggcst that there is also a re- 

constmction of the knowiedgcs of both the d é r c r  and the professional. 



The Hermeneutics of S* 

To fbrther extend the imbrications of witness, 1 iind Davy's (1999) disaission on 

the hermeneutics of reeing helpnll. Davey (1999), although focusing on the hmneneutic 

vision of art, offen insights into the exrunination, 1 suaest, of any fonn of .csth*i~ 

representation. Davey (1999) malces the point that "hameneutical aesthdcs offers an 

extended philosophicai meditation upon what hrgpens to us in our acpainice of art" 

(p. 22,23).Ttirough the process of seeing, what is udolded U a "powerfiil vision of the 

transformative power of aesthetic understanding," one that relies on linguistiulity as a 

means to exploring our experienct of the aesthetic representtational form (Davcy, 1999, 

p. 23). Davey is proffering the idea that seeing involves didope. He continues as follows: 

The analogy with conversation reveals how the experience is not 

an isolated monologue but an elaborate diaiogicai achicvtment 

involving a fûsion of the respective horizons of artist, subject-matter 

and viewa. (p. 23) 

1 concur with Davey's use of the word "achievement" to encapdate the intensive wwk 

that is involved in the act of witnusing the tutimony of the sufferings of others. As 

witness, the healer is impiicated to receive, to look at al1 horizons and contexts @ast and 

present) of teairnony, to gaze inward whilt rernaining vigilant to the othcr, and to place 

into dialogue that which is seen by the h d e r  with that which is givm by the othcr to be 

seen, with respect for the agmcy of sclf and otha. In my reading of Davey's (1 999) wo* 

1 envision multiple voices and multiple insights in didogue, CO-constmcting what it means 

to be ill, to be healthy, and to heal. 
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As wdl, Davy's (1999) dd'berrtioll~ on the hamenada of raing support 

FrPnk's c l b  (1995) îhat to witntss 9 to rtceivt. Ci- Gduna's (1989) w o k  

Davey (1999) rnakes the subsequent point essential to my own claiais regardhg the 

potentiai of witness in looking for m d g  p h c e  for healin~. 

The significance of acSthetjc eXpenence lies not in its minailous 

momentariness ancl singulprity but in the ever-altering continuities 

of meaning which over timc it wliectiveiy reveals. The inevitable 

finitude of human existence meam that experience i s  aiways partial 

and incomplete. Yet without that ürnitation there would k nothing 

more to leam. Finitude and the partiality of Msion are, in other words, 

the condition of bcing able to see more. 

Each aesthetic rtvelation not only extends the rnap of our seing but 

also, in so doing, &ers and extends our sense of self and how we 

understand our existentid conccnis and predicamcnts. (p. 25) 

The circuitous, inuicatc, and even thomy nature of aesîhctic work becornes more 

luminous when one embraces the responsibiiity to witness the tcstimony of the seekers of 

care, and when one understands the cornpiexities and the phenomaul potentid inhaait in 

the acts of witness. In other words, aesthetic work urges one to come to understand that 

wiînecw is the work of the vigidont se& 

For the rernainder of this chapter, I will examine tecent and historical 

pubiished/pubiic t e m  and rcptescntations of selccted individuais who have rnade pubtic 

their eqenences with iiiness and heaiing, or whooe images s p u k  to abjec t  of illness and 

healing within their own times and contact. AS previoudy stated, 1 have or- the 



keeping in mind C b  and Knmu's (nurse ducators, researchcrs, and prolinc writm) 

The processes for devtloping acsthdc biowltdge are mvisioning 

possibilities, nhearsing, and forming the elanmts of the art into 

perceivable reality by creating representations of the possibilities. 

As I look at the possibilities for understanding while 1 witness the acsthetic representations 

of others, so do 1 rehearse and c o r n a  a represenution of the possibiiities for a heaiing 

relationship that is as indicative of my own agency as 1 reach towards what might be. 

The Body as Visual Narrative 

Outside of the hospitaII had a cornplex identity which 
took forty-eight years to form. 1 had a profession, a set 
of life skills, a nctwork of relationships..-. Inside the hospitai 
1 was reduced to my disease, to the part of the body where 
it was apparenly located ... . (Spence, 1995, p. 139) 

Of the representations that use the body to tell the itory of  one's cxperience with 

iilness and healing, 1 find the work of JO Spmce both cornplex and powerfûl, as well as a 

challenge when one attanpts to son through the ways in which it works. 1 sec her 

photographs as a visual as weii as textuai expenence, carefuUy constnicted to shock, 

hm@, and grab attention, as weii as to te l  of something pe r sody  and publicly 

notewonhy about hm expcrience with cancer. The motion in her images takts form not 

uniike the rape images that Lippard (1995) describes. 

Somttirncs the motion simmers b a t h  a pmpatic rcalism... 

or within ncar-abstraction.. .[or even] sickening brutality. .. . @. 145) 
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Spence's repmentations as wel u others bring up Bakhtin's notion of caxnid or 

the carnivalesque spirit. In hct, Bakhtin's writings on the carnidesque and m a l i d  

laughter provide an interesting way to t b i c  about certain acsthaic fonns and bodiiy 

representations. According to Holquist (1984) in his prologue, Bakhtin (1984)' in 

Rabelois a d f i  WorEd, taiks about the subversive openness of the R&el.isiui novel, and 

of grotesque rcalism as an invasion of utegories uscd in the thhies to define Sociaiist 

Reaiism. Holquist (1984) points out that Bakhtin was 

. . . proposing his vision of the novel genre as a celebration of linguistic 

and styiistic variety as a counter to tight canonical formulas for the 

novel (and for other genres and evcn media.. .) proposeci by official 

spokesmen for the Soviet govemment. (p. xvïi) 

There is a noteworthy paralie1 between the oppositionai nature of Spence's (and various 

others') representations and the counter-canonical nature of the carnivalesque. Jung 

(1998) puts forth the notion that the "carnivalesque is the most radiai aspect of the 

dialogics oidinnmce because it serves as a non-violent technique ofsociaI 

trCMSfonnation by the maximal display of the body" (p. 1 W). This certainly can be said of 

Spence's photographic imagery as it rages "in the fia" of the health professional, and yct 

intends no violence to the other. In fàct it appears to iiberate both herseif and the 

community of others who mggie  to corne to terms with cancer and other dis-abling 

illnesses. 

Jung (1998) spcaks of the carnivalesque as a ''celebration of dialogue and 

cornmunitf' that has the potential to bring people togethcr (p. 105). Spcnce's imagery, as 

weli as her photographic workshopq oatrinly invoke diaiogue as they cal1 upon a 

cornrnunity of undastanding. Shc says the foUowing about h a  UNgery in an i n t e ~ e w  

with David Hevey related to disability irna~ery curraicy. 



. . .ïhc only wry 1 could becorne acceptable was to turn my iUn#s 

Uuo a piece of worlc at one level. ... So that it couid be handkd by 

abstract people. Whcn work goes to places wbcre people have cancer* 

there's no uboo at aii, thy just fàii about you with open .mu and say, 

'How mantelious to be able to talk about it. Tbat we could talk about 

having a breast removed of bang badiy damrgcd by surgcry or our 

hair dropping out or whatever. ' So, it's diffhnt bnweai rudiences: 

if you put it in one contat it's bad art, you put it in motha contcxt, 

it's brilliant idonnation. (Spcnce. quoted in Heny, 1992 p. 123) 

Spence's obsemations aiiude to the work of the carnivalesque within aestbetic 

representational fonns. Bakhtin (1984) hunseifsays thaî the awareness of victory o v a  fw 

is an essential element in medieval Iaughter, where people "play with temot and laugh at it; 

the awesome becornes a 'comic momta"' (p. 91). Spence (quoted in He~y, 1992) 

reflects Bakhtin's point in her comment that her work dcals with many for- including 

"...populism and our own catharsis with vulgarity and getting nd of shunt ... not just 

getting nd of it, [but] mjoying it and Jharing it" (p. 127). 

Perhaps Spena's cuitwal snipcr is the comic mohna of medievil tirnes. 1 aiggcst 

that the cornic monster takes wuious fomu in testhetic repmaitations of dlness and 

healing, yet interestingiy the notion of caniivaf has only recently begun to surface in 

writings related to the hurnan science field (sec Bell & Gardiner [Eds.], 1998, BuMtin und 

the Human Sciences for extensive discussion on this). 1 will continue to exrunine the 

caniivalcsquc for a while becuisc of a growing awarcness of the insights thit it offm to 

my analysis of rcprcscntationai forms. 



The Canrivalesaue: Debunking Order 

As mentioned pmiousiy, it is not the carnid of rcccnt thes to which Bakhtin 

alludes, but insted of the medieval paiod. Bakhtin (1994) spdcs of camivai in the 

foliowing manna. 

As opposcd to the officiai f m ,  one might say that carnival 

celcbrated temporary iibcration fiom the prevailing tnith and 

fiom îhe establishcd ordcr; it markad the suspension of aii 

hierarchal rank, privileges, n o m ,  and prohibitions. Carnival 

was a mie feast of the,  the fcsst of becorning, change, and 

renewai. It was hostile to al1 that was immortaiized and 

compieted. (p. 199) 

In this description of carnival, the potential for transgression becornes evident. Tuckn 

(1994) descnbes the capacity of caniivai to cause "symboiic inversion of everythîng in 

sight" (p. 28). Yet, B a h t h  (1984) waxns that the understanding of the play and parody 

of camivai must not take the players out of the context of their world to be used in a 

manner not intended by their actions. He explains: 

... The use of the system of popular-festive images m u t  not be 

understood as an exterior, mechanical method of defence against 

censorship .... Freedom was not so much an exterior right as it was 

the inner content of thcst images. It was the thousand-year-old language 

of fearlessness, a language with no reservations and omissions, about 

the world and about power. (p. 269) 

In reaching for an understanding of thc bodily representations of Spence, hcr own context 

is as crucial as the context of the "folks" of the medieval carnival. 



Spcnce (1995) phys with transgressive imagery, displayhg h a  brcast, marked 

with an X awaiting amputation (as she tams it). Shc paints h a  body with war pUnt 

outwardly showhg SUUS of h a  hunpcaomy (ha 'Cuiturai Snipa" image). Tb* visual 

narrative aloo tells r story of what is not seen. One does not sec a mastectomy or hiir l o s  

fiom chemotherapy. because Spence (1995) renued the trcatment suggested for the statu 

of her tumour. Shc spegks of these representations as narratives of dis-aue. and as the 

beginnings of a "abject luiguage...that challenges the 'ugiiness' of betig reai as Mer" 

(Spence, 1995, p. 134). 

1 think of the grotesque image of the body in carnival when 1 look at certain 

photographie self-images of Spence. Her bodiiy representations sometimes ernphasize 

parts, rather than wholes, or at least one's cye is drawn to  certain places or parts of h n  

body. Bakhtin (1 984) sas the fiinction of the grotesque in a manner that sams to be 

reflected in Spence's work. He explains in the following marner. 

Actually, if we consider the grotesque image in its cxtreme aspect, 

it never presents an individual body; the image consists of orifices 

and convexities that present another, newly conceived body. It 

is a point of transition in a Iife etenially renewed, the inexhaustible 

vesse1 of dtath and conception. (p. 3 18) 

Spence certainly works with orifices and bulgcs and prominences (see Hevey, 1992; 

Spence, 1995), and uses her body as an agent for mocktry. In fact, so do others who haw 

"gone public" with theu illrresslhealing representations, such as Gran Fury. 

Meyer (1995) quotcs 8 Gran Fury fiut shect th.t dcscribes this group as a "band 

of individuals dedicated to exploiting the power of art to end the AIDS crisis" (p. 5 1). 
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Although reprtsentations nich as Kimng h m  't Kill (se Meyer, 1995. pp. 52.53 for 

illustration) wcre mcant to "mimic the codes of crpitaîist plwurr," Gran Fury found it 

q u d y  important to .fnrm "the powa of quccr desire" (Meyer, 1995, p. 52). And in the 

representation of this desire, Gran Fury seans to approach the edgc of the CBnuvalesque in 

their use of lips, grnitais, and orifices. Although certainly not to the extait of Spence, 

nevertheless some of Gran Fuy's work, such as Ilu P o p  md the Pmis (see Meyer, 

1995, p. 75 for illumuion), maintain an aura of the camivaiesque spirit. nie Pepe and the 

P enis juxtaposes two multi-color biîlboards," the first with a tcxt on sexisxn and an ercct 

penïs, and the second an image of the pope with a quote which s p d c s  to the Churdi's 

position on Aids (Meyer, 1995, p. 74). 

The Ocean of the Grotesaug 

Bakhtin (1984) poinîs out that there is a "boundless ocean of grotesque bodily 

imagery within tirne and spacc [that] extends to aü Ianguages, litentwes, and the entire 

systern of gesticulation" (p. 3 1 9). One wonders if the urge to wade in this occan arisu 

from the sometimes sudden and ~ometimes fiightening invasion of body and rnind by 

disease. Disease may cal1 to attention parts of the body and mind that up und this invasion 

rernained cornplacent, aimost absent from consciousness. The Eh- unanbeUished 

crudeness of grotesque imagery carries with it an aimost exaggerated obsession with the 

raw matter of existence and the part that this plays in the existence of s& It is as if 

disease has shaken the core of existence, and the grotesque ir the teciahhg of the 

transcendent power within. As Bakhtin (1984) explains, "in the endless chah of bodily life 

[grotesque imagery] retains the parts in which one iink joins the other, in which the lifk of 

one body is bom fkom the death of the p r d i g ,  olda one," and in this way the 
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grotesque "ignores the impenetrable d a c e  that closes and ümiu the body as a repamte 

and completed phmornenon" (p. 3 18). Bakhtin (1984) rcférs to this phmornena as the 

"double body" or a "body in becorning," one that is never hished or completcd, insicad 

constantly being created, trmsgressing its original nature. 

Perhaps in concert with the double body effect of the grotesque, so ttoo d a r  the 

imagery resist the "order" of biomedid representation. Waldby (1996), in her work 

entitled Ai& d t k  Body Politic, maices the foiiowing comment on biomedid "orda." 

'Order' is understood in biornadid discourse to mean a hienuchicai, 

steady-state, closed system, a systan whose seKpresewation depmds 

on its hermetic sepration nom the outside. . . .Biomedicine.. .deploys 

this mode1 in relation to both social order and anatornical order, enabling 

each to be rcadily figured in tenns of the other, and both to be figurtd 

in relation to imphcit concepts o f  sexual dflerence. (p. 142) 

Waldby's (1996) point is that biomedicine's concepts of what is normal and what is 

pathological in AIDS discourse have bem mapped ont0 normative categories of s e d  

identity, and it is through these categoriicol bodies that the disease is govemed. In other 

words the iived and actual day to day expiences of what it means and feels like to have 

AIDS is essentiaiiy cordoned off fkom the "healing" and "d dialogue which determines 

"treatment." The semai body fils victim to a reorgpniution of the binaries of scxual 

dflerences, "those of mascuiine/feminine and straight/gay, to bring thcm in Iine with 

[biomedical] understanding of AIDS pathology" (Waldby, 1996, p. 6). As weii the srnual 

body politic has been reùiscribed and recon6gurad to fit into what is "biown" of thcir 

contribution to the AIDS aisis. Waldby (1996) d e s  the argument thit evm the 
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morphologies o f d  d i f f e r ~ ~ e ~  "the ways that difllercnces are livd and representd, 

are constituted in part by biomedical practice knowledge and practjcen (p. 6). Wddby 

(1996) arguer tht biomtdid descriptions w dso prescnptimzs that use the now 

presçribed categories (to wbich Wddby dat as institutionai manipulation) of sexual 

identity to govem the epidemic. 

1 suggest that it is possible that Wddby (1996) and Gran Fury (cited in Meyer9 

1995) takc positions of resistance, whether that bc text that nconsbucts the 

representation of body ùnigery or art fonns that serve to resist and re-write, agrinst 

biomedical discourse that appropriates the heterosucuai male body as the nonnative ideai, 

thus construchg othas by dcfault as pathologicai. Wddby (1996) c l a h  that the 

declared war on AIDS is in reality "a war on People Living W~th AIDS. ..and on those 

identity categories which faturc in AIDS dismurse" (p. 4). She describes this action as a 

violence in its own right. Tnnsgrcssive imagexy disordm the normative order - perhaps 

herein Lies its allure. 

Mud and Stars: The Unification of Obscenitv and Beauty 

The transgressivc nature of the grotesque or obscenc is taken up also by D. Morris 

(1998) in bis discussion of the biocultwat nature of ihess in the posunodem agc. In his 

writing he refers to a work of Henry Miiler entitled "Tropic of Cancer" (l934/I 96 1 ), in 

itselfconsidered at the tirne an obsccne tact. D. Monis (1998) claims that Miller views the 

obscene as "an instrument with alrnost religious power to transform human consciousness" 

(p. 177). Miller (quoted in D. Morris, 1998) says thaî the purpose of the obsccne is to 

"awaken, to usher in a sense of nility" (p. 177). Accordhg to D. Morris (1998), Miller 

did not seek to domesticate the obscene text, but instcad relieci upon its shock d u e  and 
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unsettling power to enlighten us, insisting that the obscene and the divine were a unifid 

one. Mud and stars, Moms says - not irrtconciiable diff'ience. Intucsting parallel to 

beans and Beaujolais. In other words, within us is the ordinary? perhrps animai nature of 

the cmbodied, or bodicd seif, the r d ,  that which we share with d humui comrnunity. The 

a w .  D. Moms (1998) points out MiUa's daim that the "deep fur aroused by o b d t y  

[and the grotesque] is a fw of the haKformed and repreoKd iifîe moving bündIy Mthin 

us" (p. 178). Miller did not advocate divorcing oneself nom the ''ME within," yct we, 

particularly in Western health cate armas, have been encultwated to view the self as 

disembodied and devoid of the grotesque and obscene. 

Disabled individuais whose disabiityf~llness takes thcm md theu bodies on a 

course outside of the popular cultural normative ofperson to whom WendeU (1996) refm 

as the "paradigm citizen" (p. 41), mua l e m  that upon "coming into the pubtic world with 

illness, pain, or devalueci body [they will] encounter resistance to rnixing the two wodds." 

As a result, they go underground. Or, as Nancy Mairs, a prize-winning poa who has 

multiple scierosis, bas dont, some arise fiom the underground and rdaim the language of 

the obscene or images of the grotesque to rage or to alter. Main (quoted in Zola, 1993), 

in her essay "On Being a Cripple", States: 

First, the m&r of semantics. 1 am a cnppie. 1 choose this word 

to name me. 1 choose fkom among several po~sibiiities~ the most 

çommon of which are handicapped and disabled. . . .Even now, I'm 

not sure what my motives arc, but I rccognize that they arc complcx 

and not entircly flattering. People - cnppled or not - wincc at the word 

cripple, as they do not at handicap@ or disabled. Perhaps I want thcrn 



to wince. 1 want them to sec me as a tough automer, one to whom the 

fatedgodrlviniser have not ban kind, but who un fice the bxutai truth 

of her existence squarely. As a cripple, 1 swagger. (p. 18) 

Mairs, perhaps, chose to reprcsent her chailenges with language (a representation) that 

conjures an image of the crippled or lame jester using hcr physical disability as was 

comrnon in the fada1 courts and among the gaierd popdacc whae the obvious dispiay 

of physical disabiiïties, lccording to Hahn (1993) "appeucd to be reiatcd to weiry, 

debauchery, and laughter rather than to infenority, ugiiness, and tragedy" (p. 220). 

Wade (quotcd in Thomson, 1997) characterizes herseifas "a sock in the cye with 

gnarled fi*" and f i e  JO Spmce, images her disabled body as a "visuai assault, ... a 

shocking spectacle to the nonnative eyc" reminding us that the ''disabled body is the 

objea not of the appropriating gaze but of the stare, .. .nYning her body as an icon of 

deviance" (p. 285). Wade's (quoted in Thomson, 1997) poetv of self-definition claims 

'Tm the Girnp/I'm the Cripple/17m the Crazy Lady." ïhomson (1997) makes the point 

that as Wade anirms that her body is at once sexual and différent, she assats, 'Tm the 

French kiss with defi tongue" (p. 285). As Wade and others rewrite their bodily script, so 

too do they reconstnict what it means to suffer and to heal. As weii, as Wade's 

rep resentati ons resist narrowed and lincar constructions implied by diagnostic-Ue criteria 

for disability, handicap, and impairment, so too do h a  rcpresentations attend and decpm 

the discussion of what it might mean to orpericnce a disabiity in the coetm of Western 

society. As Wendeli (1996) points out, even the UN definition of disabüity sccms to imply 

that there is some universaliy deJaibable standard for human abiity. 



The Obscene Theatre of Reclarnation: An Aamt of Embodimmt 

Perhaps Wade, Spcnce, Mairs, and others who rage with thcir body as visual 

narrative invoke the obscenelgrotesque as an agent of embdïment in a social and 

biomedical culture of divisiveness. Sartwell(1996) makes the daim that al1 obscenity is 

"related to the salient signs of embodiment" and that "embodiment is transgressive" 

(p. 1 58). He quite passionately asserts: 

The acts themselves of fucking, jerlaing off, eating, pissing, shitting, 

and so fonh are hedged around ritual prohibitions. They are performed 

in speciai charnbers in an elaborately mannered fashion. And they are, 

rather obscurely, associated with one another .... As salient symptoms 

of animal embodiment, they are pushed beneath the surface of social 

life, so that you could almost go through your day thinking that you 

were the only one who did such things. Not oniy the acts, but even 

the signs for the acts, the words that pick out the acts, become 

transgressive. (p. 159, 160) 

Thus to embody is to transgress, and Iikewise to transgress is to embody. The body as 

visual narrative, 1 suggest, takes back its agency - the agency that illness, disability, and 

culturally-entrenched notions of the normative body and biomedical dualism pilfer and rob. 

And an interesting result of such action is joy, or at least peace, in reclamation. 

Sartwell (1996) offers some insight into the process of reclarnation. He clairns that 

every act of embodiment is "at once a transgression, a seduction into sin, and a pure joy" 

@. 160). Again his animated expianations are helpful. 



Taking a dump is, in this sense, a more authentic act than writing 

a book To be lost in sac is to be lost in embodimcnt, wovm into 

the wodd's web, Pîuaîed. For that r-n ra is r d  and xx is j o w .  

Everything that is vuly beaufil in this worid is a reminder of 

embodirnent and a symptom of joy takcn in .cniaiity. Hem, ail 

red beauty is transgrcssive, is obscene. The attempts to purge 

buuty of ob scenity...in dways b l d c ,  mpty.  (p. 16 1) 

M u d  and stars; bans and Beaujolais, obscenity and beauty. The r d .  It seems that thert is 

power in the comic monster, apower and agency found and reclaimed d u ~ g  the 

experience of ïliness and within the resultant acts of wiil to rcprescnt that cxperience in 

whatever manner rnakts sense to one's s u f f e ~ g .  

Or perhaps the WU is to not represent, as 1 suggcst that representations 1- out 

as much as they includc. The grotesque ignores as much as it includes in rcprcscntations of 

illness and healing. It rejects the power of Other over the body - bc that discase or the 

officiai canon of the "treatment" regime. It rejects the container-view of the body, as a 

mere receptacle for one's vital organs. It explodes the mincibody dichotomy, and discards 

the notion that "damagcd parts" should hidc their "ugliness." "Uglinss" is not Other in 

the representations of Spence. Spence (1995) clairns that hcr namtives, although not a 

painless process, allow her to ceasc being victim and becorne an active participant in We. 

In cracking the &or for myselfl 1 am automatidy challenging your 

. view too. ...If 1 don't find a languge to express and share my subjcctivity, 

1 am in danger of forgetîing what 1 a i r d y  know. ... These kind of projccts 

confkont the nairoticaiiy induced notion of an idcplttd rey sccking to 



repreoent the mdtiplicity of rplitoff hgments which go to &e up 

an apparentiy cohaent idcntity. (p. 13 5) 

There are others who share Spmce's desire to displace the notion of the ideaiized reK 

Lessons of ANmmetw: The Pedar~ow of the Groterqyr 

MacPha (1994)' in the writing of h n  own breast cancer story, images herscif 

poa-mastectomy as "Picasso's Woxnan." As a paramcdic, University student, wifb, and 

mother, MacPhee wrestied with the diapnosis of breast cancer as it took ova  and pahrps 

captured, her Me. In her subsequent struggle with coming to tcnns with hei arpericnce, 

she remembered a class where a professor was orplainhg a work by Picauo. MacPhec 

(1994) recalled his words as follows: 

This is not defonnity, but an afMr of shapes, the lovehess 

of possibility, where we can compare our syrnmeüy with îhat 

portrayed by the artist. (p. 15) 

The Picasso image as weU as the words of French novelid Marguerite Duras (quoted in 

MacPhee, 1994) - that "the art of seeing must bc leamed" - replayed fiequently in 

MacPhee's mùid. Asyrnmetry took on new meaning. Intercsbngly, before she was 

informed of MacPhee's diagnosis, a fncnd pointed out in a postcard (sent to MacPhec 

while vacationing) which displayed the image of Picasso's Womm Asleep in a Red 

Amchair on the front, that Picasso had a penchant for women with an irreguiar number. 

Nancy Fned' s (who is also a mastectomy patient) sculpture of a one-breasted headless 

torso made a significant statcment to MacPhet, as did the work of Deena Mctzger. 

Metzger was describeci as a writer, lecturer and a~tinst in an article th8t wrs given to 

MacPhee (1994) by h a  niend Deudre. n i e  photo in the article wrs of Metzger, a nude 

woman with one breast. 



The woman's bcc was tilted upwards toWUdS the îight and ha 

ums wae outstrctched towudr the sky as though to hold the un. 

The scar whae h a  breast hid bccn was wooed with the image of 

a tre branch- There was a bird in the branch. (MacPhec, 1994, p. 244) 

MacPhee's fiend Deidre exclaïmed "She has a gorgmus body, don't you thhk?" "Yes," 

MacPhee agreed, "Tt's full of ...p ossibilities." What becpme apparent to MocPha at this 

point was the ''sexuai power" inherent in the photognph, and rgain tht the art of secing 

"must be learned." 

Although one rnight have to stretch one's vision to see niidaice of the grotesque, 1 

suggest that in the eyes of sorne, the slicing off and subsequcnt visual display of the 

absence of a brcast might well represent grotesque-iike imagery. It is not uncornmon to 

hem the expression of "How gros!" whcn one mcountas a body dissection in direct view 

of the unprepared (and intellecfuolly prepared as welî). Whst is nottworthy in this 

discussion of the self-imagery and representations of Rosalind MacPhee is the 

unintentional t d o n n a t i o n  of vision fiom revulsion resulting from the captivity of scü by 

the initial medical diagnosis* to the reclaiming of imagery thpt t rdormed  h a  perspective 

of previously held notions of the beautifid, or the possible. The image of Picasso's women 

becomes MacPha's breast cancer story as Picasso's Womm, with recognition of the 

"grotesque" as beautifirl, niil of possibility. I Wre to =fer to this as the pedagogy of 

asymmetry, or better stili, the pedagogy of the grotesque. As the grateque destabilizes, it 

teaches. 

This project of destabilinng the "picture" of M i s  rlro evidmt in the art of those 

suffering from emotionai illness. Yet there is a cumpla history behînd the use of imagciy 

to depict the insane. 



"Lunacf' and the Grotesaue 

If one looks at cextain artistic renderings of the insane as creatcd by others, one 

might wonder whether the representations are an exaggeration by others of what w u  

thought to be the "grotesque" bodily evidence of mental illness. In turn, this causes one to 

wonder if these images of the 19th century raving lunatic contribute to current day 

reactions toward representations, such as Spence's and others, which question the sanity 

of the imaged. Perhaps this rendering by Other of the mentalty iii says more about the 

"renderer" and the way in which they grapple with the unknown or feared. Bevis (1989% 

p. 290) defines a rendering as a "way of describing the ineffable; ... a rendering has vimaf 

rather than actual meaning and depends on symbolic language." In many cases, what is 

chosen in these images of mental illness to be represented is the cmdeness of bodily 

display, the protnrsions, bulges, defecation, drooling, and al1 tiinctions in which a body 

and mind unable to adhere to the social and cultural canon rnight engage (see illustrations 

throughout Gilman, 1982). 

Or, perhaps the grotesque rendenngs of the mentally il1 that were used to 

synbolize mental illness were accurate portrayals. It could be argued that these artistic 

images, if realistically rendered, were not so rnuch the outward display (or symptom) of 

the illness, but were instead a way in which those who were il1 were able to transcend the 

confinement of the asylum and the imposed diagnostic assumptions about their illness. 

Although, certain feminist author/academics, such as Caminero-Santangelo (1 998) resist 

such an interpretation of these depictions of the mad woman in particular. Caminero- 

Santangelo (1998) sees the invocation of the madwoman image in the writings of woman, 

both histoncally and mently,  as one that does not recognize the viriuai powerlessncss 

inherent in such imagery. She claims that 



perhaps the reason why the madwoman continues to be such 

an enticing figure is that she offers the illusion of power, although 

she in fact provides a symbolic resolution whose only outcome 

must be greater powerlessness. (p. 3) 

Camuiero-Santangelo (1998) theorizes that the search for subversive madwornan imagery 

involves violent repression of its own as well as being misguideci, thus trapping the woman 

dtimately in silence. The madwoman as voracious sexual monster, or female monster, was 

a common, not subversive, image propagated by influentid male doctors according to 

Caminero-Santangelo (1998, p. 5). She proffers then that one must seek explanations to 

why these archetypes for madness became and then remaineci ... a compeliing image for 

woman writers post-World War II (Caminero-Santangelo, 1998). Why, she asks, has 

madness become a metaphor for resistance? Caminero-Santangelo (1998) partially 

answers her question in the following manner. 

. . .The texts [of women writers who invoke rnadness as a fonn of ses 

representation] for the most part seem to share an interpretation 

of madness as an illusory self-representation of power that offers 

an imagïnury solution to the impasse. As an illusion of power that 

masks powerlessness, madness is thus the final removal of the 

madwoman fiorn any field of agency. (p. 12) 

Perhaps this is so, or perhaps this reflects one interpretation and more so the 

contextuaiized interpretation of the author. 

1 suggest that just as Mairs (cited in Thomson, 1997) reclairned the image and label 

of Cripple for her own appropriation, so too might certain women (or men), mad or 



othekse, embellish irnagery that they intentionally interpret as or trandorxn into 

metaphordrepresentations of resistance. Madness then may be invoked as comic monster, 

or as an agent to make obvious that which may be blwrcd by the labels of others, or as an 

agent that calls to the selfof another to mark that which has ken  invisible or 

misinterpreted. Lorde (cited in Quinn, 1995) says that masking mastectomy thraugh the 

use of prostheses prevents women fiom recognizing others who have had breast cancer. 

Might it not be an intention by some who suflier fiom mental iliness, through the 

invocation of images of madness, to raise consciousness as weil as to cal1 to othcrs who 

know? A comrnunity of people who are now marked may form coliectivcs of resistance 

where was there was only silence or misappropriation of their madness. 

The comic monster, the grotesque, the obscene, are called into senice at WU, 

inhabiting visuaübodily/texhial representation alike, perhaps even able to tmscend the 

humadnon-human distinctions. Artistic representations, such as "The Scream" by Edvird 

Munch (1 863- 1949, (see Warick & Warick, 1995, pp. 180, 1 8 1) are selfkenderings 

which incorporate the grotesque or cornic monster to a certain degree. Munch, according 

to Warick and Warick (1995, p. 18 1) "suffered fiom chronic depression and many 

p hobias . " His illnesdhealing representations crossed the barriers of 

human/bird/naturdvampire and speak to the transcendent quality of the camivalesque. 

Munch (quoted in Warick & Warick, 1995) says of his art: 

My afflictions belong to me and my art - they have become one 

with me. Without iilness and anxiety, 1 would have become a 

rudderless ship. (p. 177) 

Who am 1 as interpreter to evoke one interpretation only, or to reject, for that matter? 



And if it is a certain interpretation that rnakes sense to the subject in didogue with the 

representation, one must acknowiedge that it is as much a construction of the interpreter's 

self as it is a setf-construction of the other. given over to a cornmunity space in trust. 

Interpretation is fluid and dialogic, and m y  alter at any point and for any person involved 

in the dialogue. 

Dialornie with the Carnivalesque: Findin~ Anencv - and Community 

Bakhtin (1984) stresses thet the grotesque body is cosmic and universal and can 

merge with natunl phenornena. Because of its capacity to '%il the entire universe," (as 

Bakhtin daims), perhaps it may carry with it a sense of everlasting ~ ~ ~ e C t e ! d n e ~ ~  that 

subverts the fin* of senous illness and impending death. Yet, as Salvio (1997) cautions, 

"bodies are not abstract 'texts'; they are bone, biood, breath ... and home, a dwelling 

place," and for others a site of homelessness (p. 249). Although the comic monster 

gesticulates, so does it feel pain. Listen to Saivio's (1997) concems. 

1 am disturbed when we tao easily cast the body as "text," for this 

move can reify the body, to cast it as an abstraction to be gazed at, 

read, interrogated, deconstructed. As persons, we struggle to attain 

and sustain agency, will, and desire in the face of nomaiking practices 

that are played out, resisted, and transfonned .... (p. 249) 

The representational fiinction of the caniivalesque body narrative may blur both the linear 

boundaries of diagnosis and treatrnent, and aiso the boundaries between visuai and textuai 

representation, but one must acknowledgq as Salvio (1997) remuids us, that bodies blush, 

and Iiterary texts do not. 

In any case, both m u s  be located within a cultural context, with the responses of 
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various lookers/readers taken into account. What one takes eom, or understands about, 

the representation is evolved nom within the dialogue that one has with the image (te& 

or body). Bordo (cited in Salvio, 1997) points out that subversion of the culturai 

assumptions that one brings to the "reading" of the imagev is not something that happens 

in a text or to a text, but instead is an ment that takes place (or not) in the reading of the 

text. The event then acquires a Iife of its own, charaaerized by the agency of the subjects 

in dialogue. 

Perhaps it is not unlike Steele's (1997) work which proposes that constmaed and 

constmcting subjects corne together in the inescapable interpretive agency through which 

individu& understand their pasts and their futures, thus ü&g language with human 

agency in order to develop an alternative textual theory of the subject. Discourse may take 

the form of subject to text (or any form of representation), subject to subject with text, or 

even subject with text to subject with text. In other words, 1 propose that there are 

understandings to be gained through intrasubjective dialogue of myself with my 

interpretation of the illness/healing representation of another, or through intersubjective 

dialogue between myself as practitioner and seeker of care who has represented their 

expenences of illnesshealing through body narratives, poetry, photography, text etc., or 

even through intersubjective dialogue between myself with my own aesthetic 

representations in hand and the seeker of care also with representations in hand. 1 am 

reminded of a Bizarro cartoon by Piraro, published recently in the London Free Press, that 

depicts 2 men, the mist (reminiscent of Munch) completing his picture (reminiscent of 

"The Scream") and fiiend perhaps, in dialogue. The mist asks "Which title do you like 

better: "The Scream" or "1 Forgot to Turn Off the Iron?" Narning and interpreting, one 



could say, is all a matter of one's perspective; one's own subjectivity, sometimes in 

coderence with another, and in dialogue with the image, co-constmct the meaning. 

For Spence, Mairs, Wade, Gran Fury, Munch and others, it seems that their body 

imagery is their language of subjectivity, as weü as their theatre for reclamation. 1s that not 

the same for the healedpractitioner? Vaughan (1993) explains that "essentiaiiy, artistic 

practice is dialogue with the Unconscious - the area of the psyche kcpt off limits by the 

wound - with imagery as the vocabulary" (p. 18). Perhaps the image is the place w k c  

heaiing occurs. 

In the next two sections, 1 will work with poetic and textual forms, and the way in 

which these foms of representation become narratives of illnessniealing as well as disnipt 

the lines between the visual and the textual art form. 

The Poetic Form: Home of the Trickster 

1 will carry Bakhtin's thoughts into my discussion of the poetic form as a 

representation of the illness/healing expenence because of his work with ancient images in 

literature. In both this section and the next, which examines countermythic healing, 1 argue 

that the written word evolves into more than letters on paper. It displays, as well as 

conjures, imagery. It animates a presence that cannot be confined to the text. In examining 

the poetic form, the representation of the image is not only found within the words as 

written; it is developed by the spaces between the word and the placement of the words 

and sentences on the page. One can "read the representation in a variety of ways - just as 

one can " r a d  canonized and sanctioned forms of visual art fiom many perspectives. 

As well, there are subversive things going on. Quite often, roaming around in those 

words and spaces are the rogue, the clown and the fool, playing with parody and turning 

what seems obvious, upside dom.  
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The rogue's gay d q t i o n  parodies high languages, the cIown7s malicious 

distortion of hem, his hiniUig them inside out and finaîiy the fwl's naive 

incomprehension of them.. .these three dialogic categories emerge in 

modem times. The rogue, the clown, and the fool are the heroes of 

a senes of episodes and adventures that is never resolved, and of dialogic 

oppositions that are unresolved as weil. (Bakhtin, 1996, p. 405) 

Because of the open-ended nature of the poem (or better, because of what the poem may 

srir up), it seems a likely location for such subversive-minded irnagery. The three 

characters serve as destabilizing figures whose words cause one to read the spaces 

between the l ies .  Of course the way in which 1 see these images working is not as they 

did in ancient writing where their presence was necessarily actuaiized; instead 1 see the 

subversive nature of their "tricks" coming into play particularly in poetry of oppression, 

anger, disernpowennent, depression, and any form of "illness" where one is in opposition 

to the hierarchy or canon or oppressor. 

The parodic nature of this discourse functions in a marner similar to carnival. 

Hutcheon (1985) explains this textual parallel. 

The parodic text is granted a special license to transgress the limits 

of convention, but, as in carnival, it can do  so only temporarily and 

only within the controiled confines authorized by the text parodied - 
that is, quite simply, within the confines dictated by recognizability. (p. 75) 

This is the "gay deception" about which Bakhtin (1996) speaks - that effcct of d n g  

strange any pretensions to lofty reality that a discourse of pathos may have, that tuming 

upside down of pretentiousness by oneself as narrator or by introducing a character to 



accomplish this f a t  through a seerning naiveté or Iack of understanding. Yet for it to 

work, Wre the tmsgressive manner in which carnivaî operates, the "rrcognition of the 

inverted world still requires a knowledge of the order of the world which it inverts and, in 

a sense, incorporates" (Hutcheon, 1985, p. 74). Listen to and watch Barreto-Rivera work 

with order and disorder in his imagery. 

fmm Shreddcd Whit: A Whitman Seriil (6) 

Wordgasms & thoughtgasms 
vagina pectoris 

angina dentata 

(not to dweil on 
the subject of 

vagina envy) 

Give us, oh Lord 
instead of capitalism 

carnivalism, 
or something like it: 

a language based upon 
essential proteins 

propleptic fictionaq 
edging toward some kind of 

redemptive password 
(in hoc signo vindicated) 

breathe-write 

Go back to first elastic zygote 

tool around 

and change 

the look of eve-g. 

(Raphael Barreto-Rivera, 1996, p. 66) 



I read this poem as a healing narrative where the trickster has b a n  let loose. It 

subverts the more obvious won-like di for redemption which may be anitted ârom 

"high-language," and flips the oppressive and confining nature of the world over on its 

nose. Its disorder perhaps parodies order - must one know order for this parody to work? 

1 do not know the background of Barreto-Rivera, but 1 do know that he 

participated in Toronto's Scream in High Park, which is the site of cetcbration of poctry 

and storytelling, and is regarded as a "sound poet" (McPhee, 1996). Baneto-Rivera's 

poem carries with it, besides textual imagery in the understanding of the words, both 

visual imagery in the way it is placed on the page, and auditory imagery in the way that 

one hears the words. It is thus multi-irnaged, with no clear line drawn between visual and 

narrative forrn. 

Multi-image? and Thomv Dialoaics 

Multi-imagery carries with it many thorny layers of meaning and a powerfil 

potential for inter- and intra-dialogics, between self and others and among imer selves. 1 

see this multi-imagery in my own clinical practice as nurse educator in the ihess/healing 

narratives of those experiencing mental iiiness, victims of violence, and those with invasive 

disease, such as breast cancer (see examples throughout this chapter), where the poetry 

unleashes the tnckster as well as the multiple selves to engage in dialogue within the 

words and the spaces of the poems. 

Mirilcitani's poetics of violence works with this multi-layered genre, adding what 1 

read as the textual face (or rendition) of the grotesque. 1 include the poem "It Isn't Easy" 

(Mirikitani, cited in Lashgari, 1995a) as an example of my claim. 



n'Y P = m  
stning like bloody beads across my throat, 
my disemboweiment, my seppuku- 
scarlet entrails 
twisting fiom the open wound .... 

my unbeautifil hunger, 
this seffish desire to be loud, bigger 
than iight, this longing 
for movement, my own. 

(p. 291) 

The textual face of the grotesque carries with it the same power to subvert and transcend 

that which has kept others frorn understanding what is dficult to comprehend, while 

affording the wounded the space and opportunity to reclaim the self'. Lashgari (199Sa) 

speaks of this potential for reclamation within Mirikitani's poetry in the foUowing manner: 

She reclairns her vision and her voice, and helps us reclaim ours, 

by creating an aesthetic counte~olence, violating boundaries, violating 

patnarchd assurnptions, vioiating the reader's own resistances and 

silences. By peeling the ceremonial c o v e ~ g  off the face of violence, 

she disrupts the deadly sameness, the status quo imposeci by social 

constructs or literary genre. (p. 291) 

Yet, one must ask, as does Raven (1988) of Poe's and Coe's works about rape, if such 

naked artistic and poetic representations serve to empower the onlooker as they do the 

creator; is there a form of catharsis or do the works themselves "rape"? 1s this "safe" 

counter~iolence~ or simply (and not so simply) the comic monster? Perhaps this is 

unanswerable in any generalized manner and requires Wher  study outside the bounds of 

this research. Or perhaps the answers can be found in the dialogue spurred by the 



textuaVvisual images which refiect the parodic paradox of "legalized ly*] unofficid 

subversion" (Hutcheon, 1985, p 74). 

1 wonder about the cornic monster - grotesque, yct non-violent? 1 take Bakhtin's 

(cited in Jung, 1998) words as a starting point of thought. Bakhtin insisu that the 

distinguishing mark of violence is that "it hows  no 1aughtef'- that is, no "GogoLian 

laugh" that is joyful and festive but not nivolous, satirid, cynical, and negative (p. 106). 

Jung (1998) concludes fiom this that in both intention and result, "subversion by violence 

brings death to dialogue whose epiphany is the singular Othe?' (p. 106). An interesting 

insight to consider while examining aesthetic representational fom. 

Visible Wounds. Invisible Risks 

Raven (1988) points out that "mortal wounds so severe and grotesque as to have 

been inadmissible are now shown everywhere; vibrating waves of lifelong terror now 

shatter al1 ordef' (p. 186). Raven points to a risk to seif and other that may result fkom the 

"giving ove? of one's images of self and of one's wounds to the public. 1 take this point 

seriously. Besides the visual effect of the wound, there looms over these forms of 

representation other kinds of risks. There are stiil those who feel compelled to critique 

such representationai works against the holy canon of whatever fonn within which the 

aesthetic representation falls, in essence puliing the carnivalesque out of its context and 

into the context of the high priests of art, literature, and science. For example, Kinzie 

(1993) is a critic of poets such as Anne Sexton (cited in Kinzie, 1993) who *tes of 

themes of the dark earth, and of the unconscious amd painfûl experiences with oppression 

and victimization. Kinzie (1993, p. 54) speaks critically of Sexton's "enormous reputation 

as a victim-seer," and asks what it suggests about the spirit of the age "that she remains 



admired [as a poet] despite the patently therapeutic impulse, the iiî-absorbed mental 

suffering that grimaces from the interior, and, above aii, the wasteiùi dishonesty of the 

rnachinery she sets in motion-" 

The compulsion to judge and validate aesthetic work against preestablished 

canonical n o m  of "excellence" is worrisome. Parker and Pollock (198 1) alluded to this 

concem as it relates currently and historically to women's crafts such as embroidery, 

where one may see evidence of the dark and tragic muse within. There were and are, 

according to Parker and Pollock (198 l), those priests and priestesses who place this work 

Iow in the hierarchy of the arts. The needlework crafis of women in the 18th and 19th 

centuries, which were sanctioned as the embodiment of the ferninine, even then containecf 

protests against the confinement of women. Subversive gestures were employed to use 

these samplers, that were the embodirnent of the ferninirie vïrtues of obedience, 

submissiveness and senice (Parker & Pollock, 1981), for tragic poetic musings. One 

might argue that the embroidery served as the expressive genre of the "caged bird," a 

genre that allowed the oppressed to "speak silencey' (Cixous, cited in Hoogestraat, 1995, 

p. 27). Parker and Pollock (198 1) point out that even today these samplers are not yet 

generally seen as expressive art form. 

This seerning lack of vision lays bare the work that as yet needs attention, if one is 

to bnng a ferninist representational ethic to meet a ferninist scientism, in order for others, 

including health care workers and bearers of the canons of the arts, to see the potency and 

potentiai for understanding the sufferings of others within these works of poetry. 1 see one 

of the visual problerns of cntics of these forrns of representation as an inability, by thox  

critics, to "read the text of the iandscape, [a landscape that needs to bel revised [and 



understood] through personal memory and history" (Rich, cited in Hoogestraat, 1995, 

p. 3 l), and I would add, not imposed upon by the censure of  the others. Rich (cited in 

Hoogestraat, 1995) understands this act as another way to recover the past and to note 

historical silences. She writes: 

Many guns 
turned on brains aiready splitting 
in silence. Where are those versions? 
Written-across iike nineteenth century letiers 
or secrets p e ~ e d  in vinegar, invisible 
till the page is held over flame. (p. 3 1) 

Hoogestraat (1995) explains that Rich calls for an empathetic reading of these texts that 

are encoded and cryptic, and urges one to read with as much attention to  what they do not 

Say as to what they do say. 1 argue that this marner of reading is foundational to the act of 

developing and maturing a feminist scientism of representational understanding, a 

scientism with a poetic mind. 

In this same genre and thus sharing the need for recognition, 1 place the poetic and 

narrative renderings of the countermyth, which 1 will discuss next. 

The Countennythic Healer: Rewriting the Real Dernons 

Lauter (1984) says that "myth is a collective agreement about some aspect of the 

unknownyy (p. 6). From that point on, in the minds of the collective and in the records of 

historical "tmths," myth becomes just that - Tmth. Because the canonical interpretation of 

myth is hiaorically patriarchal, it has become a project for many feminist writers to engage 

in the rewriting of myths. FeMnist archetypal theory (mythical knowing) has contributed 

to a revisionary understanding of mythc representations. 

Lauter and Rupprecht (1 985) claim that ferninist archetypal theory is an 

"interdisciplinary re-visioning of the theories of the Swiss psychologist Car1 Gustav 



Jung. .." (p. 3). Because Jung feii short on the gender equality issue by setting arbitrary 

lirnits on the development of both sexes, he reinfiorcd the aereotypes of man as thinka 

and woman as numirer (Lauter & Rupprecht, 1985). He was hown as a great inductive 

thinker, but the archetypal images that he had desmibed were understood as absolutes, 

instead of being "cxplanations of reality experienced by f e d e s .  ..[thus] the archetypes of 

the ferninine had become categories to contain women" (Lauter & Rupprecht, 1985, p. 7). 

One could argue that archetypal representations became myth, and mythicai 

representations became archetype. The patriarchal mythicai interpretations were both the 

result of archetype and the cause of fbture myth - the development of a mythicd canon. 

This is a source of the reification of gender-wounding, and a challenge to the feminist 

poetidnarrative and visual fonns of representation to destabilize and rupture what has, for 

many years, been a given. 

The Myth of the Female Malady 

There are muhitudes of sources of myihs. In my own work in clinid psychiatry, 1 

frequently read of the myth of the female malady - madness. In fact, there are accounts of 

many women in the late 1800s who were incarcerated in asylums for articulateIy and 

passionately speaking their rninds in an historical time period when a woman's place was 

to be cornpliant and silent (see Geller & Hams, 1994, for first-hand accounts). Scribbled 

on the walls of the women's celis were poems and namative representations of their own 

experiences of illness (not necessarily the diagnostically inscribed one) andior healing . 

These represented their own notions of confinement, mistreatment, and in some cases the 

journey into insanity caused by the incarceration itself. From Geller and Harris' (1994) 

work, I offer the following as an example. The first is an excerpt fiom an 1842 A@um 

JournaI, page 1 of the first volume (as it appears in Gelier & Harris, 1994). 



Scene in a Private MaCatouse 

Stay, jailor, stay, and hear my woe! 
She is not made who kneels to the, 

For what 1 am now, too well I know, 
And what 1 was, and what should be. 

1'11 rave no more in proud despair, 
My laquage shall be mild, though sad; 

But yet I'U vuly swear, 
1 am not mad, 1 am not mad. 

My tyrant husband forged the tale 
Which chains me to this dismal celi; 

My fate unknown my fnends bewail- 
Oh, jailer, haste that fate to tell! 

'Tis sure some dream-some vision vain! 
What ! I, the child of rank and wealth! 

Am 1 the wretch who clanks this chah? 
Berefi of f i d o m ,  fiiends and health! 

Ah! While 1 dwell on blessings fied, 
That never more my heart must glad, 

How aches my hart, how burns my head- 
But 'tis not mad! no, 'tis not mad! 

Yes, soon-for 10, now-while 1 speak, 
Mark how yon demon's eyebalIs glare! 

He sees me-now with dreadfid shriek, 
He whirls a serpent high in air! 

Horror-the reptile strikes his tooth 
Deep in my heart, so crushed and sad! 

Aye, laugh, ye fiends-1 feel the truth- 
Your task is done-I'm mad, I'm mad! (pp. 1-3) 

Noncornpliance defined (diagnosed) as insanity . Does this form of mis-representation 

continue to exist? One could certainly constma evidence that points to this unfonunate 

happening, the reactions to which fbel the fùry of many iilness self-representations. 

Another example. Elizabeth Stone (1 994) writes of her own expenences in an 

asylum in Massachusetts fiom I W O -  1842. She recounts: 



My brother Stephen hired Dr. Wheelock Graves, of Loweli, 

a perfect stranger, to give a line about me; for 1 was not sick, 

nor 1 never was. Neither does he dare to say there was any 

disease, onty my religion was different fiom my family, and 

for that he was hired to give a line to depnve me of my liberty, 

and to be experirnented upon in a prison. 

Dear Christian reader, 1 have put forth this appeal to let the christian 

world know that this knowledge is known upon the earth, and it is in the 

hands of the wicked. Why is the public so silent upon the sufferings 

of a poor girl? 

May God awaken the mind of the public to the sufferings of the helpless. 

(pp. 35, 39-41) 

Difference defined as insanity. And on it goes. Resistance to the imposition of politically 

and socially constructeci labels. Representations of resistance and reconstruction. 

Countermvthic Re~resentation: Reconstructin~ the Mvt hic Story 

1 argue that what was represented in these narrative accounts was a countermythic 

knowing - the re-construction of the rnythc story - which served as a place for any healing 

that was to occur. Susan B. Anthony and Eiizabeth Cady Stanton (quoted in Geller & 

Harris, 1994) wrote: 

Could the dark secrets of those insane asylums be brought to 

light ... we would be shocked to know the countless number 

of rebellious wives, sisters and daughters that are thus annually 

sacrificed to false customs and conventionalisms, and barbarous 

laws made by men for women. (p. fi) 



How much of this understanding, buried in mythic knowing, has changeci? These basic 

tenets of myth of the ferninine remain the fiel for much of the counterrnythical 

representations. And within the countennythid or counterarchetypal respresentations are 

housed not only gestures of resistance, but a seeming c d  to the collective or cornmunity 

of souls who have shared in similar experiences. 

Reis (1995) daims that "thinking archetypaily about the fernale body aUows us to 

see that we participate through Our individual body expenences in the larger f e d e  body - 
the histoncal, cultural, and spiritual, as well as the biological female body ... a felt 

participation in raising the collective consciousness to a more complete depth of 

understanding" (p. 24). Audre Lorde (discussed earlier) reached the larger femaie body 

through their own counter-imagery (an imagery of absence, perhaps). Lorde (cited in 

Quinn, 1995) used her non-white, nonheterosexual, non-bi-breasted body as a text 

readable to others (p. 276). Quinn (1995) says: 

Her refùsal to adorn herselfwith a pale pink breast-shaped pad 

meant to appeal to white men is a political stance by which she 

aErms her control over the scripting of her own body. (p. 276) 

So too is her refusa1 a representation of "absence*' which not only counters the prescribed 

treatment, but also counters mythical notions of prescribed beauty and health. In both her 

photographic and poetic representations, this body-text resists the normative standard that 

claims one must hide or mask the effects of breast cancer in the same rnanner that the 

countermyth resists or uncovers the mythic-mask. This act, Iike the acts of other poetic 

and bodily narratives of illnesrlhealing, again serves to flip over the "given-to-be-seai" 

(Silverman's word, 1996), plays tncks of "gay deception" with words, employs parodic 

license, and gesticulates with caniivalesque spirit. 



The Dialogid Potential of Representation: The Work of the Sniper 

Stein (cited in Dickie, 1995, p. 223) might agree that the illnessrhealing 

representations discussed in this chapter constitute a "matenial gaze." 

. . .It is a channel through which energies pulse. Uniike the proprietq 

male gaze, the maternai gaze is both protective and ceiebratory, 

acknowledging at once the vulnerability and the power of other, 

the other's familiarity and its merence fiom the seE (p. 223, 224) 

Or perhaps it is the gaze of witness - or the receiving of Other through their 

representationai imagery - that elicits the power to alter, a power that hooks (1995) 

claims may constitute an experience that can "convert and serve as a catalyst for 

transformation" (p. 6). In any case, 1 understand the source of the healing power of these 

forms of representation as originating within the dialogical encounters that mise fiom the 

narrative experience, and within the relationship that Bakhtin (cited in Henderson, 1993) 

describes between consciousness and inner speech, or imer dialogue (p. 121). Henderson 

(1 993) posits: 

Thus, consciousness becomes a kind of "inner speech" reflecting 

the "outer word" in a process that links the psyche, language, and 

social interaction. (p. 12 1) 

I argue that the sniper effect arises from the subversive and destabilizing characteristics of 

the carnivalesque spirit and fonw inherent in the repreoentations. They trick and 

provocate, "appearing anywhere in, any guise7' (Spence, 1995) and cross the canonized 

lines of what rnay have become mythic understanding of self as woman, self as ill, self as 

healing. They reject the reductionist view of the healing process that Warren (1994) 
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clairns "has become so entrenched that it is ditncult for many people to conceive of heaiing 

in any other way" (p. 652). 

Provocation and dialogue, acsording to Clark (1995) are "strategies of 

communication that feminist playwrights and critics rnight employ within conservative 

academic environments ..." @. 250). 1 see the provocation and dialogue of the 

illness/healing narrative as not only a self-employed act of the wounded, but also as a 

potent teaching/connection heuristic for working with the experience of the other in 

healing. In my experience with engaging in poetic and counterrnythic writing with both self 

and others, I find that "woundings" in the healer are drawn empathetically to wounds of 

the other, not through a falsely constructed sense of sameness, but instead through a more 

intense appreciation of the mechanisms of daerence. It is more likened to the seeing- 

from-below scientism of Haraway (1 99 1), causing an emesis of fdse assumption. It openly 

acknowledges the elephant in the room. 

The breast cancer discussion group on the Intemet houses a virtual forum for the 

shanng of not only faaual information, but the poetic, narrative and visud renderings of 

individual's expenences with breast cancer. 7he EIephant in the Roum caught my 

attention for its passionate explication of the unfortunate silence that many tirnes occurs 

between individuals who can find no form or ianguage to represent their experience with 

illness. In summary, 1 include it as a representation of silence - that tragic consequence of 

entering the void which may exist between the healthy and the ill, or the afflicted and the 

unafflicted. This poem in itself acted as sniper to the group as they were grappling with 

finding words to represent the loss of two members of their net support group. In this 

poem, silence made its appearance in the guise of the elephant which, in turn, destabilized 



the unsaid, and transforrned it into a touchable entity within the grasp and reach of the 

wounded. 

The Elephint in the Room 

There's an elephant in the room. 
It is large and squatting, so it is hard to get around it. 
Yet we squeeze by with "How are you?" and T m  fine" ... 
And a thousand other fonns of trivial chatter. 
We talk about the weather. 
We talk about work. 
We talk about everything else 
Except the elephant in the room. 
There's an elephant in the room. 
We al1 know it is there. 
We are thinking about the elephant as we tdk together. 
It is constantly on our minds. 
For, you see, it is a very big elephant. 
It has hurt us all. 
But we do not talk about the elephant in the room. 
Oh, please, say her name. 
Oh, please, say "Barbara" again. 
Oh, please, let's talk about the elephant in the room. 
For if we talk about her death. 
Perhaps we can talk about her life. 
C m  1 say "Barbara" to you and not have you look away? 
For if 1 cannot, then you are leaving me 
Alone. ..In a room ... 

With an elephant. 
(Personal communication, Terry Kettering, 
Breast Cancer Discussion Group, 1996) 

In addition to acknowledging the Elephant, writing and representation rejoin 

obscure parts of self, allowing one to be many things at once, not only sad, not only ill, not 

only oppressed, not only white, not only black. Anzaldua (cited in Reuman, 1995), who is 

a Mexican American black lesbian ferninist, speaks of the multi-variant nature of selfl 

experiencing herself as a spider woman, with many feet in many soils, hanging by one thin 

strand. She is not ambivalent or contiised; only the labels imposed by the Other split her. 



Anzaldua, as pointed out by Reuman (1995), has been termed, and in effkct resists, the 

label of "cultural schizophrenic," and works towards "taking back ber] collective 

shadow" in order to heal the wounds of her intracultural split (p. 3 16). 

1 perceive the resistance, such as that which inhabits Anzaldua's writing and 

poetry, to labels that split, deform, and misinform the self as the fire that flames the sniper 

effect of the iilness/healing nanative. The rogue, the fool, the clown, the grotesque and the 

carnivalesque, the trickster and the countermythic image, al1 are maski or p i s e s  of the 

sniper. As well, each aesthetic representation is an agent of subjectivity that tells a 

particular story of each person's experience with illness and healing. The rogue and fool, 

the grotesque and the carnivalesque, the clown and the trickster, are al1 part of Self, 

awaiting the opportunity to be acknowledged, to be looked at - fiom below - and to use 

their potential to take back what is rightfùlly theirs. 

In the next chapter 1 take myselfas subject. Having begun the process of listening 

to what aesthetic representations might offer to the healing process of others, such as the 

reciaiming of agency, as researcher 1 wonder about the possibilities of making connections 

between myself as practitionerleducator and those who seek care and healing. I wonder 

whether the meaning of healing and the healing relationship will alter XI do my part in 

finding places within myselfthat offer insights into the Other and into what it means to be 

healer and to teach about care and healing. 1 have felt, as long as 1 can remember in my 

career, that it was very much the responsibility of the healer to find meanhg places for 

healing, and that those places must exin within what it means to be human and part of a 

cornmunity of like muls working towards inspinting health in self and other. Therefore if 

one would just look. there must be fertile locations in one's subjectivity where one might 

find those human to human connections of the heart. 
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And so 1 will look. And what 1 take as my data is my own proceos of engagement 

with poetic fonn that begui before 1 recognized it as poetic fonn, or poaic reprcsentation, 

or even simply poetry. And as 1 1004 1 will consida carefiiily Bakhtin's (1995) insights 

into aesthetic work. 

Aesthetic activity proper actually begins at the point when we r e m  into 

ourselves, when we retum to Our own place outside the  sufEering person, 

and a m  to fonn and conaimmate the material we de+ fkorn projecting 

ourselves into the other and expenencing him [sic] corn within himself [sic]. 

0- 26) 

Witnessing the sufferings of others offered within their representational hagery and 

Iistening to theù testimony of pain retums me to my own subjectivity to look with 

vigilance for meaning places where heaiing may take place. 



CHAPTER 4 

POETIC AND MYTHICAL MUSINGS IN FlRST PERSON PLURAL 

Origins 

Blending In (excerpts) 

Wdd-eyed Italians 
Wdd-haired Italians 
loud speaking 
loud laughing 
women and men 
fascinate me 

1 find them hiding 
behind Anglo names 
like Kennedy, Litz 
and Scott 
wanting to be discovered 
dreading the exposure 

1 home-in on them 
as if genetic 
devices 
clue me 

Watch the eye color 
the humour 
skin tone 
the length of the nose 
that little 
diction give-away 

How they say "sang-wich" 
"spaagh-hetti" 
"It-ly" 

1 meet them cowering 
in the olive oil aisle 
of our city's only 
imported grocery store. 

At marriage 1 accepted 
inched away fiom Italy 



toward an almost 
Greek-soundmg Russian 
su marne 
moved up in the alphabet 
moved away fiom ltalia 
toward mainstrearn 

Now 1 c lah  
like so many others 
both names 
the name of m y  adulthood 
the name of m y  chiidren 
dong with the narne 
of my childhood 
my catholic-school name 
m y  budding-artist name 
m y  father's name 
m y  mother's name 

They discover me eating 
dried Italian black olives 
and provolone cheese 
at lunch at m y  cornputer 
longing for vino 
knowing its against policy 
longing for a nap 
knowing that this country 
thinks unwell of sleepers 
longing to shout 

1 am Italian 
don? you understand? 
It's ail right 
1 can handle it 

(Mary Russo Demetrick, 1998% p. 193- 196) 

Dandel ion (excerpt s) 

Ernbarrassed? 
Sure! 
1 saw m y  relatives 
in the thniway median 
small paring 
knives in hand 
cutting 



first tender 
shoots 

what if 
someone 
fkom my school 
found out 
we wash dandelions 
cook them 
in olive oii 
and garlic 
eat them 
with thick crusty bread 

Instead 
my fnends collected 
yeiiow dandelion 
flowers 
wove them 
into summer crowns 

Now, vit;unuls 
in these greens 
just what I need 
to return 
to become weil 
to replenish 
what was lost ... 

E rnb arrassed? 
No! 

(Mary Russo Demetrick, l998b, p. 1 89- 190) 

1 wish 1 had written those poems! They cal1 me to their place. 1 see the facial 

expressions that accompany them; 1 hear the melody as the words sing inside my head; 1 

watch the gesticulations acampany the vocd fiolics. 1 imagine the dress that the 

dandelion pickers are wearing, and even on what median they stoop. And 1 emember .... 

As a child 1 thought that cveryone's Grandmother was cailcd Clara; my two w m .  "Am? 

She can't be your Gramma," 1 exclaimed to my fiiend; "Gramma's are narned Clara!" 1 

was six years old. 
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Why are the poem and th* manory relevant to this chapter? They are my story- 

At least they comprise an important context for the autobiographicai work thu follows. 

Demetrick's poerns and my snippa of manory speak of a strong CentraVNorthem Itaiian 

heritage, so large that I honestly believed that the rest of the wodd s h e d  the love, 

fiection, humour, food, music, art, security (and dandetions) on which 1 was r a i d .  

This was good and this was rie. Good because I do not think that 1 could have 

been blessed with a more miid foundatïon of humonity and comrnunity. Risky because it 

was difficub to question, or even to recognire as a nondominant subculture of sorts, that 

which brought so much love into one's life (and besides, it was a sin to question one's 

elders!). Until 1 left it. What 1 have corne to realhe is that what 1 gave bock to my 

community of origin was my "good girl." And good girls don't .... So 1 stored or set aside 

much of what enraged me, as 1 looked for the "good in eveiythuig. 

Weil, that is fine - but unpleasant and unwarranted things do happen. Injustices, 

inequities, and "evü and ethical terror" (Noddings' tem, 1989) abound. Noddings (1989) 

defines evil as 'that which harms or threatens harrn" (p. 91). Pain, separation, heiplessness 

in natural, cultural, and moral foms are part of living in any Society. Noddings (1989) 

gives examples of the pain of illness and death as natural eviIs; poverty, racism, war, and 

sexism as cultural evils; and the deliberate inûiction of physicai or psychic pain as moral 

evils (p. 120, 121). One need oniy be a breathing member of the human race to  be 

susceptible to the eviis that Noddings dexribes. One not only experiences "evil" in day to 

day Me, but having worked in nursing practicdeducation for 29 years, 1 have observecl 

"evil" practised on others by both the people and the system of health care. Albeit, "evil" 

may never have been the intention. Nor was it perhaps the intention of the nuns in Cathoüc 
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School to create a classroorn of obedient, but vocally-challengeci students, some of whom 

feared asking to go to the lavatory (as we d e d  it then) to relieve themselvcs other than 

the 10: I Sam designated excretory tirne. 

HaWig left my home and al1 that was farniliar in New Engiand in 1969,I began to 

notice what was, what was not, what is and what is note 1 locate much of my writing as 

ernerging fiom the spaces that were not explored and questioned (not vocally anyway), 

and the absences not defked or rewgnized by the presences. In the sharing of my 

aesthetic representations, 1 wish to clearly acknowledge that 1 see my past, my eady 

context, as a gifi. And perhaps it is rny security in the acknowledgment of the gift, that lets 

me share the silences. 1 betieve that it is a testament that to be human means to be 

susceptible to woundings and evil. Thus the events of wounding and evil are not 

experienced solely by the l e s  fortunate than myself Therefore 1 Mew this 

autobiographical work as arising fiom the ordinariness and extraordinariness of human 

existence; touchable by most but never generalizable. As we share passions, sufferings, 

evils, and joys, we experience thern uniquely. Stiil somewhere there are places where we 

meet (as I meet Demetrick in the dandelions), and at that place perhaps we heal. As 

Atwood (1 996) acknowledges through the voice of Grace Marks, an accused murderess 

of the 1800s: 

When you are in the middle of a story it isn't a story at dl, but only 

a confùsion; a dark roaring, a blindness, a wreckage of shattered glass 

and splintered wood; like a house in a whirlwind, or dse a boat crushed 

by the icebergs or swept over the rapids, al1 aboard powerless to stop it. 

It's only afterwards that it becornes anything iike a story at dl. When you 

are telling it, to yourself or to someone else. (p. 298) 



One's story, once toi4 gives itseif up to what seems Wre a collective c4nsciousness of 

aones, amazingiy Eimili.r, yet strangely unfarniliu. Containcd in the t e b g  of one's 

stories (or in the o f f e ~ g  of one's aesthetic representations) is a collection of myths, 

thought of or acted upon as truths, now available to consciousness for contemplation, 

malleable to different ways of understanding, or marked as refùse. So for now, this is my 

story. 

Prembling 

During a course at OISE on Poetry, Adult Education, and Social Movements, 1 

found myself searching for a container of sorts for my musings, and soon remembered a 

cloth-bound j o u d  given as a gift by a dear friend the year before. The inside inscription 

fiom that friend reads: "Write your good thoughts jus for you to keep and reflect on ...." 

This seemed most appropriate, and at that t h e  1 assumed my thoughts would be just that 

- thoughts to reflect upon by myself. Although that was cerlainly the case to begin with 

("1 am not a poet!" said 1 and many others), as the course went on I found an unexpected 

world of kinship in the sharing of my own poetry and the listening to the thoughts and 

poetry of others. 

This was a new experience for me - not the listening to and reading of poetry as it 

was always very much connectecf to the inner spaces of my life - but the writing and 

sharing of my own poetry that had only just begun to take form. Aithough 1 was always 

told that my writing was poetic, 1 understood poetry as 1 was tau@& - "real" poems took a 

certain form and metre. 

What follows is a collection of my poetry as it relates to various sphefes of my lifc, 

dong with my musings/thoughtianafysis or whatever else happened in my mind and was 
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noted in the cloth-bound journal a the t h e  of the writing. As well this chapta includes a 

hermeneutic analysis of themes that emerge fkom this, the mon Current look. Thus this 

chapter will be multivocai, includiig the poetic voice, the musings voice, and the voice of 

the researcher who is examinhg her aesthetic representations in light of the research 

questions, as well as the insights gained through the examination of the illnesdheaiing 

representations of othen in the previous chapta. And who knows who else's voice rnay 

join the dialogue? To reitmte, the research questions are 1) What rnight the exploration 

of aesthetic narratives of the self of the practitioner, and of the oeekers of care as 

interpreted by the self ofthe practitioner, bring to light about the ahics of care and the 

heaiing relationship?, and more specincally, 2) What in the work of aesthetic 

representation, as an agent of subjectivity, in the fostering of an understanding of healing 

for the practitionerhealer and for the seeker of care? 

Other than two of the pomis, d were written during or after the course. The two 

poems that were written previously were not considered by myseLf. at that tirne, to be 

poetry until an explosion of new insights on this subject was ignited during the poetry 

course. 1 came to understand fkom the experience of creating poetry that poary has many 

capabilities, one in particular being its ability to capture the intenelatedness of thought. 

Poetic, scientinc, analytical, pensive and mythic modes of thinking 6nd no division in 

poetic work. Therefore, those poems, not originally thought to have the proper 

(scientific?) structure to be called poehy now take their poetic place alongside the others, 

in the cloth-bound j o u d .  

I have organized the poans into three colleztives, P m s  of Deflance, Puems of 

Urgency, and Pwms of tore,  cach of which point to a healing function and do healing 



work. 1 begin with Poems of Defiance: Reclmming md Redeeming Nmotives, which 1 

now see as a collection of aesthaic narratives that retrieve that which hss ban, or at lcast 

is perceived by me to have ken, taken away. Also imbedded in the ensuhg h e n ~ ~ u t i c  

analysis are various insights, uncovered during m y  research, into what heahg rnight mean 

to self and other, as weii as ways in which the insights may affect or infonn the heahg 

relationship. 

Poems of Defiance: Rcclaiming and Redeerning Narratives 

Verticai Narrative: A Startina Place 

On the first page of the cloth-bound journal, I mused: 

1 wrote this a year ago - a aory Barb said?? That's no story! 

That was Fall'94. 

This is Summer '96. Now 1 ask ... Could this be a POEM?! 

1 had taken an MEd. course in narrative inquj. during which we engaged in the writing of 

narratives as well as reading and responding to the writings of others. During this 

particular class we were supposed to write a story and engage in reader response. 

Naturally my tale did not take "normal" form, or at least in the rnind of Bah. 1 now 

consider this ''stoq?' to conaitute m y  fint poem. 

Pause Poem 

1 thought 1 had it, 
but it snuck out. 

It certainly is hard to 
get a good grasp; 

it's so slippery, so amoebic. 
At one tirne you could see 
its face so clearly, 

the image of it, 
the feeI of it, 
the smell of it - 



lucid, 
plau5 
obvious. 

Where did it go? 

It looks so organited, 
yet it's scattered with the wind. 

Oh, it used to be quite predictable, 
when it arose to  meet the day. 

It knew where it was gokg, 
put on appropriate clothes, 

its face matched its feeling; 
its words matched its w a k  

When did emotion change its face? 
And where did it learn that walk; 
what accounts for its motion? 
Why is it so slippery, and 
what in the world do you name it? 

Happy7 
Sad, 
silly, 
sullen? 

One moment it's there, 
and the next it is hiding. 

1 thought it was peacefirl, 
but it's womed. 

How could it be content, 
when it's gnimbling? 

But it enjoys a p m b l e  here and there. 

Oh me, Oh life, ( h & s  ~ a l t )  
. . .Oh menopause. 

(DeLuca, 1994; reconstructed, July, 1 996) 

One of the understandings that 1 have always had about poetry is its multivesseled 

capacity to act as transporter of complex and diverse mind-matter. This story, rebirthed as 

poem, simply fell and formed on a page on the Nght that 1 was considering just what 1 

would write in prepmtion for that narrative class. It represents an array of mind-matter. 1 

spoke in the poetry class presentation of  the varied fùnctions of poctry that 1 am only 



beginning to uncover - reclamation/redemption, expression/comection, mythind 

wuntermything, d denotive of the heaiing potential of illness representations and other 

forms of aesthetic represcntation. 

The Pause Pwm ministers a need in myself not only to reclairn the menopusal 

traverse in the way that I, and not necessady the textbook, was experiencing it, but also 

to express to and connect with others. And yet it brings up an even larger question: Whst 

do we in health care take away from others through Our acts of diagnosis, labels, standard 

care plans, and treatrnent regimes? Just through the act of adrninistering homones during 

"The Change," as my mother referred to it, we assume a deficit rather than appreciating a 

passage. As 1 have previously clairned, acts of science nsk diminution, and even 

misrepresentation, in the acknowiedging, understanding, and recording of the experiences 

of the recipients of their care. Although not necessarily intentional, it is certainly what is 

reputedly felt by others. 

Kate Millett (1990), in writing about her experiences with being diagnosed with 

bipolar disorder, describes a similar reaction to scientitic reductionism. 

Diagnosis is based upon impressionistic evidence: conduct, deportment, 

and social manner. Such evidence is fiequently imputed. Furthermore, 

it rnay not even be experienceô by the infiicted Party, but instead may 

be observed by others who declare such a one inflicted. @. 3 11) 

The diagnostic declaration by science, or biomedical culture, could be understood as a 

form of oppression, or imprisonment. Recently, 1 find myself increasingly awam of the 

poems and narratives of those living this subjugative experience within the health care 

culture, poems that find themselves spoken or handed out in the haUways of the 



institutions (such as Bill's poetry, which 1 include and work with in Chapter 9, or 

expressed in the (origidy) faceless world of cyberspace (such as those shared by a breast 

cancer discussion group on the Intemet, an example of which, The E I e p h t  N, the R m ,  

I included at the end of the previous chapter). 

Having experienced the power behind self-expression, 1 continue to work with the 

idea of how poems and narratives of reclaiming/redeeming such as Pause Pwm, 

expressionko~ection, and mything/countermything work with personal expenences of 

illness, transitions, and healing. 1 am also consumed with the way in which each form of 

expression can becorne a narrative of healing as well as a fom of not oniy selfsiologue, 

but a dialogue between the health care provider and the person seeking care. 

At the time of the poetry course, 1 started reading some of the writings of Bakhtin, 

as suggested by Chris, a storyteller who visited one of our classes. Chris suggested that 

Bakhtin's work has relevance to understanding certain of the fbnctions of, or possibilities 

within, poetic and story forrn- Bakhtin defines a relationship between consciousness and 

inner speech, where "consciousness becornes a kind of ' h e r  speech' reflecting the 'outer 

word' in a process that Links the psyche, language, and social interaction" (Henderson, 

1993, p. 121). 

IN]o living word relates to its object in a singular way: between 

the word and its object, between the word and the speaking subject, 

t here exists an elastic environment of other.. . . (Bakhtin, 1996, p. 276) 

Thus how could diagnostic representation even begin to capture nuance of experience 

when, as Bakhtin (1996) claims, "any concrete discourse (utterance) finds the object at 

which it was directed already as it were overlain with qualifications, open to dispute, 



charged with vaiuc, a i r d y  cnveloped in an obrcuring Md' (p. 276). How could 

diagnosis clairn to provide adequatc representation of sewother alone and by itself? 1 sa 

poetry as capable of entering the absence created by the lack in biomedical reprcscntation, 

at least as evidenced by the selected works included in Chapter 3. 

Poet- as Intemal D i a l o s  

I had fun with the Bakhtin notion of intemal dialogue. Solo Convers(1tion was born 

on the train, where many hours of silence breeds lively conversation with inner voices of 

self. 1 wrote this in the cloth-bound journal: 

Riding home, once again, on the 5 :  15 - supposed to 

be reading the "required articles." But.. . having great 

difnculty doing what is "REQUIRED this aftemoon.. .. 

So.. .arase.. . 

The Solo Conversation 

Chug Chug Chug Chug 
Read the article. 
OK. No. 
Thoughts. Talk. 
Inside I ~ e r  In-head 
Thoughts.. .... Shut off? 

Chug Chug Chug Chug 
Read the article. 
Wh y? Whose theory? 
What matter? 

. You must.. Serious doctoral work, 
you know. 

Thoughts ...... ..Shut ofEl 

Chug Chug Chug Chug 
Read the article. 
Hell.. .. Listen 
There is talk. 
Talk of what? 



Wyoming, Petrolia, Web sites. 
Rning.. ... A phone? 
On a train? 
Thought S.. ...... S hut off! 

Chug Chug Chug Chug 
Read the article. 
"I'm having trouble xeing, dear." 

"...Oh, that's too bad. Would 
you like coffee, 
coke, 
peanuts?" 

'Wo one will listen to me." 
"...Did you see your doctor?" 

"He won't see me till Augu st... I'm afraid." 
"...Wd 1 put your purse on 
your seat, so 
no one 
will trip?" 

Thoughts-- .------- Shut 0il7 
Can't ! 

Chug Chug Chug Chug 
Read the article. 
No. 

Listen. 
Feel . 

1s there t h e ?  Take it. 
And write. Write? 
Write. OK. 
Thoughts. Hello. 

Rereading this once again, 1 am aware of a more subtle imer debate on the human 

value of academe, when it prevents one fiorn engaging in a moment in someone's Iife 

where fear and loneliness invade what, for many of us, was simply a train ride. It begs the 

question of what theory and study are for ifnot for the benefit of others beyond ourselves 

and the insulated world of academia. A redeeming narrative? Perhaps, at least in the 

reclairning of a position on the responsibility one has in higher education to do meaninfil 

(a novel thought) work. 



Then there were those times when it seemed as though 1 was engaghg in what 

seemed like mind-fiolics - thox moments when intemil dialogue danced with itselfand 

with others. That describes for me the experience of writing Dooney 's Caje with Carol 

and Betty Ann. Mind-fiolics at Dooney's ... 

Dooney's Cafe 

1 want a bagel and crearn cheese, 
nothing pl* 

From desks and chalkboards, 
1 wiil abstain- 

1 want a Dooney's Cafe T-shirt, 
extra large, 

A second cup of coffee, 
no charge. 

1 want to play chess with the man 
with the jacket; 

To talk and play and forget ail 
the racket. 

1 want to know if this kind 
of class, 

Wili get me my letters, 
no pain in the ass. 

(Sandy, Carol & Betty Ann, July, 1996) 

Mind-fiolics perhaps, but imbedded in Our collective poem is a redeeming narrative 

of sorts - one which recovers (and works to heu0 a sense of control that has been jarred 

and tugged upon by academia. It sends the message: '7 will do this poetry work as long as 

you gant me the acadernic credits." 

Next, Scott and Linda chdenged us to write about the work experience of 

another. This activity brought up the issue of how to empathize without doing injustice, 

such as reducing, rninimizing, or making less of work that is unassirnilabit to us. The 

experience of "placing one's self in the shoes of mother" is not as it seems. It is neither 

easy, nor redistic. The concept of poetry as '~ndndolic" ended there. Poetic work was 
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developing a more M o u s  appearanct. The expenence of reaching for empathy becamc 

more clearly and obvîously problernatic, and that this reach t w k  us out of the sort of 

sleepwalking approach that is so easy to assume in one's interactions with others. 

Vetlesen (1994) refers to  this sleepwalking condition as "selective" or "organized 

numbness," an diction,  1 argue, expcrienced by many ovenworked and voiccless heaith 

care workers, particularly those who, üke nurses, are still very much regulated in hospital 

practice by the hegemony of biomedicine. Vetiesen (1994) rnakes the point that organized 

numbness is not original in the subject, but is instead "brought about in him or her by the 

impact of exterior forces such as ideology, bureawracy, and technology" 

(p. 2 1 1). A fitting description of an insidious process in health care that is not necessarily a 

conscious and intentional personal choie ,  but instead is brought about by a strong 

corporate and biomedical hegemony, drastic cuts in nursing staff, and struggies with voice 

that originated in a history of professional and gender-specific oppression. One l e m s  not 

to feel too deeply if one wants to  survive. Vetlesen contrasts organized numbness to what 

others may experience as "coldness," which he describes as an "indiscriminate or  dl- 

around indifference toward human beings" @. 2 1 1). This is exactly the problern with 

numbness - it then becomes a responsibility of the seeker of care to sort thmugh the 

reason why they have not felt empathy or  compassion fiom the professional with whom 

they are working, a burden that 1 would name as unethicai. Back to the poetry. 

Scott and Linda's challenge to us had an effect on me which, in essence, pushed 

my thinking hrther than bcfore. This expcriencc with poetry fàUs into the rtalm that Rich 

( 1994) speaks about, for it causes an imbdance or shift in previously entrenched 

understanding. 



I knew...that for me poetry wasn't enough as something to be 

appreciatad, finely fingered: it could be a fierce, destabiligng 

force, a wave puiiing you fûrther out than you thought you 

wanteci to be. (p. 19 1) 

Writing A Job? brought Rich's insights home. 

A Job? 

Does fly fishing constitute 
a job? 

A job, for me, is wall, 
is cernent, is smell-less. 

Order, efficiency, white, 
gray, and chairs! 

Many chairs, broken chairs, 
chairs that screech 
when moved. 

Classrooms, 
either cold.. .with 
snow waiting to pile in the corners, 
or hot ... so hot that 
clothes stick to your bum. 

Ahhh, fly fishg 
no watls, no cernent, 
and SMELL ... lots of smell. 
no chairs, no screech 

But is fly fishing a job? 

Get up early, oh it's pouring-.. 
Got to disentangle line, pack 
flies, pack waders. 
Get out before the place is packed 

with people. 
No fish - No Money - No eat 
It's cold out! 
There's muck, mud, and 
it's wet! 

This is work! 



Fly fishing is work! 
1 don't want this job! 
Give me the walJs! 

(DeLuca, July, 1996) 

Poetrv as Witness of Self 

1 wrote the following in the journal while remembering how 1 felt when composing 

A Job? 

What amazes me is the urgency 

of the act of the pen. 

As we continued to taik in class about the function of poetry, 1 thought about this urgency 

that occurs in some poetic writing. Rather than having to consciously reach for the words, 

instead, at times when one is able to unleash that place in the sou1 thaî spends much of its 

time locked, thoughts, feelings, and passion take over. It seerns that it is hem, in the 

passionate core of self, that the power lies. Most of the poetry that 1 have written emerged 

fiom that soul-place, or passionate core. 1 take Richardson's words as refiective of my 

point. Richardson (1992) claims that "writing poetry is emotiondly preoccupying [as] it 

opens up the unexpected, shadow places in [one's] self' (p. 13 1). Poetry, for me, cradles 

and then transports my passion. It is as if it allows for witness of self. 

The following poem was written during that tirne when we were examining the 

power of poetry and the way in which it brings one closer to that "home" within the self 

(as Linda termed it). It was written with much urgency, as if it needed to be said. 1 

included it in Chapter 1, and do so again to reiterate a point. 

Excavation 

Poetry excavates 
like archaeology, 

exposing the cavems of the spirit 
and the caves of the soul. 



Archaeology chips at encasements, 
laying bare the pieces 
and parts that have 
withstood ages of wind. 

Uneart hed. There. 
No, the structwe is not tireci. 
Worn maybe - shape aitemi, 
the edges cornfortable 

with their space 
Touching air gently, 

yet firmly. 

1s it iike this with self? 
Do we expect 

that excavation 
wiii uncover a 
tired spirit, a 
tired soul? 

Or do we fear that 
the capacity for 
enduring exposure 
will have expended 
its energy? 

Are we afiaid that 
Our seams and 
boundaries, although 
ridden with imperfection, 
will no longer withstand the 
storrn? 

I think not. 
I see this act of 

poetic understanding 
not unlike 
an archaeological moment. 

What is there 
was always there. 

It has withstood 
layers upon layers 

of the weight of the 
elements of a iife. 

Although not seen, 
it never ceases to 
hold fast to 
spaces inside. 



Uncovering ody gives back 
vision othcrwisc 

lost. 
Lost - but not rnissing. 

(DeLuca, August, 1996) 

Excavution is a redeeming poem. It takes back on many levels that which is ion 

through ideological interpretations of what constitutes "good science. The ideology of 

objectified practice as a rigorous scientific practke 1 suggen provocated in part the "mm" 

away from selfthat ocnirred in nursing during the eady 1900s. Thus, nursing changed 

course to embrace a biomedical interpretation of science as an indicator of "good nursing 

practices. The "tum," 1 argue, also tumed away fiom the art of nursing, or the healing 

aspects of nursing theory which previously were of substantial significance. ficavafion is 

a redeeming or reclaiming narrative of the origin of the healer-self It attempts to bring 

back the language of the science of art, a language that was lost to technological rhetoric, 

and subsumed by it. 

Munhall(1997), in her resistance to a request by a nurse-editor that she write a 

short essay "dealing with specific temiinology various nurse scholars use for nursing 

knowledge ... identiQ[ing] the terms [she] use[s] for nursing theory and metatheory" 

(p. 79), asserts the following: 

Time to become unstuck, and understand that uncertainty and aanbiguity 

are part of the mystery that will continue to de@ a holding down and a 

wrestling to squeeze out a static structural mode1 [of nursing theory]. (p. 80) 

1 like her science. It is dynamic and creative, and resists the "buy-in" mentality to a 

singular theory or paradigm as being more (or less) "scientific." Munhail's (1997) science 

is filled with meaning, as her search for meaning becomes "pivotal" @. 85). She writes: 



wax applcs 
analogue models, syaems, stages, symmetry 
tasteless, dry, but perféct in stability 
and lifelessness 
defmitions, like wax apples 
limit possibilities. (Munhall, 1986, p. 2) 

Excavation has becorne a redeeming narrative for the place of self in the work of the 

healer, and like Munhaii's claim about wax apples, it resists that which limits possibilities. 

Lkcavation makes the claim that in the looking and witnessing of the self, one finds not 

only stability but a space to reclaim wisdorn and possibility that nsked being lost in the 

rhetonc of a distancecl and objectifid science. A meaning place for heaIng3 

Perhaps MacPhee (1994, Picasso's Woman) might agree. She sought a heaiing 

place in the asymmeuical images of Picasso's women, reclaiming her one-breasted self as 

her own, and as having beauty. The imagery afforded her the opportunity to see herself 

d~flerenriy, to witness what her body now offered. 1 wonder what possibilities for healing 

rnight arise $1 had the opportunity to share similar insights of redemption with MacPhee. 

Would the examination, with vigilance, of my own subjedivity afford a means for 

comection between dissimilar, yet farniliar, experiences of MacPhee and myself? 

Winterson (1995) daims that the "healing power of art is not a rhetorical fantasy" 

Fighting to keep language, language beuune my sanity and my strength. 

... For some, music, for some, pictures, for me, primarily, poetry, whether 

found in poems or in prose, cuts through noise and hurt, opens the wound 

to clean it, and then gradually teaches it to hed itself Wounds need to be 

taught to heal themselves. (p. 156, 157) 

1s it crucial that healer and care-seeker have experienced similar "woundings" in order to 
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create an empathetic union? Or is it more so that each need be willing to enta the wodds 

of each other? 

Poetrv as Heuristic for Embodied Practiq 

An increasing numbcr of nurse educators~researchers cal1 for a more "embodied 

practice in nursing. Benner (1996) uses the t e m  "ethical cornportment" to refer to "the 

embodied, skilled know-how of relating to others in ways that are respectful, responsive, 

and supportive of thcir conccms" (p. 233). She claims: 

Abaract reasoning or generaiizaôk, decontextualized principles 

cannot Muence practice if situations relevant to these principles 

go unnoticeci, or if the practitioner does not have the skin to act 

ethicall y. 

Embodiment provides a common human circurnstance that allows 

for understanding, compassion, and the protection of vulnerability 

that objective rational calculation m o t  provide. (pp. 234,235) 

Embodiment, 1 argue, then must encompass intentional acts whereby the nursehaler finds 

ways in which to t h  in and assimiiate the expenences of other. 1 doubt that embodiment 

is merely a random act enacted only when one c a n w  time in an o thehse  busy 

schedule. 1 view aesthetic representationd work and dialogue as a heuristic for the 

embodied practice of a vigilant nurse/healer. 1 will continue with an exploration of my 

aesthetic representations with this in mind. 

Perhaps the urgency of some poetic writing is indicative of the willingness of the 

self to take part in the hcating process. Unfortunately we are irnmerscd in a society that 

fears spontaneity and raw emotion. As previously mentioned, we couch our concerns in 



the rhetoric of a scimtism that does not necessarily let motion talce part. And yet does 

not science require a creativity of spirit and a passion of sou1 in order to invenî, and M 

imagination in order to  envision "treatrnents" not yet discovered? 1 fear we have molded 

science to fit a chilly rhetoric, not W e  the way in which we have molded the social self 

to participate in a culture mired in rnisplaced niles. 

The next section works with poems that origïnate fiom my social self that was 

perhaps displeased with cultural mores of the past and present in both personal and 

professional life. Some not only express? they rage. 

Poems of Urgency: Expressing and Connechg Narratives 

Raee-agents and Bodv Talk: Finding the Mud and Stars 

Certain of my poems rage. It is as if the "good girl" was put to sleep while another 

self finds the need to work with, shall 1 cal1 it, the obscene? Dear Agnes (name has been 

changed to protect the guilty) and Sioe Firt swiftly appeared on paper, with clamorous 

voice, begging to be heard. 

Dear Agnes ... 
You've made a career of listening to yourself. 
A disclaimer of others - that's who you are. 
A disclaimer of those of us who speak 

of feeling 
wit h feeling.. . 

Those of us who speak 
in image 
and reflection.. . 

Those of us who live inside Our words ... 
Those of us whose hearts share the couch 

with our mouths. 

If the words are not cnsp and objectified, 
- you grimace. 

If the words are not about the 
professional coda 
- you laugh. 



If the words are of concern for others, 
- you shove them aside. 

"Stick to your knitting" 
- you condescend. 

"Don't bother me with feeling, passion, 
poetry" - you spit. 

Well this one's for you: 

Your politics stink! 
Your rhetoric sucks! 
And most of al, 
You are one great big fùck! Sincerely, Sandy 

@eLuca, July, 1996) 

M e r  wrïting this poem, 1 made this note in the cloth-bound journal: 

Wow! How cleansing! Poetry excavates, clarifies, 
contemplates, ruminates, and SPITS! (or Horks, if you wish) 

And here we go again with anger at the required objectification of self and practice. A 

narrative of expression~co~ection perhaps. When 1 read this one at our poetry 

performance at the Green Room, it met with an uproarious reception. Why? Perhaps 

because 1 tramped in the rnud - the obscene (bad girl!). Could JO Spence and 1 have shared 

some mutual feelings if 1 had read this to her afier she showed me her CulturaI Sniper 

image? Would she know that 1 understand what it feels Iike to rage at a perceived 

injustice? Would we then have been better able to share her experiences with frustration 

and anger at the biomedical system dunng her struggle with reclaiming her identity post 

breast cancer diagnosis? Could we have found the stars together? 

The theme of injustice ran through many of the representations that 1 examined in 

the previous chapter. Mairs (in Zola, 1993) and Wade (in Thomson, 1997) alike recfaimed 

descriptive words that 1 suggest raged at the injustice of others who use language such as 



"disabled" and "handicspped" t o  soficn the f i c t i o n  of "crippbg" by objedfjhg t .  

Mairs (quoted in Zola, 1993) said that she wanted people to wince at the word cripple - a 

word that perhaps conjures the image of the grotesque or obscene. Notice, listen, sce! 

Might this rage be the fallout of poiitically comect ianguage that has becorne too sterile for 

some, imposed on their condition as the name for their expenence. Instead, many such as 

Mairs and Wade tie the politics in knots, and shove it in the face of  the injustice-makers. 

SIoe Fiu has a similar ring to it. 

Sloe Fia  

You couldn't reach me with your 
shoulds 

don'ts 
muas. 

You couldn't touch me with your 
pures 

perf'ects 
obediences. 

How could imagination 
be a sin? 

How could turning your head in church 
require penance? 

How could any child 
with breath 

contain the g&s of humamess 
to  be served on a platter 

to your hungry appetite for 
crarnping the souls 
of nature? 

You stole the moments 
of curiosity. 

You chained the ankles 
of fiolic. 

You corked the fizz 
of the spirit. 

HOW DARE YOU? 



For your pmarice: 
You will say 
2 our fàthers and 
3 hail mary's. 

(DeLuca, July, 1996) 

Foiiowing the writing of this poem, this is what appeared in the journal: 

In response to a Native poem which rebuked the sanctity 
of suictiy organized religion, this piece puked out. 

I continued, at the time and d l ,  to be captivated by the passion within each of us 

who participated in the poetic expenence. The kind of healing that these poerns of 

urgency seem to reflect is an opening up and regurgitating of anger that fiequently is lost, 

but not missing. It is raw and ready to be consciously worked with in the rnanner with 

which one currently is able. Quim (1989) makes the clah that 'Me locus of healing is 

within the person who is heaiing," and that "no matter what the intervention, mealing] is 

not something that can be given or provided or owned by the practitioner or therapist" 

(p. 5 54). But would the members of Gran Fury, the AIDS activists, know that I was 

Iistening if 1 shared a rage experience with them? 

It is interesting to me to note the now obvious similarity between the rage- 

instigators of the past and the present. Catholic school experiences fiom the 1950s are 

erupting in much of my wrïting during this decade - 40 years later! Anzaldua (1989) 

supports my expenence with this issue, and thus 1 find validation within her words 

(interesting that these memories still need to be validated, as if 1 will wake up and realize 

that I dreamed al1 of this). 

The Catholic and Protestant religions encourage fear and distrust 

of life and of the body; they encourage a split between the body 

and the spirit and totaily ignore the soul; they encourage us to kill 

off parts of ourselves. (p. 85) 



WeU, maybe it wrr not quite Z& bad, but nevertheleu remembered wu of 

unwarranted arianess aôound. And stillI cannot capit.lize the words of the pr iym of 

penance, making them too real to be useâ in such a raving mamer. Ma* 1'11 get t o  that, 

but for now it seerns that lower case fictionalizes the r d ,  ailowing it to be more safey 

worked with. In the meantirne, perhaps Mairs or Wade would sense that 1 know, on some 

level, injustice. 

The next poern is one that 1 was oniy now able to wurite about a dear fnend lost 12 

years ago to breast cancer. I wanted to read it at the Green Room Cafe, but at the time it 

remained too raw for pubiic reading. Perhaps next the .  This poem makes possible a 

healing process that is a personal example of that to which 1 believe Quinn (1989) was 

alluding . 

As 1 Knew You ... 
I will let this r o m  

where it may. 
For as 1 knew you, 

it was this way. 
It was as if you lefi 

as you entered. 
Never quite in place. 
Quiet, 
yet not quiet at dI. 
A spirit 

filled with fight and fizz, 
gentle as collected raindrops, 
spilling fire on dew. 

"1 have wonderful fnends," 
I heard you chant so many times. 

To you that was iife, 
or so it seemed. 

Life - 
Your feet seemed to feed on the sand 
of many Iands; 
your sou1 took nourishrnent fiom 



the spirit of others, 
Yet 
not one drop less than it 
offered in retum. 

Whenever, 
wherever, 
whatever - 

these held no irnpossibility for 
those of your affection. 

You were close to who we were, 
yet at the same moment 
not willing to toss seeds 
fiom your core only 
to land on false fhament .  

Contradiction in clothes. 
Famifiar as mudpuddles; 
unrecognizable as the back side of 
a rnirror. 
Laughing your way 

through pain, 
crying in 

your cereal. 
Hugs of warm toast. 
Beans and jelly mixed 

with a spoon. 
Pieces of Lunenberg running 

Down Under. 

Where are you now? 
Under that beer-soaked 

Sauble pine? 
More likely nowhere much different than 

you were when you 
were here. 

Everywhere, yet 
not 
necessarily 
in sight. 

(DeLuca, July, 1996) 

Not really a rage agent (or is it?), but certainly another narrative of 

expression~co~ection. What if in a dialogue with a person who is coming to terms with 

their own impending death, that person expressed the wish to be rernembered by fnends 
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and family as a vi'brant, living presaia? Mght it be an opportune time to share a way in 

which 1 remember one who meant and still means much to me? Wiu I rnove closer to that 

person's experience and wishes? Will my sharing of this poem provide a meaningploce 

for heahg for both of us? 1 suggest that the sharing of representations will indeed deepen 

the dialogue of seeing, alluding to the achievement that Davey (1999) claims happens 

when the horizons of artist, vicwcr, d subject matter come together. 

Unieashina the Passions and Wisdoms of the Art-Aq 

Rage poems and other poems of expression/connection such as As IKnew Ym, 1 

suggest are poems of embodiment or body-taik. How is one to rage and express without 

dowing passions to seep through? Rage poems engage one's body in taik. 1 wonda ifa 

nursehealer's work with rage or othcr passionatt f o m  of representation would be like 

the work that Salvio (1997) does in her rehearsal studio with teachers? Her work stem 

fiom the forms of resistance that she experiences in schools. She says: 

. ..Resistance to regulatory control and culture's continual attempts to 

grip the body is, in reality (and particulariy in schools), wrought with fonw 

of resistance that are markcd by painfiil struggles, misunderstandings, 

conhsions, and feelings of betrayai. (p. 248) 

Saivio's (1997) work with mbjectivity, 1 suggest, finds parallels with the work that 1 am 

suggesting for nursehealers who desire a connected and embodied practice. Salvio (1997) 

uses Brecht's theory of gestïc acting, which "engages the writer/performer in a project of 

inquiry in which she or he uses her body as a medium to simultaneously question and 

perform the world she or he represents" in the autobiographical narratives that they have 

previously developed. 1 see similarities between the engagement of one's passionately 
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constructed aesthetic representations in dialogue with other and the engagement ofone's 

body in the eZLIlCtment of one's autobiography or history. Perhaps the passion unieashed 

fiom one's engagement with aesthetic representation will urge the healer and seeker of 

care to question and co-construct what healing might mean in this particular context, 

within this particular relationship, as they "perform" and share their cnvn p h a i l a r  

understanding of healing, or illness, or even rage. A theatre of inquiry as Salvio (1997) 

terms it, as weU as a contribution to aesthetic knowledge development in nursing and 

other health care professions. 

To assist in aesthetic knowledge development in nursing, Chinn & Kramer (1 999) 

describe envisioning and rehearsing as "two interrelated processes fiom which creative 

possibilities emerge and within which aesthetic knowing is grounded" (p. 192). They 

present the processes of: 

(1) Creating and recreating story Lines 

(2) Creating and developing embodied synchronous movement abilities 

(3) Rehearsing a situation and engaging a critic (p- 193) 

1 highlight these processes here to indicate the most current work being done in the 

development of aest!!etic knowledge, and to think about the relationship between the work 

that I am suggesting and the current resesrch efforts in nursing. 1 will take up what 1 se+ 

as a relationship to my work in more detaii in Chapter 5.  At this point I find their use of 

the term "art-acts" and their recognition of the transfomative potential of the art-act to 

"usher the experience of those involved fiom one moment to the next [while] expanding 

the realm of possibilities into the fiiture" (p. 192) indicative of the potential awaiting 

discovery in the art-act of representing one's illness or healing expenences and enacting 

that experience in dialogue with self and other. 
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1 mentioned eariier the notion of safety in the writing of poetry (such as the use of 

lower case letters). In the next section, I wiil contemplate the use of myth and 

countemyth in my poetry and in poetq in generai. Myth may aiso serve the purposes of 

safety, in essence allowing one to deal with issues of the self, albeit one step removed fiom 

the passionate rant, but nevertheless just as personal and powerfiil. 1 also daim that 

mything, itselfan act of envisioning, employs the spirit of carnival, as it worlcs with 

gorgons and mcksters, as weU as goddesses, mystics, fairy tales, and witches. 

Poems of Lare: Mything and Countermything Narratives 

Gor~ons. Tricksters. and Me 

I have spent much tinie with Medusa. She has become, for me, an alter-ego, a way 

of seeing, and a way of understanding both self and experiences with wntrol, oppression, 

and silence. She appeared as an archetype used for analysis in my master's thesis and has 

found her way into my dissertation- It at one time seerned strange that 1 might h d  insight 

and an understanding of self in the myths of the gorgon, or goddess as Medusa is at times 

known. 

Medusa is one of three gorgon sisters, and the only mortai one, "who had snakes 

for hair, and whose gaze, on meeting another, turned the beholder to stone" (Brown, 

1993, p. i 120). There are a variety of interpretations of the myth of Medusa, which, as 

Bulfinch (1947) rnaintains, claim that Medusa was once endowed with beauty. Although 

Medusa's story appears simplistic in nature, "the Medusan archetype has become imbued 

with complexities which are very much contingent upon one's perspective" (DeLuca, 

1996, p. 92). This paradox of perception bcçame recognizable first in my master's thesis 

as it related to the way in which nurse educators carne to believe that rigour depended 
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upon objective, nonmiotionai practice. 1 explained in the thesis how, as in the myth of 

Medusa, the participants and I came to believe thaî passion was "ugiy," and yct in 

examining many writings about science, 1 found that many science theorists cal1 for 

passionate, emotionai, and crcative acts of science. Much of our understanding as nurse 

educators about rigour in science work was infiuenced by the beliefs, transformed into 

"truths," of the biomedicol community. These myths became the 'Yacts" that guided 

nursing as well as medical practice. 

Later, particulariy in my poetry, 1 recognized that the Medusan rnyth was actudy 

one of my own unconscious, yet guiding (controlhg better desMbes it) myths. It was 

during the poetry course as OISE that 1 found a playground for Medusa as weli as other 

mythical beings previously housed among the paraphenialia in my rnind. At that tirne 1 

recognized Medusa as part of me. 

Co~ec t ing  Medusa to early educational experiences has allowed me to work 

through that which hss been mucked up and hidden fiom view in many scenarios in life - 
Catholic school, good girl scenarios that tended to repeat themselves in experiences within 

professional and scientific reaims. Wnting through myth dlows room for creativity, and 

for the space necessary to reorder and reconstruct. It provides a means of looking through 

both the eyes of self and the eyes of another. It allows one to confiont and then counter 

that which has become an entrenched way of understanding. Lauter (1984) says that 

"myth is a collective agreement about some aspect of the unbiown" (p. 6). That is just 

the problem - it becomes the known, and when this ocairs, one loses the sense of other 

interpretation, and the sense that the thinking in itseifmay even be challenged. It b r d s  

that "it 's just the way it is" rnanner of thinking. 



Writing and rewriting the myth afEords one the pleasure of exploding the 

hegemony. It also releases the tricher or rogue, or the fooi, as Bakhtin (1996) explains, 

...[ who appean as] an .awl simpleton or the image of the mask 

of a rogue. The naïveté of a simpleton who does not understand 

pathos (or who understands it in a distorted way, wrong side out), 

is counterposed to a fdse pathos which together with gay deception 

has the effect of "making strange" m y  pretensions to Io@ redity 

a discourse of pathos might have. 

It is the potential to tum inside out that which appean as Truth and as Given that pomu 

written of, about, and as myth/countennyth offer to the healing process of self. Meàua's 

W3tite Paste und Ditto InA Story, as weil as the three poems that follow are ones that work 

with the possibilities of mythic healing. 

Medusa's White Pute and Ditto Ink Story 

She had neatly placed, tidy 
brown hair. 

She was seven, and she was good. 
But Medusa Ioved sme1Is. 
The smell of wet cernent in the min. 
The srne11 of fdl, the smell of 

old buildings. 
But Medusa especially Ioved 

the smell of the old school 
and 

white paste 
and ditto ink. 

Whenever the tirne came for 
Art class, 

Medusa could hardly wait to 
engage her nose in close 
proximity to the white paste 
that she was supposed to use 
to hold together 

her creation. 



Oh, and the paper with the directions, 
that was handed her 
for the lesson, 
that heavenly smeii of 
ditto ink. 

One day Medusa was compeiied to 
ask her teacher: 'Why 
dots white paste smell 
so good? What is in it?" 

"Flour and w a t a  - now do your work!" 
'But my mother's flour doesn't 
smell like this, and 
water doesn't srneil at aiî." 

"That's enough questions - be quiet, 
and get down to the REAL work!" 

And Medusa's haïr 
îurned 

to 
knots 

and her eyes became green agates. 
Medusa was mad, some say she got 

down 
right 

ugiy - 

Medusa was changed fiom 
that day forward. 

No longer would she ask questions 
about the REAL stuff 
of life. 

From now on she would, in 
a very clandestine manner, 
lower her head, 
avert her gaze fiom the 

Master-ess, 
focus on her paste and 

ditto paper, 
and 

smell. .. 
untiI her 
head was fûll of 
what mattered. 

Only then would she look up. 
@eLuca, July, 1996) 
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M e r  writing this p a m  in the doth-bound jownai, 1 made the foiiowing contemplative 

note: 

1 suppose this might constitute the r e t e h g  or recreating of a 

myth - now a countermyth. This story must be important in my M e  for 

it is rearing its gorgon head in many settings. Interestkg that it was 

forgotten for many years - first it arises as a story written during the 

narrative course with Sharon and Annabelle; is rewritten in the thesis on 

Passion; and is retold again in Buddys poetry class. 

There is an obvious power in the rewriting of this story. On the 

one hand it was an autobiographical musing on the moment when my 

understanding of the msearch process was molded into the hegemony of 

the times. On the next occasion, it served as one of the original cages, or 

formative ground, for the "Caged Bird.  

It seems that, in this poetic context, it functions more so as a 

countermyth, a healing narrative of residance and anger that has taken 

forty-plus years to image and animate. 

What 1 did not recognize at the time was that many of the original interpretations of this 

myth, that is that Medusa was a monster to be feared, constituted a guiding myth that 

directed my passions, connectedness, and creativity to the sidelines of professional, and 

sometimes personal, Me. Many of the "shoulds" under which 1 iived - whether they be 

gender or professiond role stereotypes - were fuelled by an unconscious and perhaps 

patriarchal interpretation of the Medusan myth. But who is to say what is "true" of 

Medusa? 
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Some feminist archetypa1 critics seck t o  elucidate ''ferninine counterstructures to  

show how genda  n o m  aEe* tone, attitude, imagery, chanicterization, and 

plotting ..." within the faninine archetypes, such as the rnyth of Medusa, found in literature 

(Pratt, 1 985, p. 96). Pratt (1 994) even suggests that rnany of the explanatory narratives 

about Medusa arise from "gynophobic, Persean perspective" (p. 19). Yet rather than 

create a warring army of countermyths that reproduce the dichotomous thinking that 1 

wish to avoid or discard, 1 instead prefer to work with myth in a manner more authentic to 

a self open to deep and holistic understandings of connectedness and ethical nlationship. 

And to attest to  the power of this mythlcountennyth, 1 find myself wntuiuing in 

the gorgon tradition, once again feeline compelled to employ Medusa in yet another 

situation where 1 may voyeuristicaliy observe, liaen to, a d  wonder about the ways in 

which she works in the manner that she does. ..J"onri;ly, Medusa seeped out of e reflcction 

on the power of myth in one's healing repertoire, as well as on the versatility and 

malleability of the countemythic experience. 1 aiso wondered about what rnight happen 

when one myth engages in conversation with another. 

As an introduction to the next mythic participant, Sisyphus, 1 offer BuIfinch's 

(1 979) description which notes that Sisyphus was a "legendary king of Corinth, 

condemned in Tartarus to  perpetually roll up a hi11 a big rock which, when the top was 

reached, rolled down again" (p. 947). Sisyphus has also been referred to as the "familiu 

tnckster of popular taies" (Hammond & Saillard, 1970, p. 994). At the tirne of writing the 

following poem, 1 was not aware that the rnyth of Sisyphus was most ükely npresentative 

of the trickster that was housed siiently (except in play) inside of myself 1 suggest that 1 

wished that she (although Sisyphus was male, 1 believe that ail myths have bi-gender 



interpretations) could join Medusa in dry to day life as weii as in professional practice. 

Perhaps 1 was taught, or else 1 simply assumed, that cunning was a male virtue and a 

female plague. If I was taught that, interestingly 1 do not remember when, and yet is that 

not the way with myths until they are unearthed? 

Dear Sisyphus, 

I understand that you are 
having a hell of a time, 
in Hades. 

Well, my life ain't so hot nght now, 
but, 
we do share a cornmon 
challenge. 

Rocks. 
Whereas your experience with 

rocks 
consists of a constant, uphill 

battle, mine is not 
so obvious. 

That is, unless you sit in fiont 
of me 
in school. Like Perseus. 

Ever since that day when 1 
encount ered the Mast er-ess, 
Athena is her name - 1 think. 
You know - that grumpy Zeus' 
daughter.. . 

Anyway, I've been having such 
trouble with my hair, but more 
than that, my stare. 

It seems that one look, and bang! 
Boy tums to Rock. 

Now, you see Sisyphus, 1 feel 
this is no fault of my own. 

I never intended that 
my innocent, cunous 
questions would eIicit 
the wrath 
of the gods 

1s it this way with you, 



Sisyphus? 

1 don? know why you were 
damned, 

but my hunch is it had 
something to do with 
Zeus, and the fact that 
you squealed on his daughter, 
Aegina. 

And 1'11 bet your intentions 
were not as they 
seemed. No. 

More likely their problems 
with you 
had more to do with 
the way in which 
you see 
the world. 

More likely it had more 
to do with a 
penoptigonal vision 
which they did 
not share. 

Facets, layers, multiplicities, 
refiact ories, ~Ifactories. 

Weli, Sisyphus, here is where 
we meet. 

1 smell the earth, I celebrate 
incongruencies. 
1 iive in multiplicity. 
1 eat chaos for breakfast. 

You became a trickster, a crafty 
man. 

1 became feared. 

Why don? we trade for a while. 
1'11 give you my agate eyes. 
You give me your cunning- 

And 1'11 fool them. 

Just when they think 
it is stone they will tuni, 

1'11 hug them. 



I'U sing them poems. 
Just when they th& 

they can cut off my head 
for what they S ~ É  as 
a threat, 

I'il take their han4 and 
b ~ g  them with me 
through my world of  wonder. 

That way we'li share the joke 
together. The way it should be. 

Thanks, Sisyphus. By the way, 
why don? you just stop r o i h g  
rocks, and use your 

agate eyes to play marbles, 
and if 1 can keep 

my head on straight, 
1'11 convince Perseus to 

play with you. 

1 recognize this as a first attempt to play with mythic knowing, and to counter the 

sacred narratives of both Medusa and Sisyphus. From within the dialogic encounter 

between the mythic figures arises a deeper understanding of self Feinstein, Krippner, and 

Granger (1 988) point out that the "dialectal process is intrinsic to mythology," unearthing 

the imer shaman, or  the "personification of one's inner wisdom, able to mediate betwecn 

the prevailing myth and the countermyth" (p. 35, 36). It seems that Medusa has been 

leading the way. She has become facilitator, mediator, and fnend, assisting me to look and 

to penetrate more deeply into mythic knowledge that 1 , until recently, only serni- 

consciously possessed. It stems that facing the nightmare sweetens the dream. 

And in terms of the poetic writing experience, 1 put forth that poetry d o r d s  the 

opportunity to step on a carousel, and while travelling at a dizzy Pace in a circular manncr, 
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if one reachcs carefiilly and intcntionally as fâr as one can 1- a gold ring p- i u d t  

in the offering. Wouid timt ring be my mure? ïk Ce220 md the P a i n t b d  was actuiiy 

written a few months after the po*ry clam, and was acmmpanied by the sketch that is 

dongside the poem on the foliowing page. As 1 r d  it now, 1 ~ n x  that it rrpresents a 

heahg insiighr, or gold ring, that may corne to hition in poetic and a&& writing. ïk 

CelIo d the Pca'ntbruPh brings togethcr aeative and mythical nahins of rdZ my 

passions, to rcjoin the evcryday selfin life and pnctice. The drawing conjoins my 

paintbrush and Love of chamber music with Medur's snakcfike tangles - O* 1 uggai 

that the tangles add beauty, not rocks. 

Tbe C d o  and tbc Piintbmsh 

The muse's playground 
Who is muse? 
1s she Medusan monsta 

conjured to fnghten 
you, to tum you 
to stone? 

1s she Sitting in waiting 
to capture your 
We. To suciq to 
engulfl to change you 
into what you fepr? 

Or is she 
your f d  

What is this f d  
Who is this f d  
She is not to be 

fed your control or 
she wiU sting. 

She is not to be 
mped item your 
consciousness or 
she wili lurk. 

Look at her. Those eycs 
are oniy you&, ôeckoning 



you to corne 
Those snakelike tangles 

are only arms, waiting 
for embrace. 

Know her. She is your 
passion- She walks 
with brush and sound. 
She sings of you. 

S he is muse- 
She is you. (DeLuca, Fall, 1996) 

While rereading my 1 s t  three poems, 1 see words that have uncovered imer 

thoughts or at least have domed them in unusual (mythic) dothes. This expenence is like 

a gift of self to self, an offering of insight, a reclarnation of an understanding whose origin 

as yet may be unknown. Perhaps finding the place of origin does not matter, as it does in 

psychotherapy, as much as the knowledge that it is a valuable part of the self that has 

come fonh to join forces with inner stores of w d t h  - a h d  of spintual knowing. 

Medusa wears clothes that do not outwardly resemble my own, and yet if 1 look 

carefùlly into my self-wardrobe, 1 can eye her garb, hidden behind the everyday clothes, 

pushed into the corner. And i f 1  continue to search, 1 h d  other garments - some 

recognirable, some not so. 1 have found other goddess myths within. 1 am beginning to see 

their names. Athena is there. 

Athena 

Medusa has met Athena before, yet she rnay not remember. Athena is also a 

complex goddess, the archetype of a ''masculine woman who finds success in what is 

essentially a man's world by denying her own femininity and sexuality" (Pomeroy, 1995, 

p. 4). Besides being associated with the "handicrafks of women and the fertility of the oiive 

[1 like that!]," she is the "patroness of wisdorn, considered a man's quaiity by the Greeks" 

(Pomeroy, 1995, p. 4). Perhaps she represents the back side of Medusa's image. She is 



representative of the dichotomy irnposed upon women, particularly by traditional New 

England schoohg. 

"These are your choices:" 1 was told, "teacher, secretary, nurse - good jobs for 

women." Yet 1 wanted to practice criminal law. It seemed that the two could not exist 

together - the "wise and masculine" careers of law and medicine dong with the "ferninine" 

virtues of emotiodity and comectedness. The Athena myth: the embodiment of the 

androgynous, barren fmiale as the oniy one, according to Pomeroy (1995), to survive in a 

male world as '(iudge, warrïor, and giver of wisdom" (p. 8). The imposition of "you 

cannot have it both ways" type of thinking. Familiar words. 

1 have spent rnany words sorting through reasons or justifications for resisting 

Athena's plight. Medusa has taught me to let go of the imposed need to juste. And so 

has Thenotte. The next poem, Inenofle, represents another act of discovery, clothed in 

counterrnyth, which when tried on, fit. 

At Nancy in Lorraine, France, around 1580, "according to witch hunter Nicholas 

Remy, 'a witch named Thenotte' was in much demand as a haler" (Barstow, 1995, 

p. 1 10). Thenotte and rnany other women of her time functioned as healers, yet as 

Achterberg (1990) points out, since women were not officiaily dowed to study medicine, 

it was believed that their information must then have corne fiom the devii, and therefore 

'cail women healers.. .were suspect" (p. 8 1, 82). Not much has changed, as those of a 

certain biomedical mentality continue to relegate the healing arts to an alternate or 

secondary position. 

My lack of dear vision of the power of the healer/witch myrh has caused me to 

speak soAly about that which 1 know fiom experiencc to be true, but am unable to 



empiricaliy "validate." 1 wrote menotte as a poem that seeh to look this myth in the y e  

and to rewrite its (and my) fâte. 

A witch? 
1 am a healer. 

My name is Thenottc. 
1 use silence, 

measurement, 
fire, and 
excrernent. 

1 am blood-lctter 
bone-setter 
rnidwife 
diagno stician 
herbalist 
diviner 
prophet 
woman. 

I sing, pray, touch, dance. 
I am one with earth, fie, water. 

You changed my 
narne to 
witch. 

You so l e  my 
trade, 
polished my 
instruments, 
narned t hem 
your own. 

You stole my 
intention, and 
divided my 
work, while 
reducing those 
to whom 1 
rnhister to 
cornmodity. 

My narne is 
healer . 

You stole my 
name, 



and transf'onned it 
to many 
divided and divisive 
words. 

Obstetrician 
Surgeon 
P hysician 
Phannacist 
Capital Letters 

My power was not in Capital. 
with those for whom I 
cared. 

You f w e d  my power. 

You claimed it 
stote it 

Took it for your own. 

You changed that power. 
used it 
wielded it like 

iïghtening. 
Too swift for many to 

see your sword. 

Your sword became your 
tool. 
You slice and slash, 
opening more wounds than 

you sew. 

But you c m  not see. 
1 am not surprised. 

You may know, but 
you are not wise. 

Your sword m a i n t h  a distance - 
who would dare go near. 

You are afiaid. 

Thenotte is not devil. 
Thenotte is not witch. 
Thenotte is behind you, beside you, 

in you. 
Thenotte is your potentid. 

You will never find her 



with your eyes open. 
Your vision is too crowded 

with construction of 
false gods. 

Close your eyes.. .listen. 
1 am not witch. 
1 am healer. 

(DeLuca 
August, 1996) 

*Inspirecl by: 
Barstow's (1995) Witchcraze 

My journal note included this comment: 

It seems that 1 am not cornfortable with creating a countermyth which 

acruallles the same. Working through this poetry is not easy - decoiumicting 

is much easier, but I am tired of the existentid depression to which it leads. 

A professional healing narrative? The song of the wounded heder? Whatever tirle, the 

process is cleansing and reflects my own work-history in the arena of fdse 

professionalism. Another "ism" given up to the poetic word in an attempt to "rescue 

language fiom the deadenhg political 'isms' that have enveloped it" (Algarin, 1994, p. 9). 

The language referred to in the experience of this poem, the language that threatens 

rep tication, is the language of dichotomy - language that desires mutual exclusivity, 

polarity, mindlbody split, and camping behaviour. The language of Cartesian dudism. 

Yet, it is not healing to deal with subjugation through ricochet subjugation. This 

action merely reities that which has already set up camp within the biomedical rnind set. In 

order for poetry to be cleansing it must eradicate the pathogens, and "create new 

metaphors that yield new patterns of trust.. ." (Algarïn, 1994, p. 9). And then it will move 

beyond deconstruction to, as Algarin (1994) envisions, rekindle the word luid the meaning 

of words. Words become an act of transgression. 
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It seems the poem Thenone, as countennyth, offers more than one hsight to my 

sense of mythic knowing. It is a recognition of Sjoo and Mor's (1 99 1) daim that "the 

modem male medical professions rose on the ashes of the bumt witches" (p. 204). Yet, 

more than that, it is a way for me to resist, without reproducing dissoune that reifïes the 

same, or that which assumed powerover positions. 1 am working at finding what makes 

sense to me - that is, that the healerjwitch lies at the h a r t  of ail truly healing acts as the 

part of self that knows no se4 power, or gender divisions. Perhaps this renewed 

understanding of the healerhvitch is also a means of combining the masculine and ferninine 

hues, as Estes (1993) refws to hem, rooted in both woman and man. 

Continuing my walk with the legends of myth, another wuntemyth configureci its 

image on the page. This dialogue between self and mythic presence represents another 

way of making meaning of the stories surrounding the life of a 12th century abbess and 

mystic, Hildegard von Bingen, and certain feminist interpretations of her life. It seems that 

in the process of rnaking meaning, one becomes able to clar* and corne to terms with the 

mythic introjections that nounsh the infestations and indoctrinations that have invaded 

one's mind set. 

Hildegard of Bingen (1098-1 179) lived in the Rhineland as a monastic in a cloister 

that was obedient to  the Benedictine Rule for 73 of her 8 1 years (Lachman, 1993). 

Lac hrnan ( 1 993) notes that Hildegard "received visions that illurninated the deepest 

meaning of religious texts and events, produced poetq and music ... and the first morality 

play, a compendium of the heaiing arts as she practised them" (p. ix). Acting upon a 

vision, she decided in 1150 to set up a new convent, much to the dismay of Abbot Kuno 

(Furlong, 1996). Despite records of her enormous accomplishments, her work was 



ignored by generations of scholars, while duplicate efforts by medieval fithas of science - 
Bacon, Aquinas, and Magnus - were h d d e d  (Achtcrberg, 1990). 

Achterberg (1990) daims that the dogmas of these fathers of science "fùeUed the 

hue and cry against wornan - the ultimatc praaitioner of the magicai r e a h  of healing," 

leaving Hildegard to live in a "precarious intefiace between medicai heresy and divinitf' 

(p. 57, 58). Renewing my understanding of the way in which the continueci myth of 

suspicion that airrounds the haling r& hoJ contributeci to the silencurg of my intuitive 

sense within professional practice, 1 wrote the next poem that 1 suspect Medusa would be 

proud of 

Hildegard, Abbcjs and Musc 

They say your brand of 
feminism 

would not cut the cake 
these days. 

You believed in the weaker sex, 
and devoted your sexuality 
to Christ. 

And, of al1 things, you ran a 
tight ship 
at Rupertsberg 
in monastic seclusion 
with twenty nuns 
and one man, 

the priest, 
necessary for 
the conduction of 
masS. 

Did you recreate the 
woman-version of 
the patriarchy? 

1 think not. 
Are you to be sanctifieci, then, 

as radical feminist, 
creating the ultimate 
oppositional gaze? 

Not necessdy. 



Maybe you wert more tike a muse. 
Muse. Why not? 
Face painted this way. Clothes donned like this. 
Springing into action 

when least arpected. 
Those stunts 

you puiied. 
What r e d y  was 

your vision 
hiding under the folds 

of your robe? 

Dear Archbishop Henry, 
Myseff and twenty of my woman fiiends 
would Iike to blow this dinky joint. Too 
many horny monks. And Abbot Kuno 
gets on my newes with his pious 
verbaI silence and m u e n t  farting. 
How contradictory. 1 don? like these 
rules. Please help. 

Hilda 

Dear Hildegard, 
No. 

Archbishop Henry 

Dear Archbisho p Henry, 
1 am quite disturbed. Just recently, Hildegard 
seems unable to move her legs, and her arms 
are very weak. And, this mysterious afniction 
is contagious! Twelve of the twenty nuns are in 
one stage or another of paralysis. The monastery 
is a filthy mess. 

Abbot Kuno 

Dear Hildegard, 
Yes. 

Archbishop Henry 

Dear Archbishop, 
You have penorrned a miracle. Al1 is well with 
Hilda and Co. But strangely enough, they spent 
al1 last night packing. Do you know what is gohg  on? 

Abbot Kuno 

It seems we feel compelled to impose 



what is us, on you 
what is now, on then 
what is here, on there. 

I imagine there is more to 
learn 
in the questions. 
The answers 

we make up. 
They are not a luxury 

afForded us. 
They are not candy 

waiting to be savoured. 
They are not within our reach. 
They are not Our right. 
Answers are gifts which belong 

only to their rightfûl owners. 
But sharing the questions might 

bring us closer 
together. 

(DeLuca, August, 1996) 

Along with resisting canonizing Hildegard as an early radical ferninist, or contrastly 

resisting scolding her as having fallen short of "tnie" feminism, both cornrnents of which I 

have heard bantered about by various feminists with whom 1 have worked, 1 tried instead 

to work with other ways of making sense of what rnight have happened. Yet 1 realize that 

as 1 move closer to the mythtellers or the keepers of the story, as Kane (1994) warns, the 

fùrther they recede fiom me. Kane (1994) suggests that we are then "in the position of 

defining myth by the shape of its absence" (p. 186). Or perhaps in the shape of my 

presence. So why not take what one is able to relate to, acknowledge that it has now 

become more reflective of your person than the name on the myth, and resist the false 

impression that the myth has provided the universal answers to any truth questions. 

HiIdegard has offered me a way of thinking about independence, intuition, assertiveness, 

and devotion to others. She becomes part of my myth map or mythic knowing. She has 

offered wisdom and, in essence, a kuhgplace.  And so has Snow White. 



Snow White 

Estes (1993) claims that "whenever a fairy tale is told, it becornes night." She 

continues: 

Sornetimes, by the end of the taie, the chamber is filled with 

daybreak, other times a star shard is lefi behind, sometimes a 

ragged thread of stonn sky. Whatever is left behind is our bounty 

to work with, to use toward sod-making. (p. 78) 

Is Estes claiming that we enter fairy tales without vision, and ifwe iisten carefûiiy we rnay 

be left with light, or a remnant of wisdom? What draws me back to the Snow White fairy 

taie that 1 long ago asserted described the plight of the "good girl?'' Perhaps it is what 

Bettelheim (1993) suggests about wisdom, that 4 ' ~ d y  in adulthood can an intelligent 

understanding of the meaning of one's existence in this world be gained fiom one's 

expenences in it" (p. 306). Perhaps the good-girl myth was my bounty with which to 

work. 

During my childhood (and weli afterwards, for that matter) Snow White was 

spoken of and represented as the penultimate good girl, selfless and humble in her care and 

numiring of the people of the land who spent their iives making lovely things for the 

Queen of the Mountain. As a chiid of the 1950s, raised in a traditional New Engiand 

family of Italian kritage, having aîtended Catholic school, and having watched the 

original Disney adaptation of this fairy taie, the snowy white nice girl myth was weii 

entrenched. 

Neither 1, nor my fiiends at that time, would ever have thought to question the 

validity of such thinking. Although, 1 can remember quiet times of wondering why it was 
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so dinerent for boys - why bang good was not nearly the apectation that it was for girls. 

It has taken many yeur of h g  out this "good" myth in reiationships and in professionai 

practice to be codortable cnough to look at the ways in which this story has bem 

constantly played out in my Me. 

The months passed by. Still Snow White remained alone 

in the tower and did not ask for her reward. Quiet and pale, 

she sat at her work, thinking and waiting. 

(The Merseyside Fairy Story Collective, 1996, p. 2 1 5) 

Snow White's patience is certainiy symbolic of the humiiity and selflessness that 1 was 

taught in many arenas of my iife. But how real was it? And how rnuch did my Snow 

White-knowing actuaily Inca the emergencx of Medusa? When one falten, what myth, 

then, would compensate for or redirect the thinking? 

This is a fascinathg concept to consider - one guiding myth birthing another. One 

could construct one's entire personality structure around mythic births. Perhaps a mythic 

genealogical chart would be highly enlightening to one's self-knowledge. Or better still, 

genealogical concentric circles wherein one discovers one myth embedded in the 

enactment of another (u M). This brings up d l  sorts of usehl ideas for a non- 

Freudian, more feminist-oriented Jungian approach toward therap y, or simply insight- 

work. 

Findine; Embodiment throu~h Mvthinq 

1 see possibilities for the nursetheder in developing a more holistic, connected, and 

embodied practice to work with mythinglcountermything seKwork, which 1 will address 

in greater depth in Chapter 5.  Perhaps the h d e r  must be required to enter her or his 
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subjectivity and scarch for sites of self-healii or at least clarifjl what wounds are one's 

own, prior to even considering developing an ethical healing relationship. 1 suggest that 

the risk of not dohg this son of work is a muddied understanding of what embodiment 

actually means. The taking on and receivhg of another, and resultant aitering of one's self 

that occurs when one tmly bears witness mua be done with vigilance of the other as weli 

as with care for the seK Receiving the other does not mean burdening the seifto the point 

of exhaustion; nor does it mean patmialistically assumùig that one knows what is best for 

the other because one has "ben through" similar experiences. More so, embodment 

means finding the place within one's self to understand and thus share the healing journey. 

I suggest that the clearer one is about one's own sufferings and joys, the tieer one is to 

"receive" another in a relationship of cornmunity and sharing. 1 see the heaiing expenence 

as mutually undertaken, and mutually liberating rather than burdensome and dark. 

Returning to Snow and the Healinn Potential of Mvthicai Knowinq 

Back to Snow White. What is notable in this fairy tale is the fact that when one 

r a d s  an eartier, more "original" text, it becornes evident that Snow White had more guts 

than in the Disney version. When a soldier called out to Snow, who managed an escape 

fiom the castle, to come back at once, she replied: 

No, ... 1 will not go back to the c a d e  and we will send no more 

diarnonds to the Queen. Everyone will keep the things they rnake 

and send nothing to the Queen of the Mountains. 

(The Merseyside Fairy Story Collective, 1996, p. 2 17) 

Such assertiveness! Why do 1 not recall this aspect of Snow fiom previous tellings? 1 

argue that it is indicative of the power of mythic interpretation that has been inculcated 

unknowingly over time, and understood as Tnith. 
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Haiiett and Karasek (1996) note that with the telling of fok and fPiry taies, "wht 

we find there is - in part- a m e n t  of psychic history" (p. 13). Although many folk tales 

d s e r  fiom fairy tales in that one might be able to identm the author of the fa j r  tale more 

readily, I suggest that most taies are originally products of oral tellings and contain w i t h  

them a wealth of knowledge about the history and context of each subsequent e n  and of 

the cultural ongin of each retehg.  

Thus the Snow White narrative is representative of my own psychic history, and 1 

recognize that 1 have barely made a dent in what 1 sec as a fascinating and ongoing 

process relevant to my seif knowledge and to my understanding of others. Poetic and 

textual narrative work have provided a means to anirnate my own m y t h d  knowing, fiee 

from judgrnent. Jung (1978) points out that "a drearn never says 'you ought' or 'this is the 

truth;' it presents an image much the same as nature allows a plant to grow, and it is up to 

us to draw conclusions" (p. 104). As 1 move away fiom self in the writing of myth, 

paradoxically 1 move closer to an authentic self Perhaps it is not unlike what Minh-ha 

(1 989) says of women of colour who look to the wisdom of the Atncan storytellers, 

working to un-learn the "dominant language of 'civilized' missionaries ...[ in order to] leam 

how to un-write and write anew" (p. 148). One leanis to let go of certain restrictive ways 

of thinking about self and the world. 

Final (for now) Thoughts 

Post-scrivtinq 

It is obvious that my encounter with the poetic fom has catalysed explosions of 

thought. I entered the poetry course as an observer of poetq and leA canying a banner of 

celebration to the puissance of poeûy whüe walking with feiiow poets. 1 was, as Grtamet 

( I 988) points out, victimized by my own mind set. 



Decentered, lost in thought, locked into courtesies and protocols 

of our vcry f o n d  operations, we forgct thrt the symbolic systems 

of language, number, and culture are part of our lived worlds. 

Merleau-Ponty [quoted in Grumet, 19881 maintains that "words, 

vowels, and phonemes are so rnany ways of 'singing' the world ..." @. 13 1) 

As 1 sang of my world, my final journal note for the poetry cwne observed the following: 

1 now take my place next to the converted. Having only begun 

to work with poetic possibilities in the arena of self and practice, 

1 am convinced of its potential. The way in which the poetic encaunter, 

as one of several f o m  of representation, rnay serve to destabiiize the 

complacency of diagnostic criteria and treatrncnt regimes, begs 

fùrther aîtention. Personaily, 1 see much work being done 

at the margins of rnainstream nuning and medicine to escon 

and support the poetic voice to stand beside the biomedical roar, 

and to shout, as my grandfather use to say, "to beat the band." 

I join the noise. 

And as a post-script to the coliection of poetry and journal notes that 1 developed 

throughout the course, I wrote the following poem. It was constructeci on the way home 

from our last dass during which 1 received not only a gift of a rose, but the giA of a 

mernory. 

Budd's (with two d's) Poetry Clrss 

1 walked into a cold room 
and felt a warm hand. 

1 met Te. 



We listeneci to  a life, 
a iife that filied 
the room with sound and smcll 
and sense of a land. 

Unf'arniliar and familiar. 

1 walked into a cold room 
and felt a wann glance. 

1 met Budd. 
Budd with two d's. 
Budd, who lives inside his 

course outline, 
whose course outline 

lives inside him. 
Budd, who takes to the 

Street, 
who takes the street 

with him. 
Budd, the man who wonders 

what it is to be man. 
Budd, the teacher who is person, 

the person who is teacher. 

Through Te, Budd, Poetry, 
and Dooney's 

1 met fnends. 
Carol, Scott, Linda, Sharon 
Mamie, Moira, Betty Ann, 
Chris, the storyteller. 

We travelled fiom New Zealand to 
the Caribbean. 

The rhythm, the sound, the bat ,  
the hart of a people. 
Unfamiliar and familiat. 

We drove the highways with 
grandmothers and spidenuomen. 

Guts, brash, fortitude. 
We encountered mythicd beings and 

spirits, 
with lust, cros, passion 
with words once censored 

out of grasp. 



We entered spaces of 
private war, pain, 
feu, love; 
comunities of other 

closer now. 
That which was unfamiiiar, 

now familiar. 
That which was famiiiar, 

now unfamiliar. 

Students of academe, we look, 
Butterfly dreamers, we are. 
Perfonning our souls 

in the Green Room Cde. 
Dnnking spirits, spirited, 

behg spirit. 
Spirits of who we are 

who we are not 
who we were 
who we might be. 

Unf'arniliar and farniliar . 

Must the sense of fkee 
sense of power 
sense of helpless 
sense of hopefùl 
sense of wonder 

end? 

No. 
We create the boundaries and Iimits, 

beginnings and endings 
of an arbitrary existence. 

Mythical beings, 
souls and spirits have 
no tirne piece 
no entry 
no exit 
no clear outline of self 

confining their presence, 
containing the possible. 

We remain touched 
by the sense of 
the same, the sense of 
the dflerence. 



We rernain connecteci 
to a vision 
and to each other 
in spirit and soul. 

Unfamiliar and fhiiiar. 

Thank you Budd 
for the gift, 

Budd with two d's, 
Unfiimiliar and fàmilïar. 

(DeLuca, August, 1996) 

1 include the Bvdd pomi as a s w ~ u r y  of this chapter for a number of rusons. It 

captures and consolidates that which 1 suggest the autobiographical efforts have 

illuminated in regard to the subjeaivity work of the vigilant healer. 1 entered an unfBmiliar 

world of writing poeûy, as 1 dso nitered the worlds, sti i i  unfamiliar, of the people within 

the poetry class. Together we walked into unknown spaces. Those spaces were not ody 

within our selves, but wïthin a community of selves that grew among us. We became 

unf'amiliar together. And through our respective strolls through unfâmüiar lands, lands 

where the canùvaiesque laughed, where myths enacted their taies, and tricksters fooled, 

where gorgons raged with obscene beauty, we found ourselves and uich other. F d u  

and unfamiliar, we connected. The work of the healer. 

The Work of the Vigilant Healer 

1 wonder what would happen if1 intentionally reenacted such an experience? Not 

necessarily in the original setting, but instcad in places where heaIen go. In other words, if 

1 take with me the understandings tiom my analysis of the illmss/huling representations 

of others in Chapter 3, work frorn the vigilant subjective spce that 1 daim 1 was 

approaching in the autobiographical work of Chapter 4, then dialogue 4 t h  the 

representations of another fkom this space, in what ways will these actions wia me to 



continue my surch for meaningphces for healing within an ahid and ernbodied 

relationship? 

As 1 look at my own aesthetic representations, 1 think about ways in which others 

might respond. 1 think about the vaiue that my subjective work might have in the proass 

of caring for othen, or in the tuching of prospective nurselhtalers. And how wili the 

seeker of care benefit fiom a practitioner who looks at them through hef/his own 

humanness? 

Keeping the previous two questions in mind, 1 construct what 1 mean by vigilant 

subjectzvity. 1 see a vigilance subjective act as an alert and attentive examination of se* 

representations (however they may be constmcted), as one thinks about self in a certain 

way - that is as a part of a comrnunity of others. What 1 see of my own humanness is 

reflected in others, and gathers its reflectionfiom othen. 1 look at humanness as not mine, 

but ours. 1 look at heaiing as not mine, but uurs.1 receive your testimony as indicative of 

my responsibility to you. I engage in dialogue 4 t h  you as my moral responsibility, not as a 

choice. 

In the next chapter 1 take up what 1 have corne to realize as the direction toward 

which my work is pointing, that is, toward a narrative bioethic of relationship constituted 

as a healing site, didogic heterogiossia as a healing means, and countermythic poetics 

and other response narratives as healing heuristics for the vigilant healer. As well in 

Chapter 5 ,1  take the pnvious questions poseâ in this section (me W d  of the wlmt 

Healer) and my emerging insights into the research questions in han& and return this 

work to the current context of nursing practice and education. And 1 will continue to 

wonder.. . . 



MEANING PLACES 

Bigger questions, questions with more than one anmer, questions 
without an answer are harder to cope with in silence. Once asked 
they do not evaporatc and leaw the mind to its sermer musingo. 
Once asked they gain àimension and texture, trip you on the stabq 
wake you at night-tirne. A black hole sucks up its auroundings 
and even tight neva escapes. BBata then to a& no questions? 
Better then to be a contented pig than an unhappy Socrates? Since 
factory fannin8 is tougher on pigs than it is on philorophers I'LI 
take the chance. 

(Wuterson, 1992, p. 13) 

I take the opportunity in this chapter to explore the question of televance. One 

might query of what practical use a research study such as this might be. S w d  things 

happened in this research joumey, some expected and some unexpected. My research 

fùnher strengthened my awe surrounding the potential of critical autobiographical and 

narrative research, as evidenced by the understandings gained through hemeneutic 

interpretation of aesthetic represcntations disaissed in Chapters 3 and 4. This project has 

prompted me to rethink and fbrther extend certain of rny initial daims, and as wel1,to 

continue to ask questions. 1 begin with the new meanings that this project has oEered to 

my earlier views surrounding a feminist science, and joumey through issues that are 

central to this project - the notion of entrqpment of representation in health a re ;  the 

recognition that 1 construct a narrathe bimthic of care; and the insight that 

uutobiogrqhical work with aesthetic representations is not only a method of research, but 

dso an action available to vigilant healers who may wish to work towards a practice that 

transgresses objectified relationships and who wish to look for meuningpfaces for 

healing 1 conclude by projecting my reseatch insights into a theatre endcavor, an 
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educational site wtiere a healer rnight leam embodiment while working wiîh the mud and 

the stars. 1 see this as a l e o n  wwhm won& is welcome, and -on is not suspect. 

Thus 1 retum, in this chaptcr, to whcre 1 starteci, and then work through a re-constniction 

of knowledges informed by the insights gained through my rcsearch. 

In Chapter 1,1 quoted Gadamer's (1994) perspective on the aesthetic mode of 

self-understanding, that is that "self-understanding always occurs through understandimg 

something other t h  se4 and includes the unity and integrity of the othd @. 97). M y  

research has been concemed with the interplay of Gadamer's words. It extends Gadamcr's 

words, and then tums them back upon themselves. In other words, this study has looked 

at what happens beyond understanding selfthrough other in that it questions what one 

may then discover about other and about healing relationships through the process of self- 

understamiing. 1 have taken as my project the challenge to discover the intricacies, the 

warp and the woof (as Jung, 1978, calls it), and the weal and woe (Vdesen's words, 

1994) of aeahetic knowledge development, and to address the subjectivity of the Other 

through (as Gadow, 1990, cdls for) the subjectivity of my self: hooks (1992) says that 

aesthetics is more than a philosophy or theory of art and beauty, but i n s t d  is "...a way of 

ïnhabiting space, a particular location, a way of looking and becorning" (p. 104). 1 agree 

with hooks. "Back-of-the-book" work, 1 will c d  it. 

Back-of-the-Book-Work: Further Thoughts on a Feminist Science 

a way of secing (excerpts) 

i don? want perfection 
or a state of continual bliss 
i've heard they begh to smetl 
the moment they anive 
it's depth i want 
to see the back of things without 



losing sight of thcir fionts 
that gap between intention and effect 
that space 
the reason we go on aying 
the reason we don't 

@lie berry, 1995, p. 69) 

I have, for many years, found it noteworthy that when one begins to r d  the many 

books written by nurse researchers on nursing knowledge development, one must first fiip 

through many pages of empirics only to find the aesthetic, as weU as personal and ethicai, 

realms addressed in the far ruches of the book. The content tends to k sparse and the 

writing is sometirnes plmost apologetic. Albeit, there are a growing (Tm) number of book 

devoted to the art, aesthetics, and ethics of nursing (see Berner, Tanner, & Chesla, 1996; 

Chim & Watson, 1994, for examples), one would think that in a profession that daims 

that its theory base is denved equdy fiom the arts and science, one might find more 

fiequently bold and "fiont-of-the-book" discussions on the "other" (other than empirics) 

patterns of knowing in nursing. 

Carper's (cited in Chinn & Krarner, 1999) classic work on the patterns of knowing 

that underpin nursing theory development diagrams, in intertwining circles of qua1 

diameter, the four patterns of knowing - empinc, ethical, personal, and aesthetic. Chim 

and Krarner (1999) define the dimensions associatecl with each of the patterns of knowing 

as follows: 

Empirics, the science of nursing, poses the cntical questions, "What 

is this?' and '%ow does it work?" Personal knowing poses the critical 

questions 'DO I know what 1 do?" and ' D o  1 do what I know?'Ethics 

poses the critical questions "1s this right?" and "Is this responsible?' 

Aesthetics poses the critical questions 'What does this mean?" and 

"How is this significant?" (p. 9) 
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Look at the order of the definitions. What cornes first and what appean lut? Th* is not 

unlike the position of Munhali's (1997) worlq in a monograph on nursing theory that 1 

mentioned in a previous chpta,  in which she resisted the invitation by the nurse editors to 

operationaiize the definitions she employs to describe nursing knowledge. Her chapta 

held up the position of the caboor. To the credit of Chinn & Kramer (1999), 1 note t h y  

have devoted rnuch î h e  and effort in their latest book to disentmgle empuics fiom 

traditional scientific theory. Knmer (1997) descnies empirics as the "doctrine or belief 

that knowledge derives fiom expimce'' (p. 63). But what remains troublesome for me is 

that in this disentangling work, Kramer (1997) says that she would "characterize theory 

developed out of inteMew data [fiorn naturaiistic methods of inquiq] as empiricai theory, 

but would not tenn it scientific" (p. 63). Perhaps 1 do not see rigid distinctions within the 

four patterns of knowing as science vs non-science work. 1 believe that just as there is an 

art to creative science, so too is there a science to the art of nursing. 1 spoke of a feminist 

scientism in earlier chapten as behg the gesso of this research and fhd Harding's (1991) 

work helpfùl in this discussion. 

Harding (1991) speaks of the problematics of the objective stance of traditional 

science. She makes the following clairn. 

Insistence on this division of epistemological stances between those that 

firmly support value-the objectivity and those that support judgmental 

relativism [denial of singular standard] - a dichotomy that unfortunately 

has gained the consent of many critics of objectivism as weii as its defenders - 
has succeeded in m a h g  vaiue-free objectivity look much more attractive 

to naturd and social scientists than it should. (p. 139) 
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Harding (199 1) moves away fiom what she terrns as the depressing and fruitles choicc 

between value-neutral objectivity and judgmental relativism, and instead calls for: 

... the acknowledgment that aii human beliefs - incbding Our best scientific 

beliefs - are sociaiiy situated, but they also rquire a critical evaluaîion 

to determine which social situations tend to generate the most objective 

knowledge. @. 142) 

Harding (199 1) rders to this position as "strong objedvity." She malces the point that the * 

notion of strong objectivity conceptualites the "value of putting the subject or agent of 

knowledge in the same critical, causal plane as the object of her or his inquiry" in the 

attempt to achieve "... a reciprocal relationship between the agent and object of 

knowledge" @. 16 1). From my perspective, 1 see Harding's work as resisting 

dichotomiting "subjects" and "objects" of research, resisting the opposing Mew that ail in 

life is relative, and as well, resisting the act of namhg as scientific only that which is able 

to be replicated, quantified, and defined by objectified tmth values. This perspective differs 

fiorn Kramer (1997) in that Krarner stresses that naturalistic inquiry produces a less 

scientific form of empVical theory, but that nevenheless is equally as valuable. 1 argue that 

if one takes Harding's (1 99 1) clairns of strong objectivity as an underpinning of scient& 

work, one can apply this notion to argue for a science of aesthetics as well as for a science 

of empirics - all equally sciences, and all equaily valuable. 

Fedigan (1997) sees six feotures that are common to most models of feminist 

science. Reflexivity acknowledges the contextual vaiues that influence everyone including 

scientists; understanding the world fkom a wornan's point of view empowen women; 

nature is conceived of as k i n g  active, complex, and holistic, not passive and subject to 



human control; IeJsaiUig ôoundaries betwcen science and Lnower moveo science away 

nom dualisms and reduction; sciaitific knowledge is secn and used as a liberatory tool 

rather than one of domination and nationalism; and the Mentific cornrnunity is seai as less 

elitia and more accessible, egalitarian, diverse, and humble in the Caee of the complexity of 

life (Fedigan, 1997, pp. 6 1,62). 1 argue that science cui be di that Fedigan and others 

claim, and as well may be used to describe even the kind of empirics that Chinn and 

Kramer (1 999) have disentangted fiom traditional scientific empirics. Perhaps empirics, u 

defined by Chim and Kramer (1999) as the "findamnitai pattern of knowing in nursïng 

focused on the use of senoory experience for the creation of mediateci knowledge 

expressions, ... and expressed as knowledge by theories and models and intepted in 

practice as scientific cornpetence," is not at al a "lessef' (as clairned by Kramer, 1997) 

scientific form. As weli, I argue, aesthetic knowledge development incorporates not ody 

empincs, but also science, frontef-he-buok work. Silva (1997) sets philosophy-theory- 

research as "the poetry of science" (p. 58). 1 like that expression as it brings up the 

question that 1 posed in Chapter 1, %y cannot the scientist have the mind of the poet?' 

1s not science-work as much poetic as poetic work is or incorporates a science? 

Haraway (1 99 1) dismisses the ferninist constructivist vs feminist critical empiricist 

debates and instead hopes for a scientism of vision and situateci knowledges, which she 

sees as encompassing the issues that are central to both. Rather than positioning my 

research in any particular category of ferninist science, I choose to view my research as 

reflective of the ferninist science that Haraway (199 1) describes. 

Science becomes the myth of not what escapes hurnan agency and 

responsibility in a realm above the fiay, but rather of accountability 



and responsibility for translations and rolidarities Luiking cacophonous 

visions and visionary voices that characterize the knowledges of 

the subjugated. A splitting of senses, a confusion of voice and sight, rather 

than clear and distinct ideas, becornes the metaphor for the ground of the 

rational. 

The science question in feminism is about objectivity as positioned 

rationality. Its images are not the products of escape and transc«idence 

of limits, i.e., the view fkom above, but the joining of partial views and 

halting voices into a collective abject position that promises a vision 

of the means of ongoing finite embodiment, of living within limits and 

contradictions, Le., of views h m  somewhere. (p. 196) 

The science of my research on aesthetic knowledge drawn fiom a vigilant subjective space 

is a science of partial vision, that reflects upon itseif fiom a collective subject position. The 

multivoiced nature of the research looked for connections and unexpected openings that 

situated knowledges, as Haraway (1 99 1) claims, make possible. Haraway (199 1) says that 

the only way to find larger vision is to  be somewhere in particular. I was present in the 

dialogue, wondering what 1 would discover not only about myself but about others and 

about what it means to be healer. 

Sartwell(1996) makes the point that representation (as both science and aesthetics 

are) as conceived in Western science, detaches the pmon who experiences it fkom the 

thing that is represented, and that in a sense '90 'study' something is to lose it" (p. 102). 

This is what Oliver Sacks, to whom 1 refemed in Chapter 1, felt when he described his 

expenence with his leg that would not move as "a thing," and the non-relationship with his 

surgeon as causing him to also feel like a "thing." Thus he descnbed himself as a "thing 



with a thing." The science of my research worked hard not to lose or disembody the 

subject of the research - myseif in diaiogue with othcrs. As SartweU (1 9%) says, one is 

always implicated in the wodd, and thus "studying the world entangles one in it more and 

more" (p. 103). The science of my research is a science of tangles. When one asks 

questions in aesthetic work such as "What does this mean?" one can not help but becorne 

entangled in the question. The acknowlcdgment of this, 1 argue, constitutes an important 

component of the ngour of this kind of science work. 

Thus I continue to be disturbed by the deference at5orded empirïc (traditionally 

and non-traditionally understood) knowledge development. It seerns, both by the currcnt 

definitions of what scientific empirical work is claimed to be, and by the positionhg of 

other knowledges in rnany of the even cument works by nurse theorists, that one must 

"pay one's dues" to "science," and once that is done, one can then tackle the "other" stuc 

And so to continue to explore what my "back-of-the-book? research might have to offer 

or to contribute to aesthetic knowledge development, 1 will take the insights gleaned fiom 

the aesthetic work of Chapters 3 and 4 and now consider the ways in which the insights 

and new knowledges point to a narrative bioethic of health care. 1 wiU then address ways 

in which the aesthetic work of my research may be used in nursing practice and education, 

how this work alters one's understanding of heding and embodirnent as well as the heaiing 

relationship. 

Càphrred: The Entrapment of Representaîion 

Despair should not be the response to the argument that one a n  make 
no foundational assertions about human experience. Relieved of the task 
of finding these u n i v c d s  and of the mandate to make predictions and 
prescribe intewentions, the hcnneneutic scientist is l& with the rich 
texture of everyday life in al1 its complexity as the subject of inquiry. 

(Steeves & Kahn, 1995, pp. 182, 183) 



1 claimed earlier that diagnostic reprcsentation is bued upon a universai set of 

characteristics that designate of a particular condition, and once imposeâ, thcn predict and 

p r e x n k .  Although mant to be a usefùl guide in the understanding and treatment of 

illness, it has becorne for many a trap. Some fear it, some wish for one when none is to be 

found, some disagrec with the one imposed and wish for a different one, and some are 

relieved by one. No matter what one's perspective on diagnostic representation, it is 

af5orded or granteci to one by another. Lilith was uncornfortable with hers. 

Lilith and the Doctor (excerpts) 

He shuffled my file, 
my Me. 1 had lost the language of 
trees in the wind, 
the river taiking to Stones. 
"Yod re not constipated?" he asked. 
"Do you have trouble getting to sleep?" 
"No," 1 said, "1 want to sleep ail the the." 
"Well, you don? have the clinical signs of depression," he said, 
clicking his pen. 

1 left then, for good, 
and as 1 walked 
the Song broke through, 
the loud green sound 
of this garden between my thighs.. . 

1 sat and sang by the water's edge 
where 1 knew he would not go. 

(Norris, 1991, p. 30, 31) 

Lilith has been incarcerated or entrapped by the language and act of diagnosis imposed 

upon her by a biomedical ethic of are. One might say that she is experiencing the 

dominant fiction of the biomedical culture. Silverman (1996) says that the dominant fiction 

is that which "passes for reality in a aven wciety," and which "cm aistain itsdfonly so 

long as the larger society af'firms it" (p. 178). Perhaps it is that way with a biomedical ethic 
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that constnicts a patient into what Silvcrman (1996) calls the "givcn-to-bcm" (p. 179). 

Lilith returned to the garda and in essence destabilitrA the picture. 

1 have barn interested in the issue of capture and entrapmmt for a while. It is an 

issue that cornes up for me in the process of painting a picture. 1 have, for many years, 

taken and gathered photographs that rnight at some thne be usefùl as a creative starting 

point for haginhg a painting. 1 consider myself to be an impressionistic unatcur artist 

who greatly enjoys mucking about in oii, watercolour, and pastel mcdiums. Yet my 

practice of taking pichires became questionable to me during a course, i t  OISE, in which 

we were chdenged to look c r i t idy  at the issue of ethical responsibility and 

representation. While working through an assignrnent on reflections on seeing, 1 chose to 

reconsider the moment when 1 photographed a Mennonite boy who Iiterally ran into the 

view of my camera, hurrying fiom the shed to the bam, splashing through muck and mud, 

holding ont0 his hat while bracing against a furious wind. From the moment 1 snapped that 

shutter, 1 recaiied feeling intensely guilty for invading that space and t h e  in his iif'e. 

This recollection brought up a question, central to the issue with which 1 would 

now like to deal: 1s it that way (an unethical invasion) with aU representations of Other 

that have been secured without, or with uninformeci, permission? 1 wondcr now how my 

research reflects a certain ethic of representation as contfasted to a wel entrenched 

biomedicai ethic of care. 

The experience with the photograph ofBoy und Wind (I shall cal1 it) has continued 

to haunt me from the tirne of capture, to the subsequent painting of the picaire, to the sale 

of the picture, and once again in the revisiting, in that clas, of the photopph. The 

relationship between capture and guilt brings up the significance of the work of LcvMo 
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(cited in Handelman, 1991) and M y e n  (1994) to my project. I have wondered, in my 

reflections on seeing, if the relationrhip b c c n  the "captunr" and the mbjedobject 

should, in fa* ôe bound by the ahics of any human rdationship. Levinas (cited in 

Handelman, 199 1) claims that "the face is a trace of itself, given over to my responsibility, 

but to which 1 am wanting and faulty," and that " .At is as though 1 were responsibie for 

his [sic] mortaiity and pilty for his su~vai''  (p. 2 13). In understanding one's ethicai 

responsibility ta the other in this way, thc ''face" is certainly not available to one to 

capture at wiU. Yet was my capture of Boy at that moment an unethical act? 

Levinas (cited in Chanter, 1995) says, "My ta& does not consist in constructing 

ethics; I only try to fhd its meaning" (p. 182). Perhaps that is what contributes to the 

difficulty in sonhg through the root of the evil of unethical representation. There are no 

specific constructions providecl by Levinas, for example, that represent what then Mt be 

ethicai. In fact when he did present one example of what he would dean an ethical act, it 

seemed not at al1 cornplex. In response to Keaniey 's (Levinas & Keamey, 1986) 

suggestion that the ethical relation may, in fact, be utopian, Levinas made the following 

comment. 

1 reply that its king utopian does not prevent it fiom investing our 

everyday actions of generosity and goodwill towuds the other: even 

the smallest and most cornmonplace gestures, such as saying "after you" 

as we sit at the d h e r  table or walk through the door, bear witness to 

the ethical. (p. 32) 

Perhaps truths are more simpiistic in naaire than one r d s .  And the complaity is the 

process of the truth-finding venture. In venturing to understand the unethical within the 
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act of capture. 1 was lefi with the query of how the ethical stance toward Boy could have 

been reenacted. Othcr than not engaghg in clandestine acts of picture-taking, what act 

would have constituted ont  of empathy toward the subject, and would bear witriess to the 

ethicd relation? An asymmetrical position of self that is essentiai7 according to LeMnas 

and Keamey (1986), to the basis of &CS, indicates that "not only am 1 more responsibk 

than the other but 1 am even responsible for everyone else's responsibility" (p. 30). 

I have some difficulty with this position of Levinas and Kearney (1986). Cui one 

ever eff'ect action that does not constitute an infiingement on the other? How then does 

one engage in representation of other in any form without defjing such an ahid 

relationship? My wncern is addressed in the Corne11 (1992) account of Derrida's 

suspicion of the ethical. 

In Levinas, we must constantly remind ourselves of our inevitable 

failure to fulfill our responsibility. We must constantly seek to do 

more for the Other. We can never do enough. We do not have much 

fùn in "the ethical relation." (p. 88) 

Perhaps in the awareness of the Other, an awareness that is called upon as a primary 

responsibility of being, one beguis to realite the work of the ethical engagement in 

everyday life and practice. In directhg one's attention, in keeping vigil, the possibilities for 

a Levinasian relation is perhaps enacted. 

Had 1 asked Boy if he would mind if1 took his picture, would 1 have moved closer 

to the ethicd relation, or would I have moved tiirther away? In verbdy expressing a 

desire to tak a picturc, does this act now constitute ui asymmetry that lems funher 

toward my favour? Can the act of ctesin'ng, or any essentidy human act of want, cver find 
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a place in the Lewusian ethic? If a relationship to the nibject was estabiished pnor to the 

capture. would the cthics of the reiation aiter? Pertups the issue of anpathy enters the 

discussion here. 

Ethics and Em~athv in Relation: Toward a Pa~ic i~atorv  Ethic 

Returning the discussion to the arena of practice, 1 wonder if in those relationships 

where empathy hru k e n  engendered, I am less likely, in my acts of reprcsmtation, to 

cqture my subjects. Mcyers (1994) speaks of two kinds of empaîhy. An incident-specific 

empathy is when one "imaginativc1y nrperienc[es] another person's state of rnind within a 

fairly weil demarcated time fiame and in relative isolation fiom other aspects of the 

individual's psychology" (p. 34). One asks such questions as 'What are you going through 

now?" The context of the individual rnay be unknown, therefore as practitioner one may 

be less aec ted  mordiy, or perhaps less embodied throughout the experience. In contrast, 

Meyers' (1 994) describes broad-empathy as engaging one to a greater d e g m  intellectualiy 

and afktively. Broad-empathy asks 'What is it l i e  to be YOU?' and causes one to 

"undertake to empathize with another person's subjectivity as a whole" (Mcyers, 1994, 

p. 35). Am I then lcss likely to q t u r e  those with whom 1 have established a relationship 

which is sustained through broad-empathy? 

The desiring on my part to represent aesthetically and to work with, and even 

W e s t  that the healer pay more attention to, aesthetic representation of other and self, 

has no intention to compromise the ethical relation. 1 understand desire as a componcnt of 

hurnanness. The &sire to  understand, the desire to aesthetically reprcscntt, the desire to 

act ethically, the &sire to embody in an empathetic relation. Suppressing ciesire, 1 

suggest, leads only to subtle narcissism that may in fict place the other at a greatcr risk 
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than might have been incumd by the open enactmcnt ofthat desire. Must thae be erotic 

poverty in the ethicai relation? Must d dways prenippor &sire? Lorde (1984) 

cornrnents that Yo share the powa of cach other's falings is dinetent fkom using 

another's faling as we would use a iûeenex," and thus "when we look the oiha way fiom 

our experience, erotic or otherwise, we use rather than dure  the feelings of 0th- [my 

emphases] ..." (p. 58). Lorde's (1984) sense of the erotic, 1 suggest, does not see d, and 

therefore an asymmetricai tipping towmd seif and uway firom the Levinasian ethic, as 

either a precursor to desire or a result of desire. When one enacts a clesire, one is not 

necessarily responding to a need as such, or enacting a Mfilmcnt of a narcissistic self- 

want. 

Corne11 (1992), in her reading of Adorno, refers to Adorno's ethicai vision as 

resting on expansiveness rather than constriction, and speaks ofhis thoughts on morality. 

The focus is less on doing what is nght in accordance with one's duty 

than on the development of an attitude of tendemess toward otherness 

and gentleness toward oneseif as a sensual creature. (p. 37) 

Corneli (1 992) points out that Adorno's perspective "allows us to overcome the nch 

divide between the serious business of ethics and the playfûlness of the aesthetic reaim" 

(p. 37). For myself, the rich divide is a source of discornfort. ïhe  seriousness of Levinas' 

ethic of relation uncovns what has the appearance of mutual exclusivity between the art 

(in the erotic sense) of representation and the duty of representation. 

Perhaps in considering the ethic of Levinas while engaging in the representatiod 

ad ,  one could at the very least & it &!ter. Perhaps the capacity for broad ernpathy will 

assist what 1 image as an entry into an ethical fiame of muid. Yet there is danger lurking in 
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fiarnes (art fiames and Mnd fiames aiilce). Frames may highlight that which is imaged in a 

work, or highlight that which is not intmded. Thcy may lend afinished efféct to a work, 

allowing it to stand Jonc, or they may in essence box the work in or close it off, or evcn 

create organization when in Tact chaos is what exists. It oeans that my rcading of Levinas' 

ethical relation points to a sirnilar act of cioshg OH CorneIl (1992) highiighu Demda's 

argument that the Levinasian ahic of "relegation of the Other to pure externaljty is itself a 

fom of seif-containment," and therefore to be "self-enclosed, to deny the 'trace' of the 

other in oneself is to be irnpenctrable.. ." (p. 54). 1 wncur with Derrida's position on 

Levinas' ethic, and believe that one cannot (iione was so inclinecl) avoid srnudges of other 

on each of us. Some smudges are washable, others indelible. 

1 retum to my question: Must there be erotic poverty in ethical representations? 

And if so, how does one create any form of representation that is tmly ethical? 1s not a 

relation to another, such as one that Heshusius (1994) refers to as a "participatory mode 

of consciousness," to which 1 referred in Chapter 1, an ethical one?" Instead of poverty or 

entrapment of emotion, one rnay feel a "deep passion and identification that &s not wun! 

anything, but that, in the total tuming of the attention while releasing dl egocentric 

thought, opens up access" (Heshusius, 1994, p. 17). This represents a manner of relating 

t hat does not invest itself in the management of subjectivity, or in the symmetry or 

asymmetry of relation. It does not stand in opposition to the concepts of 

objectivity/subjectivity, it simply effaces them (Heshusius, 1 994). Perhaps Heshusius' ethic 

does not act in opposition to Levinas, but instead rnay laid a gentlenert towards the 

desiring and emotional self (the sensual selfto which Adorno refers) and to the 

understanding of the ethical relationship. This does not entirely annver the question of 
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whether the ccpture of Boy was more or less an unethical act. It does, however, dari@ the 

root of discornfort that I have cxperienced with the Levinas' more seKenclosed maMer of 

Zooking at the ethics of representational forms. The discussion also points to an ethicai 

location for my research, one which views the healer as ethically responsible to be there 

emotionally, wihout apology for the passions of seK but rather to enabrace, with 

gentleness, that which makes each in the relationship, human. In other words, it has 

become clearer to me, during the process ofmy research project, that my interpretive 

understandings and ethical position on relationship point moreso to a narrative bioethic, 

rather than medical bioethic of representation and are .  

Constructing a Narrative Bioethic of Care 

1 continue to wonder about the act of my q t w e  of Boy, and the ways in which 

the cqture reflects the issue of diagnostic (biomedical) as compared to aesthetic 

(narrative) representation. 1 have argued in my research that diagnosis inscribes a kind of 

"fiame" ont0 the Other, a fiame that is constructeci and reconstituted as a r e d  This is not 

unlike the work of the camera which, accordhg to Crary (cited in Silveman, 1996), 

defines the contemporary gaze in certain ways. 

When we feel the social gaze focused on us, we feel photographically 

"fiarned." However, the converse is also true; when a real carnera is 

trained upon us, we feel ourselves subjedvely constituted, as if the 

resulting photograph could somehow determine "who" we are. (p. 135) 

If one understands biomedical representation, or the diagnosis, as a kind of Gaze, then 

what does this say of the relationship of the Gaze to the subject, and what does this evoke 

in the subject's sense of self? 



1 have proffered that the proceu of diagnosis is one of collection. One collects 

what is in the vision of the Gaze; one thcn constructs a pi- of the Other, fiames it and 

titles it. Yet how closely has one Iooked? In my reflections on wing where 1 worked with 

the ethics of representing Boy, 1 was caught up in the notion of imaging. Whose image 

was 1 seeing, and what image did 1 paint? Does it rnake sense that the fiuthm I move away 

fkom detail, the closer 1 move to a represemtation of my self? Or does detail, or the detail 

that 1 notice, simply fiil in that which completes my own representation? Does de td  

service clarity for alterity's sake, or do 1 choose what detail 1 will recognize in order to 

simply complete the picture that was my recognition/representation in the first place? Do 

details construct or deconstruct? At some level in this discussion of ethical relation 1 

accept a responsibility towards the consideration of these questions, for 1 beliwe, as 

Claxton (1986) does, that '1 am not so much the receiver of my perception as its creator" 

(p. 323). Details, in fact, aiter. 1 am ethicaliy implicated by the ways in which 1 choose to 

represent, as 1 am in the ways in which 1 work with the representations of self and other. 

As 1 assess, chart, report, constmct plans of care, I am implicated to keep in conscious 

mind that the laquage and images 1 choose to describe and cornmunicate the expenence 

of another is first and primariiy mine. 1 must choose with a r e .  

The Risk of Mortification 

I do not see the act of diagnosing as necessarily, and always, an unethical act. Yet 

1 do se+ the potential risk that any a d  ofcomposing and interpreting rcprescntation of 

another (diagnostic or aesthetic) may in fact thnia upon the Other. A eonsquence of the 

diagnostic/biomedicaVcamera gaze that may place the subject at ethical risk is the 

"memorializinglmort~ng" (Farock, cited in Silverman, 1996, p. 137), or 



"preservation/destniction" (Metz, cited in Saverman, 1996, p. 149) effects. While 

beginnïng to think about these e f f i ,  1 r d  in my rcfleaions on Boy that 1 commentcd 

that the act of reflection upon the photograph brought f o d  images that were dialogid 

and dynarnic, rather than ones that werc f m d  in a single represmtation. My act of 

rej?ection on Boy's photograph increased my attentiveness toward him. Did the resultant 

wakefùlness rnove me closer to a more ethical relationship with Boy, as 1 wrestled with 

the representationai issues in the painting? Did the aîtentiveness transfomi what might 

have remained an unethical c u p r e  or reduction, into a more ethical posture? 

In the pmcess of painting the b g e  of Boy, other than laying down the exact 

detail of what 1 saw (which 1 would argue is an impossibiiity), the question became what 

would 1 re-present, and whose image would it becorne. It seemed to me at the time to be 

the same issue as choosing one word in a conversation that would claim to represent that 

which had transpired. The act of artistic representation created a discornfort. 1 wondered 

why. 

This query calls up what S i l v e m  (1 996), in her reading of Metq describes as the 

paradox of preservation and destruction. She notes that "the preservation photography 

af3ords is thus simultaneously a destmction" (p. 149). As photography presems an Mage 

for postenty, so has it already removed it ffom its context (as a word rernoved fiom a 

conversation) and thus altered its original nature. The act of artistic representation pointed 

to the potential for mortification and destruction which I suggest is inherent in the came- 

as well as clinical, gaze. ïhis sense of reduction is so ofien voiced by those who d e r  

fiom illness, and is indicated in the published/public text examined in Chapter 3, 

particularly those kinds of illnesses that in themselves have been marginalized and 



colonized by Society (Le., many fomu of mental ïüness have ban i n h b d  with aich 

attribut es). 

Thus one mua ask, what f o m  of representation of ilinessniealing would 

presuppose an ethical relation with the person who is experiencing the illness? Must 

diagnosis be abohshed, or mua broad empathy be addeâ? Must the patient's own 

representation of their illness be inchded in the written text of notes and charts? And 

ultimately should trcatmmt thus bc gmcrated fiom the patient's own representations, 

rather than arising nom the diagnosis alone? Perhaps the ethical relation may stimulate a 

dialogue of reflections on trament possibilities. Perheps aesthetic represmtations of 

healer and seeker of are ,  in coilaboration and dialogue with each other md with 

"scientific" representations, will constitue an empathetic and ethical îcinship that moves 

closer to the responsibility that one has for another. 1 will work with the possibilities of 

aesthetic representation in practice in the next section. But first 1 m u t  retum to the 

discussion of a narrative bioethic of care. 

Emotion Em~athv. and Narrative 

D. Morris (1998) claims that empathy is an overworked, undervalued, and poorly 

understood notion that does not exhaust the advantages of emotion in bioethics. D. Moms 

(1998) finds the following possibilities in a narrative bioethic of care. 

A narrative bioethics offers the chance to explore a variety of contexts 

in which feeling can play a valuable, even crucial, role in moral thought 

and action, supplementing and perhaps men modifjing the power of 

reason. (p. 259) 

D. Morris (1 998) asserts that dialogue, like emotion, is an everyday S a i t  that narrative 
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bioethics places in a new light (p. 262), and sees a role of narrative bioethics as helping 

one to learn how to live with illness- 

Inseparable fiom its trials and its sometimes permanent losses, illness 

fills our iives with everyday routines and experiences - a kind of altered 

but inescapable dailiness - that narrative bioethics invites us to rethink- 

In threatening to undo or unfix the se& in showing us a picture of 

ourselves that we desperately do not wish to sec, illness also holds the 

potential to reved the everyday world in a new light, to show us beauty 

or truth or mystery inscribed in ordinary events whose everydayness 

we dismiss in the quest for something fsr better. (p. 272) 

In my examination of my poetic representations, as weiî as my look at the represcntations 

of other, 1 found everydayness entanglcd in the art-acts. The mud and the stars - or what 

Morris calls the rdiance within the everyday. These are the resources that I suggea are 

largely untapped within the hegemony of hospital car+ in the quest for understanding of 

healing and of what Mght constitute an ethical, embodied, and healing relationship. In 

fact, I better understand what Lorde (1984) meant when she proffered that poetfy is not a 

luniry, and that it is through poetry that "we give nune to those ideas which are - untü the 

poem - narneless and formless, about to be birthed, but dready felt" (p. 36). 

Lorde (1 984) speako eloquently of the power within the poetic word. Although she 

begins with "For each of us women ..." 1 suggest there is a place in men, not dirsimi1.r. 

.. .There is a dark place within, where hidden and growing Our tme 

spirit rises, beautifWand tough as chestnut/stanchions against m u r  

nightmare of weaknesst and of impotence. These places of possibility 



within outsc1ves are dark h s e  thy arc ancient and hiddcn; thy have 

sumved and grown strong through that darimess. Wtthin these decp places, 

each one of us holds an incrediilt rcserve of creativity and power, of 

unexaminecl and unrecordecl motion and feeling. The woman's place 

of power within each of us is neither white nor surfàce; it is dark, it 

is ancient, and it is deep. @p. 36, 37) 

It is a memingphce for heding. It is a place where a narrattive biocultural ethic of care 

and relation might find welcome and possibility. It is a place where, in my research, 1 

found contradiction, paradox, carnival, grotesque imagery, and as well, 1 found poetry, 

embodirnent, and a vigilunt subj ectivity . Listen to Morris. 

X rays and CT scans, it is well worth remembering, are not self-explanatory, 

not facts, but visual representations of the body, images that are ofien deeply 

arnbiguous and that demand interpretation, creating occasions for cornplex 

and not wholly scientific narratives. It matters greatly what details such mini- 

narratives include and what details they omit or deliberately exclude. The 

biomedical model, like an X ray, is ultimately a representation, one so 

powerfùl and persuasive that we often rnistake it for fact. No matter how 

factuai we consider it, the biomedical model also generates a flow of 

related narrative images - the body as machine, for example, and 

disease as a mechanical defect - that profoundly influences how we 

think about our illnesses. @. Morris, 1998, pp. 273, 274) 

Hmm. Not unlike the risk that my snapshot and subsequent arüstic rendenng may have 

aEorded Boy - the risk of mortification or reduction or misinterpretation, the risk of 
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representing the richna of conversation by descniiing it with one word. The dïf'fîerenice is 

that where 1 rnay have done harm e t h i d y  to the image of Boy, the hann may bc fiuthcr 

removed than the risk of representing illness and healing through an imposed and 

canonical form of representation atone. 1 do not advocate, as 1 rnentioned previously, 

ridding the world of biomedicine or biomedical representation. Just that they leave 

corresponding room on the couch for other equally important acts of representation, as 

well as leave t h e  and conscious intention to engage in a didogue of understandings 

Dialogue and emotion are everyday anairs that narrative bioethics places in new light, 

D. Moms (1 998) suggests. Narrative will never replace lasers, says Moms, but it can 

offer a means of M i n g  where cure may be impossible. 

A narrative bioethic of care counters what Thomasma (1994) describes as a 

rationalistic ethic, rerniniscent of the ethic that underpins biomedicine. Thomasma (1994) 

explains: 

Essentially, rationalistic ethics is geared toward analysing means and 

end. If the ends are consonant with medicine itseif(e.g., the restoration 

to health of a person, or giving d o r t  to a dying person), and these 

ends are considered gwds, then the means supplying the ends are subject 

to criticisrn. This tradition of analysis has dominated medical ethics until 

the present the .  (p. 9 1) 

Thus using a rationalistic ethic in the case of deciding the treatment of one who may be 

expenencing mentd distress, for example, one would appiy normative standards of mentai 

"health," no matter what the context of the person may be, to making an assessrnent in 

order to arrive at the diagnosis. One linens for what one needs to hear in order to 
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construct the representation. Yet as D. Moms (1998) wanis, "what the physician d a s  not 

hear (or what the patient is unable to comrnunicate) simply evaporates fiom the diagnostic 

scene" (p. 264). 

1 £ind D. Morris' (1998) account of what a narrative bioethic connbutes to care 

helpful in uncovering the usefiilness of my research project. A narrative bioethics would 

uisist on effective listening as an indispensable part of dialogue. Morris clairns that an 

engagement with dialogue offers a means to develop listming skills. As weli, he proffers 

that narrative bioethics shiffs focus fiom abstract principles and "away fiom mega-watt, 

life and death, technology-driven ernergencies ont0 the ordinary and everyday" (p. 265). 

The healer listens, and receives, the eveqdayness - the ordinary and the extraordinary - of 

the other. 

Thinhg with stones, according to Frank (1 999,  is the basis of narrative cthics, 

and thinking with stones means joining with them. This is the ethical locption of my 

project. Narrative ethics is an ethic of cornmitment to shaping oneself as a hurnan being 

(Frank, 1995). If one thinks of autobiographical work as the location of the ethical 

subjective work of humanness, and poetry, myth and countermyth as a site of listening and 

dialogue, then, 1 argue, one is c l d y  entrenched in the construction and development of a 

narrative bioethic of ciare. 

Where Evil Lurks 

1 will make one last comment on the ethics of biomedicine before moving on to 

project the practical use of research understandings such as those elicited fiom this midy 

in the praaice of a nursdhealer. 1 am struck by the effed that Nodding's notion of evil 

continues to have on me as she describes the opportunities one rnight take to uncover evil 
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in acts of intended cpre. Noddings (1989) clabns that suffering can - like any other 

afféctive event - act as an impctw in the search for meaning ... 

... but that meaning must go beyond the suffering itsefj for everything we 

find there is evil. It is in Our response to e d  that we find an opportunity 

to enhance meaning in our lives. Suffering is not required to bring out the 

best in us or to teach us the meaning of its opposite. . .. W e  do not need niffering 

to build our souls; we need only opporhuiitties to care and to empower, 

together with a well developed sense of obligation and the skill to 

do what is needed. @. 130) 

Perhaps what Noddings is pointing to is what 1 refer to as vigiiance in the act of lcaniing 

what one's subjectivity has to offer. Besides the evii of pain and suffering, does Noddings 

allude to the evii involved in acts of solipsism where "care" becomes an undertaking of 

paternalistic self-smice in the creation of what one d a m s  as "professional behaviour," or 

to the evil of the soporific care provided by those who ai&r fiom organized numbness? 

Or perhaps Noddings calls up those acts that aeate d e r i n g  where politics and social 

enterprise, not illness, are at the root of the pain. 

1 take Noddings' daims as added perils for the seekers of a r e .  Perhaps the 

medicalization of illness harbours more evils than are obvious in the experiences 

represented and exoMned in this project. Riessman (1998), citing Conrad and Schneider's 

(1 980) work, uses the term medicaIization to describe two phenornena. 

The t erm medicaiization refers to two interrelated processes. First, 

certain behaviors or conditions are &en medical meaning - that is, defincd 

in terms of health and illness. Second, medical practice becomes a vehicle 



for eliminating or controüïng problematic expenmces that are defined as 

deviant, for the purposes of securing adherence to social norms. Mediakation 

can occur on various levels: conceptuaily, when a medical vocabulary is 

used to dehe  a problem; institutionaiiy, whm physicians legitimate 

a problem; or on the level of doctor-patient interaction, when actual 

diagnosis and treatment of a problem occurs. @.47,48) 

Therefore medicalization is a critical concept, according to Riessman (1998). because it 

emphasùes the fact that medicine is a social and political enterprise, not merely 8 scientific 

one. 1 think about Noddings' point regarding the literacy on e d ,  and the f m  t h t  the 

inclusion of works that are chosen to represent Our culture, works that are filied with 

arrogance, cmelty, gross injustice, etc., continue to find their place in cumcula. They are 

included, supposedly, in order to critique and understand them, and to witness their 

intellectual grandeur. But Noddings (1989) argues that the mere inclusion of these works 

honours them. Noddings feels that at least the critical perspective of those injured should 

be included. 

1s there not a parallel argument here with the evik of medicalkation, and the lack 

of inclusion of those injured voices not only in charts and other documents of heaith are,  

but also in the airriaila of thope who are in the process of becoming "educated" within 

their profession? Does one hem or see bad science? 1s a student of health care allowed 

reflective opportunity to question what perhaps has taken the forrn of, to use Muone 

Greene's expression, a cloiid of givenness? Are the texts of the injured or dissident voices 

a required component of the studies of the health professional? To what extent, 1 must 

ask, do  the educationai practices of h d t h  professionals encourage its leamers to question 



the canons of each professional practice? "Infiequently," 1 argue as a response to each 

question. To tum the questions into aiticai discussion would, perhaps, expose the politid 

nature of health am, and the resultant potentiai for "cvil." 

At this point 1 wili su& this section by suggesting that a 118nntive ahic of 

care may offer d a c e  to some of the evils lurking about. At least in its tesistance to ethicai 

apathy (Mihdovic's tenn, 1997), a narrative bioethic of care may cal1 one to attention to 

proceed with vigilance to Men to, dialogue with, and care for others. 

It is an untold, unnoticecl story in which the cultural fêntasy of living 

forever - or at lest  pushing back death through an unending series 

of medical purchases - creates sickly lives obsessed with heartbum, 

bowels, megavitamins, and miracle cures. (D. Moms, 1998, p. 278) 

Perhaps a narrative ethic of care rnay give back to health care workers "the gif t  with which 

many.. .began: a recognition of the immense power and reward wntained in the most 

ordinary acts that involve the care of patients" @. Moms, 1998, p. 269). The @As of the 

vigilant healer. 

Transgression by Acts of Immersion : Autobiography as Action 

One does not achieve liberation by transcending the normal range of 
hurnan desires (that is, by ascetic discipline) but by immersion in 
one's humanity. 

( S ~ e l l ,  1996, p. 143) 

Sartwell(1996) cIaims that one finds enlightenment where one already is, in what 

one already does. Meaningplaces are within the home of one's se& but the work of 

finding the- 1 suggest, must be a conscious and intentional act. The autobiographical 

musings that are the "subject" of my research were a facilitative activity that coaxed me 

closer to home. Autobiography has also m e d  as a site, as Miller (1998a) discovered in 



her own work on educatïonai inquiry, w h a e  socid, cultural, and politicai projects 

sirnrner. 1t is a place where one may do philosophy, coll~hllct possibilities, liw theory,find 

passion, and embociy what it means to be human. 1 now chuckle at those who perceive 

autobiographiul work as fia or m v e l - g d g  ïnactivity. They cannot know it. 

Autobiography is a welcoming place for incompleteness. Greene (1 995) niggests 

that it is "incompleteness - the open question, perhaps - that summons us to the tuk, of 

knowledge and actionn (p. 74). What M e r  place to envision, re-vision, and act? 1 h d  

that the subsequent release of the imaginative spirit affords one perhaps unexpected 

choices. In fact, one does not need to toi1 in o r d s  to place this work in a practicai context, 

because autobiographical work is just that - praaical. This rnay seem a paradox and yet it 

is as the title of this section suggests, an immersion into self that a o r d s  one a 

transgression to places beyond the original location and closer to a cornmunity of others. 

Perhaps it is what autobiographical work unleashes that becomes its pedagogy of 

transgression. Jung (1978) refers to a visionary mode of artistic creation. 1 saw visi0n.s 

everywhere in the construction of poetry, and as my accompanyïng journal notes 

indicated much of what happened was quite serendipitous. I never expected the mythic 

characters to play on my page - serious play, at that. Are we socidly constructeci as adults 

to ensure that we leam proper manners and adult defences to keep order in a society that 

might benefit fkom play and fiom what the teachings of caniival have uncovcred? Are 

these "propex" defences the root of the demise of our creative and imaginative selves, that 

pan of seîfcailed upon when the cverydayness of life is challengecl by iliness, fa, of mai 

new knowledges? 



The visionary mode to which Jung (1978) refers is described as foliows. 

It is something strange that derives itselffiom the hinterland of anan's [sic] 

mind, as it had immerged nom the abyss of prehuman ages, or 6rom a 

superhuman world of contrasting light and darkness. ... The very enorrnity 

of the experience gives it its value and its shatteiing impact. (p. 90) 

But the part 1 love best is the description of what 1 understand as the heart of the creative 

experience, and the place fiom where those words, that I describe in Chapter 4 as 

"puking" ont0 the page, emerge, stretch, shake off the dust fiom the cave, and howl. 

Sublime, pregnant with meaning, yet chilling the blood with its 

strangeness, it arises bom the timeless depths: glamorous, daemonic, 

and grotesque, it bursts asunder Our human standards of value and 

aesthetic form, a temfying tangle of etemal chaos .... On the other 

hand it can be a revelation whose heights and depths are beyond 

fathoming, or a vision of buuty which we can never put into words. (p. 90) 

Jung's (i978) description of the visionary mode calls forth the mud as well as the stars. In 

this creative home is found not only our own subjectivity, but aiso Our timeless 

connections to others. Jung (1978) makes this point when he clairns that the demands on 

the artist do not exceed the bounds of our human capacities. 

Aesthetic autobiographid work urges one on even as one attempts to CPU a hait. 

1s this because the wild being of subjectivity slips into the text? Denzin (1992) in his work 

on the many faces of emotionaiity, daims that while he seeks the wild k ing  who exists 

outside textual representations and cornes into containment only under dures, he 

understands that "no one exists outside a text and that texts produce subjects" @. 27). He 



wams, however, that tcxts ought not k coiutructed unda the hegemonic systcm of 

naturaljsm, for life is not lived realisticaily, in a tinear manne?. 

It is lived through the subject's eye, and that cye ... is always reflarive, 

noniinear? subjective, filied with fluhbacb, af€er-images, dream-scquences, 

faces merging into one another, masks dropping, and new masks h g  

put on. (Denzin, 1992, p. 27) 

So if one was afForded the 6&m to conmct one's tcxts fkom the heart/soul/spirit, or 

visionary mode of being, why would not the wiid being slip in? 

Keeping the p r d i n g  discussion in mind and adding a bit of diaiogic 

heteroglossia, 1 wonder where this wodc wiil take one in the worid of h 4 t h  care pmctict, 

particularly if' one constructs one's practice as nursdhealcr fiom a particular holistic 

perspective. 

The Pinafa Persbective on Holistic Practice 

Rudhyar (1983) ctaims that "in order to 'walk on,' the '1' must be ready to 

experience the f d  into zero and then p a s  on" (p. 254). In other words, one loxs the 

sense of the seporate self: Thich Nhat Hanh (1988) says that al1 of us who would likc to 

arrive at ". . .emancipation will have to look deeply in order to pmetrate the truc nature of 

emptiness" (p. 13). The emptiness to which Hanh (1 988) refers is an emptiness of a 

separate self. From my perspective, the emptying of the separate selfis fiindamental to a 

practice based upon pnnciples of hoiism and vigiGonce. Yet the emptying process is just 

that - a process, and one that requires examination of one's pertiaps inculcated desues, 

panicularly in heaith a r e ,  to control. If one is to engage the visionary mode of creativity, 

perhaps the initiai step is to let go. Not an easy wk for those educated within the canons 



of objectified practice. 1 did not have an casy the, at fim. in the Po- cwse finding 

that place in my muid that held ont0 the keys to the Control Room. What is the fear? 

Weil ifone adapts theplmtaperpctnte on humanness and on the human mind, it 

becomes easier to think about looking for the keys. 

See, the hurnan mind is kind of iike...apimt.. When it breaks open, 

there's a lot of surprises inside. Once you get t h e p i l t ~ ~ ~  perspective, 

you see that losing your mind can be a peak experience. 

(Wagner, quotd in Leonard, 1994, p. 166) 

Wagner is speaking of the feus, lurking beneath the surface of the carefiily groomed, 

professiond wornan, that some day she might "lose it," whether il be emotionaliy, 

physicaiiy, or materially (Leonard, 1994). It seems that many of us, particularly women, 

wander through life wearing one mask or another to ensure our "stabilitf' is intact to 

society's critical eye. What is the feu? 1s it the fear of madness, or what has beai referred 

to in Victorian times as the "female malady" (Showaiter, 1987)? 1 suggest that this fear of 

"madness" remains quite alive. 

The experience of women and emotion is cornplex. Even Nightingale, Showalter 

(1987) notes, felt that she was a "monstef' because, as a child she did not think that she 

was like other people. N~ghtingale (quoted in Showalter, 1987). in comparing the 

confinement of women in the family to the circumstances of the "lunatic" in the asylum, 

writes: 

. . .It is not only agaïnst t ho r  esteemeci physidy insane that commissions 

of lunacy are taken out. Others have been kept unjustly in confinement 

by their well intentioned relations, as unfit to be tnisted with liberty. In 



fact, in almost every M y ,  one sees a keeper, or two or three keepers, 

and a lunatic. @. 62) 

And, 1 argue, we continue to impare "rational" standards of judgment on the expression of 

feeling and emotion. Claxton (1986) suggests that "by aiïenating our own energy, making 

it 'other' and then judging it negakly ,  we may corne to  bcliwe that emotions art 

demonic, that we have 'monsters' inside us" (p. 3 14). It seexns that we are expected by 

some mysterious hegemonic force to present an ordedy and organized personifkation of 

self Seeping outside of this landscape, that has become known as "normalcy," puts 

oneself at risk. Thoughts and expressions dancing on the ledge of the mundane makes one 

a target for the diagnostic act. Uh-oh! 

Hazo (1 996) postulates that Our society rnay still d e r  fiom a fear of feeling. 

Perhaps this is an important part of the problem. Hau, (1996) claims that one of the 

"diseases of public discourse today is that it has become so much disembodied prattle" 

(p. 27). Haro (1 996) continues to speak of the diction of the disembodied mind. 

Words tend to become disassociated fkom their meanings or are so 

sanitized into the diction of neuter non-speech.. .that they end by 

meaning nothing at ail. @. 27) 

Neuter non-speech, 1 suggest, is the language of sterile, professional discourse, and the 

hazard that threatens the uniqueness of self when biomedical language serves as the sole 

descriptor of human experience with illness and healing. This discourse fears the untidy, 

and spends much of its energy attempting to tidy up. This is fine ifdealing with dirty 

dishes, but becornes detrimental whcn it is the language of health "care." 
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Of course, putting language to motion and experiena is not a simple ta& Huo 

(1996), using T. S. Eliot's phrase, acknowledges that anyone attempting to d a t e  

feelings into words realizcs that "too many 'undiscipiined squads of emotion' keep gctting 

in the way." Our society, perhaps, teaches us to wait until Our emotions ebb in order to 

speak of them, rather than thrmgh them (Hazo, 1996). In heaith care, w k e  emotion is at 

the core of cxpericncc, ncutcr non-speech, whethcr it be the diagnostic act or the vcry 

rhetonc of the professionai "therapeutic" reiationship, cannot done tell the story. In my 

research, 1 have worked with what c m  tell. 1 have looked for where the healer might find 

the salt and pepper of language or any representational act, and thus of heafing. 

1 looked to the mythtellers and to the poetry, art, and the writings of others. 

Watson (1 994)' a nurse educator/researcher, sees the potential for comecting with the 

experience of others in poetry. 

In this world that we can know fiom the inside, though language 

and poetry, there can be no falseness; there is no extemal standard 

against which Truth can be measured and to which Truth rnight 

correspond. Yet this world is fw fhm arbitrary. It represents a 

unique kind of risk. .. . (p. 9) 

And in the world of biomedical culture, risk creates fear; it must be stomped out, or at 

least, controlIed for. Yet, 1 argue, there is more than sirnply physical risk for which to 

account. For example, might it not be more emotiondy risky to incarcerate someone "just 

in case" there may be harm done to self or others, leaving them now confineci in a sort of 

prison of isolation. 1s this not a false sense of security? 1s this not exemplary of the lumtic 

rather that the pi- perspective of the Mnd? 
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Millett (199û), who d e r s  fkom bipolar (manic-depressive) illness, speaks of the 

harm, and the sub~cqucnt hiding ffom trtatment, that the J ~ l t ~ n c  perspccîive mates. 

Mïiiett (1990) asks the following question. 

If we go mad - so what? We would corne back again ifnot chased 

away, exiled, isolated, confiined. ... Bring d o m  the maclhouse, build 

theaters with its bricks, or playgrounds. @. 3 14, 3 15) 

1 suggest that MiUm's d for understanding rnight k interpnted as a di for Wagner's 

pinafa perspective of the mind, one that comprehends the mind's complexity as wcll as its 

potential. How can one work with that which is fmed, rather than respected? It is no 

wonder that we are so obsessed with "correct" definition o f  normalcy. W~thout such 

clarity to keep us safe, we may touch the ground of the "othei' side. What wiii happen 

then? Perhaps the ground will be strong enough to support us ... surprise! 

So the challenge lies in hd ing  meaning in the experiences of others in order to 

find a way to support the uniqueness of what it means to the individual to be ill, and to 

heal. 1 have suggested that in order to conne* with the M e r ,  one mua walk through 

one's self in the attempt to Iocate those woundings that befong to the collective and 

transpersonal consciousness of human txpcrience. What human being is unscathed? Yet 

what do we do with all the skeletons that remain hiding in the closet? Must the tnily 

empathetic healer be willing to look? 1 think so. 

In the next section, 1 will work with the relationship that 1 sec between dialogics, 

healing narratives, and holistic care. 1 argue that dialogical expression of iiiness/healing 

narratives of other and self encourages heaiing connections and achowledges the 

diversity of experiences of those involveci il the therapeutic relationship. 



Dialogic Heterodossia: Addinn the Salt and P e ~ m  

... No living word relates to its object in a singuk way: beniveen 
the word and its objcct, h a n  the word and the speiking subject, 
there exists an elastic environment of othcr, alien words about the 
the sarne objact, the same theme, and this is an environment that 
it is oAen difnailt to pcnetnte. It is precisely in the proceos of living 
interaction with this specific environment that the word may be 
individuaiized and given stylistic shape. (Bakhtin, 1996' p. 276) 

This is exactly my point. When reflecting upon the relationship between what 

Bakhtin (1996) points out about the living word, and the singuiar wây in whkh i l l n c ~ ~  k 

represented in hospital chans, physicians' and nurses' notes, for example, one begins to 

wony about the potential injustice that rnay be serveci to one who is looking for some 

form of treatment. Where, in the process of seeking help with one's difficulties, is a person 

afforded the space and time to be heard? Real tirne. Not the "1 hear you, but this piii is 

what is best for you" tirne. And where, in hospital records, might one see one's story of 

illness or healing recordeci in the way in which one chooses to have it seen or rad?  1 

suggest it would be a stretch to locate such respect for the Lived experience of others in 

the health care arenas of Western medicine. 

Lashgari (1995b) refers to the work of Bakhtin in examining the potential for 

dialogics and heteroglossia to assist in fieeing monologue f?om its constricting knots. She 

suggests that when a "multiplicity of voices enters the discourse, when the margins taIk 

back to the imperial. ..tenter, the binary stmaure u~avels" (Lashgari, 1995b, p. 3). In 

other words when one's story is told by self, then retold by other, other tnrths emerge and 

the shape of the story may alter or shift. This is the potential of hete~oglossia, or multiple 

voices of the masses. Dentith (1995) notes that Bakhtin coined this word to dude  to the 

"multipiicity of actual 'languages' which are spoken by the speakers of any 'languagc,'" 
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such as the languages of social groups, professionai groups, and of generations (p. 35). 

Heteroglossia recognizes the multiple speech putaru within and among people. Evay 

utterance, in Bakhtin's account, is intersected by hinorical forces that are extenial to 

language @entith, 1995). One recognizes then the respect for the historicity of the petson 

and, 1 argue, the necessity for the penon to be an active participant in life choices. 

Dialogics, the "constructive discourse of contlict, becomes possible when po1yvd 

discourse interrupts the dominant monologue" (Lashgh, 1995b, p. 3). Bakhtin (1996) 

explains dialogism further. 

The dialogic orientation of a word arnong oths words (of al1 kinds 

and degrees of othemess) ma tes  new and significant anistic potentid 

in discourse, [and] creates the potentiai for a distinctive art of prose .... 

@. 275) 

Dialogized heteroglossia, 1 suggest, allows movement of words and thought across the 

bridges of self and other. ï h e  language of this dialogic process works within a tension of 

difference, a tension that a o r d s  the conversation some spice, some salt and pepper. It 

allows for movement toward understanding, or, in Bakhtin's words, travessia, or crossing, 

which is the other side of transgression (Lashgari, 1995b). 

Whatever the ground one stands on, whether center or margin, 

one faces in each moment an/Other ground which is the threatening, 

not-known. Only by ... risking confiict, can one reach toward c o ~ e c t i o n  

The word.. .a i ls  for response. Conflia becomes music, dance, cxhilarating 

as well as dangerous. (Lashgari, 1995b, p. 4) 
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Entering one's illness or h e a h g  representations into dialogue with another, such 

as a healer/nurse might with a seeker of care, brings with it, 1 arpe,  the rune potentiai 

movement towards understanding that Bakhtin (1996) recognizes in dhlogic 

heteroglossia. In the process of narrating the self, one opens up the possibiiities of 

misinterpretation or recasted interpretation by the other. But the engaganait in the 

multivocal dialogue that intermpts the professional canon as it is play4 out on leve! 

ground is mutually inclusive. Ifone understands that as one responds to the other, whether 

it be in countermythic dialogue, or poetic response, one is also touching and exposing that 

wounded part of s e l f  that brings up the universal dimension of expericnce. 

The potential for multifaceted, multivocaI dialogics between self and other and 

among the selves within becomes increasingly evident Zone thinks about the self as 

Gardner (1993) suggests. He claims that a person is "better thought of as a ~Uec t ion  of 

relatively diverse masks, none of which takes precedence over the others, and each of 

which is simply called into service when needed ..." (Gardner, 1993, p. 252). Myths 

contribute to our wardrobe of masks; myths become masks; myths and masks become our 

seIf-repertoire. Dialogue wuld become quite lively. 

Downing (1989), in refiecting upon her own experience with myth, speaks to the 

point that 1 am working with. 

1 have learned that recognition of the archetypai and universai dimensions 

of one's experiences can help fra one fiom a purely personai relation 

to them. 1 also believe that one can celebrate the mythic patternings 

without losing an appreciation of the wncrete and unique moments 

that constitute one's existence. (p. 119) 
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Both the healer and the wounded, in w o W g  with any form of representation, work with 

the possibiiities of inter- and intra-personai connections, as weii as the d i m v a y  of 

connections to the greater whole, or the collective consciousness of human nature. 

Risk, 1 acknowlcdge, is inhercnt in any authentic expression of motion. Yet 

working with and through aesthetic representations rllows risk to be cradled in dance, 

music, myth, poetry, or any fonn of narration. Conflict is understood as constmction, 

worked upon by many voices of self and selves - dialogirecl kteroglossia - healing, dted  

and peppered. 

And so, 1 wonder.. . how would mythic and countermythic dialogism work? 1 asked 

Jane (although this is public text, 1 decided to use a pseudonym because of the sensitive 

issues that are discloscd in the text) if1 rnight bomw her piece entitled Womm d 

Emotion (see next page), which was in tact a public text that accompanied an exhibition of 

her painting. 1 consider this piece to be a healing narrative of sorts, as it was written by 

Jane to accompany a painting that she created about the bond between her and her mother 

as they, to use Jane's words, "share in the pain of having lost someone we w e d  deeply 

for." The next section, which follows Jane's piece, indudes a mythc response that wrote 

itself on paper as 1 worked with my own thoughts about and reaction to Jane's narrative. 



Wornan & Emotion 
My own piece for this drawing assignment is quite personal. As of a few weeks ago. 
what I believed to be a 'solid family toundation' fell apan in a &y. I batievd I had the 
peflem -. well. generally perfect family. My parents were wonderful roie modets and I 
Wseif. was alwaYS t0 be my best for them. However on Novamber 1 1, my 
family and I were hit by a bombshell thet literally and figuratively tore my family apaR. 
My father had been 'seeing another woman for a couple of monMs and was now 
wiliing to desert twenty-three years w l h  his wife and twenty-one years with our family 
for this person. Everything mat 1 had ever believed in was tossed out the window. as 
my mom. my younger brother and my little sister Wied desprateiy to make some 
morsel of sense of the situation we had been unknowingly forced into. It has been a 
difficult month as we have tried to gradualiy pi- ourseives back together again. 1 t 
hasn't been easy. but we are a family of suMvors and eventually we will corne out of 
this 'whole" x, to speak. Throughout this ordeal. I have corne to a greater 
understanding of myseîf and the people who surround me. I rnay not regain the 
undying trust I once had in people but I have found a greater understanding of who I 
am. f no longer need to rely so much on the opinions of others. I take more faith in rny 
own intuition. Of course. this is gradual. but I feel it growing within mysen. l also have a 
stronger bond now with my mother. -cause of what has happenecl we see each other 
not simply as mother or daughter. but as human beings with real feelings. Sometimes 
one tends to forget this about their parents or their children. Sinœ this unforeseen 
incident, the bond between us has grown stronger as we share in the pain of having 
fost someone we cared deeply for. My work is about this bond. 
My piece is a very physical piece. It is the same sire of my mother and I (roughly 5'4) 
and therefore in order to paint it I had to get right into the work. I splattered much of the 
paint on and spread it out with a hard-bristled brmm. I also smeared a lot of the paint 
with my bare hands and fingers. l did nd plan on how I wanted the picture to look. but 
rather let my own emotions guide me. I found that it was w M ~  I tried to plan things out. 
that was where 1 would run into ditficulty. 
The second thing I did was have my own body traced upon the canvas, somewhat iike 
an outline you would do of someone who died. In a way pan of me has died. A 
signifiant part of my life has left and. despite my anger, l cannot deny the hun and 
rejection Mis has caused me. I have also drilled in only fragments of my outiine. This is 
because when you [ose someone you often feel like parts ot you are rnissing. You are 
not the whole you felt you once were. The scratch marks imide the body are made 
from a knife.This demonstrates the pain and suffering my family hes feît. It also is like a 
knife 'being stabbed in the back'. My father betrayed us in his actions. He betrayed 
the people who tnisted him most of al1 which. I feel. is the uiümate betrayal . 
The plaster in the piece also has doublo s ign i f im .  üterally. it was the U t  over 
piaster that was used to seal in the hole thet I made in my wall with a boMe after a 
confrontation I had with my father. Figuratively. plaster is used to bind things together. 
it is an additive procoss Mat my family mwt use to try and keep thhgs together. lt is an 
interesting Eontrast with the drill marks that DkeS mings away. F i ~ l l y  is the ruipt on 
top of Me picture. The script al- has double signlicirm. 1 have &en known for the 



art in my family and my mom is the mer in our home. I have combined mese M an 
toms together to show mis bond can be made. The words in this picture are actually 
fragments of sentences from two Ietters. Both are letters to my father. The first 
sentena and every other line is from a lener my mom wrote my dad two weeks after 
the bornbshell h l  The second sentence and e ~ r y  other line. is a letter i wrote my dad 
a week after the incident Ironically when reading the two letters together aiere was 
some interesting paraileis between the two saipts. A viewer migM recognize this when 
reading the work. 
I know a viewer who tries to read the work will have difficulty making sense of exactly 
what is happening because. nowhere (except here and to my group) do I say what 
was done. This is fine by me because I don? want to spell everything out to the viewer. 
By reading the fragmented worh. 1 feel people should get the gist of what is going on. 
and by leaving the work fragmented I feel I make Ma work more universal. It no longer 
just addresses the personal loss my mother and I share. but Ï t  addresses othar.peopie 
and the losses they have felt in thsir own liws. 
Lately 1 have found myseif working in this style which is quite contrary to that I had last 
year. For me, this work and others are very rejuvenating. It allows me to be honest with 
my self and my emotions. When I plan my works. I begin to hide things by polishing or 
perfeaing them. Some other time this process may work again. but rigM now I need 
the honesty. 



Mvthical D i a l o ~ c s  with Woman andErnotion: Addinn Salt and P e ~ m  

Eye to Eye 

Medea's Child, 
Are you witch 
or goddess? 

Whitch is it? 
Some even say you are 

daughter of sorceress, or 
dragon lady. 

Oh my. 
This is a familiar story. 
Let me explain, Medea's child, 

the way 1 understand it. 

Mother Medea mets  Jason. 
Jason betrays Medea, 
who has sacrificed 
everything 
to make him happy, 
by asking King Creon 
for his daughter's hand 
in marriage. 
"What more did he want?" 
Medea asks. 
Slaying dragons, doing rnagic 
even stealing the damn golden fleece. 
StiU not enough. 

Sound familiar? 
Jason tries to justifL 
his betrayai by 
telling Medea 
he wants to protect 
their bastard children, 
who have no civil rights. 

There's more. 
Medea needs t h e  to execute 
revenge. 
Perhaps she'll send her 
own children 

with gifts 
for the new bride, 
a robe and 
a gold headpiece, 
infiised with poison. 



Medea's child is womed. 
No, she is 

down 
right 

mad. 
She knows Mother Medea 

is agonihg over 
her plan. 

She knows Father Jason 
is asking the gods 
to punish 

Medea. 
Medea's child knows that she may 

end up as a dead body 
in that chariot, 
pulled through the air 
by winged dragons. 

She knows Medea is shouting 
rnadly about 
his lust, 
his new marriage, 
h i .  betrayal, 
his blame for your murder. 

But wait. 
Medea's child is hurt. 
Medea's child is angry. 
Medea's child does not want 

to be sacrificd 
for love madness. 

She has been eaten 
by her own 
rage. 

Medea's child, 
you feel your 
mother's wrath. 
You feel cold 
mercury dime in yout veins. 

Witch is 
their word. 

[=Y 
goddess. 

1 know. 

When 1 am irked 



a grange thing. .. 
haïr knots and 
agate eyes ... 

hwpens- 
When I gaze at thai 

object of 
outrage, 

Rocks form. 

They say 1 am ugly, 
but I am minor. 
They are eyes. 
T W  weak 

for thernselves. 

Perhaps it is like that 
for you 
Medea's child. 

Speaking eye to eye 
with you 

1 see beauty 
in your rage. 

You take ire 
in your hands. 

You work with 
images of passion 
to cut deeply 
into 

Drilling, 
Scratching, 
Blood red rage 

thick 
with black 

chaos. 
Line by line 

of hurt. 
Carved deep 

in your sou1 
and in the sou1 of 
Medea. 

Souls worn 
by abandonment. 



Souls 
tired. 

Souls 
human. 

Touching 
each other. 

Touching 
others. 

Touching 
me. 

Eye to eye. 
Always, Medusa 

(DeLuca, January7 1997) 
*baseci upon various rnyths of Medea 
in Bulfinch (1979), Hammond & 
Scullard (1 WO), and Leonard (1 994) 

Would mythic dialogism add d t  and pepper to the therapeutic relationship? Jane 

never asked for such a thing, yet, in bormwing her work to engage it in a process of 

countermythic writing, 1 found that it brought up certain recognitions for me that rnay be 

helpfùl in thinking about benefit of this work in professional practice, and in thinking about 

further research in this a r a  of interest. The act of responding to the healing narrative of 

another certainly releases the glue to connect to the other, and sprinkles the spice of 

dialogic heteroglossia that causes one to energize, and to animate that sense of imaginative 

intuition that one tends to sit on when engaging in a "professionai" therapeutic 

conversation - that s h a ~ g  of dead talk, textbook language, no sait, no pepper. Instead of 

neuter non-speech, one might enter into a lively dialogue of mythmaking, or poetic 

response, peeling away the personal knowledges contained within the representations and 

responses. 

To speculate upon the possibilities of working with someone who, iike Jane, 

chose, or perhaps was invited, to represent their own experience with ernotional or 
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physical pain, 1 am bombarded with thoughts. There are numerous myths, fajl tales, and 

mystical tales of witches and gorgons available for consideration. Writing healing through 

story, one's own or a re-creation of another's, aeates a libnry of knowledge of seifand 

others. When 1 reread Jane's narrative, 1 sec "The Conscious Revolutionary," or is that the 

"Terronst" lurking inside the drill marks that rip through the paint and the board. Or cm 

Jane's experience with healing be îikened to Mays' (1996) experience with the anger of 

depression where he notes that: 

instead of killing myself, 1 killed the room, breaking every piece of 

krniture, tearing apart every book, smashing rnirrors and iights 

until darkness and exhaustion stopped me. (p. 96) 

Which is closer to the kind of "death" that Jane lived through? Did the canvas becorne the 

substitute for the perwn who instilled the wounds? Or is Jane jua living out the " f e d e  

malady" of Victorian times, "madness." One must recd that madness was seen during 

those times as "the essential ferninine nature unveiling itselfbefore scientific male 

rationality" (Showalter, 1987). where women who were simply too emotiond or 

headstrong were thought of as "mad" (p. 3). Would Jane see "madness" played out in her 

work? 

Leonard (1994) says that in the ancient story of the "Rejecfed Lover," Maria 

Callas, who lived the latter part of her life in anguish, played out her own myth of Medea 

in "tuming her confûsion and rage into art [so that] she could dramatize her own tonnent 

and fury ..." (p. 153). 1s it Callas' Medean myth that has been reenacted in Jane's art and 

narrative? Or is it not at al1 as 1 am suggesting? What might &se in conversation between 

Jane and me ifwe were to share narratives? 
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1 argue that it is in the opening up of the questrbns that the possibilities for the 

healùig questions arise. Yct one mus be mnstantly way of imposition of 'T' into "We." It 

is here that the h u l s  mua find the way to their own wounds in order that the experia~v 

of healing be shared in diaiogue, not ansumed for the nourishrnent of the healer's seV. 

Perhaps a prerequisite for dialogic healing and holistic care is a conscious engagement in 

one's own heaiing history. 

Rich (1994) points out the foiiowing. 

Most ofken someone writing a poem believes in, depends on, a 

delicate, vibrating range of Merence, that an 'T' can become a 

"we" without extinguishing others, that a partiy comrnon language 

exists to which strangers can bring their own heartbeat, memories, 

images. (p. 85) 

Although Rich speaks of poetry, I see this as the potentid of ail self representations of 

illnesslhealing, including one's own. 1 argue that one's personal engagement in aesthetic 

representation provides one with the means and the d e t y  gauges for the prevention of the 

narcissistic consumption of others, as well as for the maintenance of a common ground for 

dialogue. My own mythic response to Jane's narrative affords Jane a trmgible viw of my 

own thoughts about her experience, as weii as af3ords her entry into my own healing 

rnyths. In a sense, my countermythic work lays my own vulnerabilities on the carpet. yet 

neither of us need talk in self-tems as long as there is a mythic goddess or witch to do the 

talking. We know this is the storying of ourselves, yet in a sense, it gives permission to 

remain emotionally d e  if need be. 
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An important acknowledgment in this work of dialogic mythmakhg is that Jane 

has viggaed the finding of the Medea c M d  within myself What 1 write about ernergcs 

fiom within my own mythic makeup. Pahips Jane has touched what is u n i v d  in ail 

humans - the possible plight of the rejected seif- which has origins in ail ancient as weil as 

current relationships. As I place her (the rejected oelf) in reach for mysell; perhaps 1 invite 

another to touch her ... or not. Mine is one possible story. Jane rnay have another. 

And the nones go on as we rcach for auîhenticity, harmony, and the puce in 

healing. Bolen (1996) cornments on how one might know when that happais. 

Harmony happens when behavior and belief corne together, when 

inner archetypal lire and outer life are expressions of each other, 

and we are being true to who we are. (p. 78) 

1s the authentic seE then, the heded seK and perhaps even the healer self? Authenticity, 1 

argue, is the act of making visible one's inner self and of canying that seif into the heaiing 

relationship. Authenticity, in my view, is the heart of the healer. 

Next, 1 wiii b ~ g  the discussion toward another possibility. In what way might 

dialogic work benefit a person who is actually seeking care, and in this case, has actually 

publicly provided his own aesthetic representation of his feelings on the subject of what it 

might mean to be Nuts! 

Nuts: Dialowing with an ïilness/Healinn Poem 

Here 1 include BiU's poem, Nuts, (se next page) as well as my response to Bill. 

Again, this response was developed in a course at OISE as a venture in the process of 

retelling the thoughts or experiences of othen. It speaks to the poetic nature of my 
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interactions and connections to others, as weIl as to what 1 see as an untapped site for the 

work of the healer. 

In my journal 1 wrote: 

1 know Bill fiom the hallway. 

Proud of his poary, he is. 

When asked in Roger's course 

to reteli, I thought of BU. 

Bill hands out lais poetry in the hallway of a hospital, very adsrnant that it be available to 

whoever is interested. 1 found Bill's poern entitled Nirls to be very moving, humorous, sad, 

and powefil a11 at once. 1 felt compelled to try to understarid what he was saying, almost 

as though 1 was drawn to his words and to him, even though our relationship was 

professional and fleeting. 1 suggest that not only is Bill's poem a representation of 

iliness/heaIing, but dso a means to reach for greater conneaion with others. Thus his 

poetry afEords him an oppositional gaze to those gazing d m  at him 1 include my 

response to BiU's poem, which 1 constnicted in the previously mentioned course, here 

because during my research project 1 have corne to see this work as an example of the 

potential of aesthetic work and aesthetic knowledge development in professional practice. 



What is nuts? 
Am 1 nu t s?  
If 1.a nuta-are yeu nuta? 
1 s everybody nuta? 
If you werk , a r e  you nuts? 
If yau de werk and ge  n u t 8 . b  you make sure everyene e l s e  i n  n u t s  t 
te.? 
If yeu d i d n , t  werk rould yeu be nuts , e r , nu t a  i n  a d i f f e r e n t  way? 
In which way w a u l l  yau r r t h e r  be nuta? 
1 t h ink  everyone i 6  nu ta ,  
K i d s  secm nuts ,bu t , they  lon,t knrw t h e i r  nutr. 
And al1  they de is d r i v e  everybody e l s e  nu t s ,  
And we eventua l ïy  8tart d r i v i n g  each e t h e t  nuts, 
Unt i l  were s a t i s f i e d  t h a t  everybody is n u t s ,  
If you werk f a r  no th ing  -doese t h i s  mean your  n u t ~ ?  
If you work t a  live -dotse t h i s  mean your nuts and 
c a n o t  do anything about it? 
Seme men say wemen are nuts 
And d r i v e  everybady clac nuts 
But the  wemen say  , t h e  men d r i v e  them nuts first 
With o r  wi thout  t h e  kida .  
And a r e  respansible  f o r  everyone going nuta ,  
If net,where doese i t  came ,4*om-I don, t  knaw, 
A l 1  1 knew is that yeu a r e  e i t h e r  n u t s  er g e i n g  nu ts .  
Seme people say t h a t  women are bern nuts.  
W l t  what i6 nuts?  
Deing things you den, t want t a  do ? 
Yaung peaple grawing u p  eeem nu t s ,  
But they are just having fun, 
Then as you graw o l d e r  you eeem te be s lowly d r i v e n  nuts, 
Seme peeple say yeu have t e  be half -nuts  t e  s u r v i v e  
successfully, 
Se maybe t h i a  i a  why everybedie8 nutu. 
1 don , t  th ink w e  w i l l  e v e r  knew what nut6 really 18, 
Except emme peapLe are nuts a o ~ , ?  k?%=w it. 
And unknowingly d r i v e  e t h e r  peaple nuts, 
And eventually a r e  knewingly nuta  t h e m s e l v e s ,  
Am 1 nute?-Yen, 
What is nuts?  Iden,t knaw, 
1 guess l i f e  is just nutsl 



Wbat 1 H u r  You Say, BU... (a Response to "Nuts") 

You say I'm crazy, 
but 1 wonder ifyou have ever thought 

about what that means? 
It's a word - a word you use 

to distance me from you. 
But have you ever looked around you? 

There is craziness everywhere. 

If you don' t do what others demand of you, 
they d l  you crazy. 

Yet if you do what you're supposed to do, 
and do it well, 
then you are "craq" to others 

who don% understand your perfèction. 
1s this the same kind of "crazf' as me? 

To me there is more craziness in this Me 
than you are willing to acknowledge. 

Why do you make "crazy," dserent, 
or less "crazy", 

for you, than you do, 
for me? 

I suspect it depends on 
your perspective - what is "crazy" to some, 

is "normal," 
"fw' 
"oh, just a kid," 

or some so-called rational explanation 
for others, 

Why? 
1s it because you are afiaid? 

Do you fear what you don? understand? 
1s that why, even if you acknowledge 
that you rnight get a little "crazy" 

in your iife - 
like when you get oldcr - 

that it must be the fault of others? 

But look, 
1 think crazy is a part of life - 

a sandwich that we al1 have 



taken a bite o c  
a mosquito bite that we all have 
tried to scratch; 
perhaps d i  that we dl have 
tned to wash off. 

But just as food becomes part of 
our constitution, an itch 

grabs our focus, d i  
laves pieces embcdded in Our skin. 
so does craziness 
have a place in Our minds. 

a room where the door 
rernains ajar, even slightly 
so that there might be an exit, 
when needed, to serve a fbnction - 

to be called upon to respond to Me. 

Al1 of us, not only me, 
respond to life 

as we know it. 

Yes, perhaps this may 
look crazy - but 

your recognition of the craziness 
in me 
calls upon your own craziness 
in order to 
recognize itself 
in you. 

(DeLuca, Wmter, 1996) 

Many questions remain. Does this poem bring me closer to understanding Bill's 

experience with mental illness, or does this impose my own understanding of mental ihess 

upon his words? Perhaps it is better likened to a dialogue that needs to be continued 

between us. A meeting of the inner speach of both of us, of the plural selves within and 

between us. Henderson (1993) speaks of black women's writings as "a dialogue with the 

aspects of 'otherness' within the riî' (p. 121). 1 see this opening up of diaiogic 

possibilities as one of the potentirils of the poetic encounter within the therapeutic 

relationship. As Barfield (quoted in Falck, 1994) so aptly notes: "The poet d e s  the 
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tems themselves. He (sic) does not make judgments, therdore; he only makes than 

possible - and only he d e s  them possible7' (p. 55). Perhops Bill and 1 together and 

through our poetry would enact a heaüng relationship where we, in dialogwe, set the 

t erms. 

1 understand my response to BiIl also as a defiance to what 1 sec as a "protective" 

distancing, practised and meticulously performed by certain members of biomedical 

culture. Foucault (cited in Srmut, 1992) spoke of this in his doctoral thesis. 

Madness was present everywhere and mingled with every experience 

by its images or its dangers. During the classical period, madness was 

shown, but on the other side of bars; if present it was at a distance, under the 

eyes of a reason that no longer felt any relation to it and that would not 

compromise itself by close a resemblance. (p. 21) 

As a matter of fact, poetry accomplishes defiance well, whether that be towards stenle 

relationships in practice or whatever sparks one's ire, cutting through the preliminaries, 

introductions, and explanations. 1 read defiance in Bu's poem; was it there? What might 

Bill say? 

Perhaps for Bill, poew was his peanut butter. Keen (1993) says that for km, 

peanut butter is a philosophical principle having to do with aorytelling. Let me explain. 

Keen (1993) maku the point that in the modem world everything is discontinuous 

as we have given up the quest for decp, intemai continuity and Our beiicf in s d  

cornrnunities with shareâ principles. So Keen holds on to his peanut butter principle. 

Peanut butter is, for me, a philosophical principle hving to do 

with storytelling. We al1 ate peanut butter early in our lives, but 



=me people have abandoneci that, thinking that once they grew 

up, they didn't naed peanut butter and 1 always wiii. Peanut butter, 

iike stories of my Me, represents continuity. (p. 28) 

Keen (1993) goes on to say that "we lose the continuity of our experiences; we becorne 

people who are wriarn on Born the outside" (p. 28). Might this be what Bill feels? Has 

Bill's experience with the health care system provoked him to exercise the peanut butter 

principle in order to write his own Iife in his own stories of what it feels like to experience 

Nuts. His way. My response to Bill urges me to dialogue with Bi1 about the notion of 

continuity and his own story, not the story of "nuts" that was imposed upon him fiom the 

outside. 

Would 1 have rccognized the nwnces in BU'S words had 1 not decided to respond 

to his poem? Am 1 better able to ernbody his suffering as well as his humour? 1 beiieve m. 

Because of a longstanding interest in the educative and practice potential of aesthetic 

work, 1 asked a group of nursing students, with whom 1 was working in a mental health 

clinical rotation, ifthey would be interesteci in taking one of Bill's many poems and 

responding to it in whatever aesthetic fonn they were cornfortable with. 

1 remember thinking at the tirne that it is f3om within Our own perceptions that our 

professional interventions emerge. 1 questioned: "If a drawing (or any aesthetic response) 

brings us closer to the way in which we understand someone else's experience with theù 

illness, then do you think that it might also help us find the words to talk about, and be 

sensitive to, the feelings and thoughts of our patients?" Some students wrote letters to 

Bill, some drew piaures, others responded with poetry. 1 then asked them to wri» a 

reflective journal that dealt with ways in which their understanding of Bill, mental illness, 
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or their questions about Bill and mental illness, were aitercd (or not) by theu cxperience. 1 

recently found the foiiowing journal note written, at thc timt when 1 was teachhg this 

particular group, to a student who 1 wiU cal1 Ann. It read as foliows. 

ANI - Have you thought about any ways that you Mght use your 

artistic representations within the actual therapeutic conversations 

with your patients? Would it be appropriate or helpnil at any particular 

point in the h e a h g  process? Wodd any foundatiod work be essential 

before you would share your own work? Do you think it requires a certain 

level of insight or understanding fkom your patients before you share your 

work? I'd be interesteci in hearing your thoughts. Sandy 

Well, I now see these questions as the fnùt for a subsequent research study to follow this 

project. What my research here has done has retumed these journal note questions to the 

self of the practitioner to answer 6rst. In other words, when I began this project 1 felt that 

there was a missing element if setting up a research project with students and patients. 1 

wondered if the question of insight mua begin with oneseifand one's own 

representations, and then proceed from there. 

It was fascinating to read about the ways in which the students in this group, in 

their initial reflections on their aesthetic representation, discovered passion and emotion 

within themselves with which they were not familiar. The representations extended their 

questions about self and practice. And in their subsequent joumds, they wrote of how 

they could see this work as one which gcnerates more questions about care, illness, and 

connection to others. In other words, they walked in unfamiljar lands. 
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1 would like to continue to work with dialogic possibilitits betwttll healer/nurses 

and those who are seeking a r e .  As 1 noted in prcvïous chapters, thcm are 

researcher/educators in nursing who have begun work in this area. Chinn (1994) calls for 

the convergence of "hermeneutics (defined as the science of interpretation in philosophy) 

and criticism (defined as the science of resymboiizïng in the arts). ..to h m  a possible new 

method that can be developcâ to crcatc new understandings of the art of n e $ '  (p. 26). 

1 view dialogic d v c  rcpresentation, whether it be mythmaking or poaic responsc, or 

any visual, textual, or  musical ut forni engaged in dialogue, as drawing upon the theones 

of hermeneutics and criticism, and in particular upon Bakhtinian thought. 

Aithough, as Achterberg (1985) poims out, Vnogery in one fonn or another has 

found a warm reception among nurses, the language of sensory Uiformation remains 

suspect in biomedical culture. Yet those who find themselves in need of health carc arc 

primarily concemed with what their own personal experiences are likely to be 

(Achterberg, 1985). Holistic and aesthetic a r e  work, such as dialogic work with 

narratives of illnesslhealing, that opens up and encourages a shared discourse of perronai 

experience, offers the space and choice for the penon to engage in constructive conflia 

and lively dialogue with the care-@va. The salt and pepper of healing. 

1 agree with Bear (1993), who suggests that "huling is facilitateci through an inner 

conviction of the power of self" @. 22). Work with dialogic myth, and with other healing 

representations, calls upon the power of self to h d  its way, with the help of the 

imagination, through its own personal acperiences. In th-g about the place of the 

healing narrative within the practice of health are, 1 am wgnizant that the imagination has 

not found its way entirely into mainstrearn. And 1 take heed of Achterberg's (1 985) 
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language of the scientist in ordcr to cstabüsh mdibility" (p. 75). Taking the bcst fkom the 

sharnan and 6 0 m  the scientist makes sense to me. 

In the next section, 1 d continue to think about practice and ducational 

relevance of my work as 1 develop ftrther the place of embodiment in healing. 

The Mud and the Stars: LeaMng Embodient 

Once one starts to love one's body in the world and hence to love 
the world - that is, once one cornes to love somt partidar situation 
in which one h d s  oneseK.. - one can be drawn into a love of things 
in general. ... If we sirnpiy aiiow ourselves as bodies to expericnce 
what we are, as bodies, expenencing, we will be taken klly into 
situation and joy in situation. 

(SartweII, 1996, p. 166, 167) 

Where are the sites of carnival in nursing edudon? If; as 1 daim in this project, 

the carnivalesque has the capacity to offer one a theatre for the enactment of one's 

embodied self, or at lest for the rehearsai. of such an enactrnent, why does one not find 

such a space in the cumcula of nursing education? The nearest concept that 1 find in 

nursing literature is Chinn and Kramer's (1999) vision of a rehearsal studio for the 

purposes of creating and recreating story lines, creating embodied synchronous 

movements, and engaging a connoisseur-critic. 

Chinn and Kramer (1999) proffer that creating and recreating stoq lines "provide 

aesthetic narrative skills that the nurse uses as a participant in the emerging rd-Me stories 

of those cared for" (p. 197). They highlight the paraiiel between various features 

associated with creating stories such as the suggestion that change is centrai to a story 

line; conflict, stniggle, and tension are ever presat; the story-line compels movanent 

toward an ending, although endings remain uncertain; and interactions between characters 
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and their motives provide key structuring devices in the story that unfolds in real lifk for 

the person experiencuig the illntss (Chinn & Kramer, 1999, p. 196). The mmments that 

Chinn and Kramer (1999) suggest are inhcrent to the practice of nursing are also claimed 

to be taken for granted. Thcy point out that the ways in which a "nurse moves in and 

around a situation sets a rhythm, a style, a dynamic, a pace, and an attitude that invites 

engagement and entrainment" (p. 198). In relation to the connoisseur-~ritic, Chim and 

Krarner (1999) view the fiinction as "provid[Uig] guidance that moves the art form to a 

new level of development" (p. 202). 

Whereas 1 see a relationship between Chinn and Krarner's (1999) proposed 

rehearsai studio and what 1 envision as a result of my research and am continuing to 

address in t h  final chapter, 1 suggest that my fheatre has a difEerent purpose. Or perhaps 

more accurately we do not dBer in overallpurpose, as both are clearly located in aesthetic 

knowledge development, but instead 1 take a &vergent r m e .  M y  theatre of m i v d  is 

decorated with myths, witches, mystics, f a j r  tales, gorgons, and of course, the grotesque. 

neutres of Carniwl in Nursina and Health Care Education: 

A Classroom for the Vidant Healer 

1 wish for aesthetic workshops of camivai, for nursing students and the students of 

other health disciplines as weU as for the faculties of each, where one didogues with one's 

subjectivity. 1 see this workshop as reminiscent of the atmosphere and work of the Poetry 

course, now the subject of the autobiographical work of Chapter 1. Lensmire (1994) 

stresses that the carnivals and popular festivals of the Middle Ages and Renaissance could 

teach us "how to bust open and transform traditional, closed discourses" (p. 3 7 1). 

Counter-prattle work, 1 might cal1 it; work that resists muter non-speech. And 1 thought 



this was onginally my idea - until 1 found Lensmire's (1994) article cntitled Wnfing 

Workshop r r i ~  Camid. 

Lemmire's (1994) work is usefÙl in that it clarifies four spccinc fùnctions of 

carnival work. Caniival work obliterates the canons of discourse as it fiecs bchaviour, 

gesture, and discourse fiom its shacklcs. It becomes the site for fiee and famiiiar contact 

among people, whiie it is playfûl and fàmiliar in its relation to the world. As weiî there are 

strong antiofficid currents in the carnival sea (lemmire, 1994, p. 3 74,3 75). In essence, 

carnival "abuse," as Bakhtin calls it, W s  the old so that the new can be boni (Lensmire, 

1994). 1 understand the word abuse in this context to hold the same meaning as the comic 

monder that 1 discussed in Chapter 3. The abuse is toward a system, or canon, or official- 

dom; it is in no way a personal invective. As Lensmire (1994) aptly notes, in carnival, 

things change. And this is the point - to see in new ways. 

In this atmosphere, participants would constnrct and work with their own acsthetic 

representations, looking with vigilance for understandings of self and what relationship 

this work may have for an embodied heaier in their quest for meaning places for healing. 

This would be a site for dialogic heteroglossia - where the multiplicity of self-voices may 

enter into dialogue and may be joined by others who in turn are exploring their own. 

Perhaps this will becorne a cIÙssroom for the vi,I't subjective seF 

Next, 1 envision myfhing and cmntennything workshops for nursing and other 

health disciplines students. In these projected sites, dialogism continues to Bourish, and so, 

therefore, does an ernbodied co~ectiveness, the glue of the heaiing relationship. Danow 

(1 99 1 ), in his comments on Baktitin's dialogics, clairns that dialogism implies a "potential 

shiA fiom linguistic possibility to the porsibility of not only recognizing the other but also 
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recognieng his [sic] othemeos" (p. 126). This mus certainiy be a uscfûi activity for a 

healer who recognizes the signifiace of mpathy in the healing relationship, in that, as 

Meyers (1994) proffas, "anpathy is a subjectivity-prescrying fonn of intenubjectivity, 

[and thus] ... requues one to reconmua the other's experience in imagination ... to 

understand it, but ... necessitates neither joining in nor endorsing the other's experience" 

(p. 125, 126). A countermythic theaire of imagination and reconstruction might oser 

students and educators a place, a mythic de-home of sorts, to explore the underside of 

empathy - to see it d'icrcntly. 

Greene (cited in M. Morris, 1998) says that "the extent to which we grasp 

another's world depends on Our existing abiiity to rmkc poetic use of our imaginations," 

and that imagination opens possibilities "for seeing things othemise" (p. 134). Was this not 

the outcorne of my own work with myth? And the more myths 1 discovered, the more 

expansive becarne my sdf-vocabulary. Not ody did my language of self flourish, but so 

did my language of community. My vision of intaconnectedness and of the continuity of 

the interna1 and extemal experiences of human nature over time becarne the lmguage of 

my story inscribed fiom the inside out. I developed Keen's ( 1  994) peantlt butter 

phiiosophy . 

Myttung and countermything workshops would give participants the opportu~ty 

to don a mask of choice and to dialogue with the text of the myth. In this work, not only 

does one move closer to one's own philosophy, but, 1 suggcst, one also becomes 

enlightened about the notion of incompleteness. Freire (1997a) says that the "key is to use 

the t ea  as a vehicle through which one can potentiaiiy dialogue with the author and with 

the potential incompletenes of ideas" (p. 3 19). When this recognition unfolds, one then 
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becomes cognizant of the potential for "continued reinvention of the text in his or  h a  own 

historiai and cuitunl eontext" (Freire, 1997a, p. 3 19). 1 suggen that the recognition of 

the incornpletmess of ideas then urges one on to  fiirther dialogue, not only in one's 

mythmg work, but aiso in one's interactions with o t h m  in prof&onai practïce, and 

perhaps with the official canons of feifdom (in the way that aii carnival work, that is worth 

its salr andpepper, wiü). 

Thus the participants in mythinghuntermything work move through the maJrs 

that we al1 inhabit in order to find their authentic self. As well they have the opportunity to  

enter into dialogic heteroglossia with the rnany mythic voices in the text, and to cail upon 

their own mythic constructions in order to find their way to meaning places for healing. 

A third theabe that 1 constnict is a workshop, again for both students and faculty, 

that, subsequent to the participation in the previous two, takes public aesthetic 

representations that seekers of  care have been willing to oser and enters the participants 

into the kind of response work that 1 have previously suggested for the group of students 

in my clinical practice group. 1 see this work as a continuztion of the search for the vigilant 

subjective self in the healing relationship. 1 envision this work as an activity that counters 

the "distanced practitioner" mode-of-being with another, and instead views vulnerabiiity as 

Daniel (1 998) does - that is as a "way of celebrating humamess-.." (p. 191). Daniel (1998) 

understands vulnerabiiity as a "vehicle for practising authentic nursing" and one that 

embraces a power-with position of  relationship (p. 19 1). One becomes vulnerable when 

one engages with and embodies another. This is not to say that one loses one's abiiity to 

think and nsks losing control. This is the fear 1 spoke of earlier. 1 see the embrace of the 

vulnerable position as an embrace of one's humanness and of hurnanity. The pinafa 

perspective sees differently. Daniel (1 998) points out the foiiowing. 
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that makes us susceptible [to practising dehumanizing actsJ, for when 

we seek to protect our own vulnerability by numbing ourselves to another's, 

we are susceptible. (p. 19 1) 

The pinara perspective finds light in what one may assume is &rkk 

In summary, 1 suggest that the inclusion, in educationd mtings, of a ïheatre of 

Cmnival, with various workshops tending to the cultivation of cmbodimmt and the 

nurtunng of a vigilant subjectivity, may offer the healer an oppominity to envision, re- 

vision, and enact meaningplaces for healing in their practices. According to Sewelf 

( 1 960) in her ciassic work The Orphie Voice, "poetry, metaphor, [and] mythology are 

highiy realistic and down to earth (p. 39). 1 see aesthetic representations as sites where 

the invisible. such as the "insidious nature of ideology [in] its ability to make itself 

invisible" (Macedo, 1998, p. xiv) and the imprisoned, such as "bodies [that] are 

imprisoned within their cultural circumstances [and] at the same time [are]. . .participat[ing] 

in producing those circumstances" (Epstein, 1995, p. 3) can corne out and play, or be 

serious. Realistic work. Down to earth work. Heaiing work. 

In order to bring this research project to a close - or better stiIl, to an opening - 1 

return to Medusa. 

The Pedagogy of Medusa 

The Crone's title was related to the word crown, and she represented 
the power of the ancient tnbd matriarch who made the moral and legal 
decisions for her subjects and descendants. As the embodiment of 
wisdom, she was supposed to have written the first tablets of the Law 
and punished the first sinners. She also established the cyclic system 
of perpetual becoming, whereby every temporary living form in the 
universe blends eventually into every other form, nothing is unrelated, 
there can be no hierarchy of better or worse, We and They. 

(Walker, 1985, p. 14) 
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Medua is my Crone, my teacher- 1 found her somewhere in the dark cavern~ of 

my nature. Through her 1 bave met other beings of wisdom, d within rcach, some 10% 

but nwer missing. fi is that way for the community of selves to which wc belong. Healers 

live there, if we look, ifwe penetrate the laym of cobwebs and rocks. Hrnh (1988) uses 

the word pettution to mean to enter somefhing, not just to stand outside of it. He 

advises: 

When we want to understand something, we cannot just stand 

outside and observe it. WC have to enter deeply into it and be 

one with it in order to really understand. ... To comprehend 

something means to pick it up and be one with it. There is no 

other way to understand something- (Hanh, 1988, p. 1 1) 

The work of my research project was about penetration and understanding, about seing 

differently, about being there. The there of this project was sewother. Just as when one 

gazes into one's self wardrobe one h d s  many famîliar and unfWar clothes, so is it for 

another. The diversity of self and community is what we dl share. Perhaps it is cluttered, 

but to not be cluttered might be fita1 to our humanity. Olesen and Clarke (1999) in their 

work entitled Revisioning Women, Health, and Healing, point out that the mission of 

their book was to avoid fatal uncluttered'nes in theorking and conceptuaiizing and in 

acting for and on women, h d t h  and hcaüng. Instead of reaching for order, they reach for 

multiple complexities as they emphasize tempraqy new knowledges. Olesen and Clarke's 

(1999) approach towards their work resists closurc. 

1 understand my project in this way, as working toward the development of 

temporary new knowledge. 1 too resist closure and fatal unclutteredness, as 1 wish to hold 
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what we take for granteci and ofien do not sec. Finding meaning places for healing through 

a vigilant subjectivity is not mindless activity. It is a fleeting moment, given t o  fiequent 

s p e k  of slipperimu. One cannot q t w e  it, nor store it d e l y  in one's pocket. It lives 

instead in one's attitude toward other and toward self. Perhaps it is the attitude of 

Cmtlicue. 

We n d  C ~ ~ f l i c u e  to slow us up so that the psyche can assimilate 

previous experiences and process the changes. If we don't take the 

time, she7U lay us low with illness, forcing us to "rest." Corne, 

little green d e .  Let the wound caused by the serpent be cureci 

by the serpent. The sou1 uses tverything t o  firther its own making. 

Those activities or  Couticue States which disrupt the smooth Oow 

(complacency) of Me are exactly what propel the soul to do its 

work: make soul, incfeas-e consciousness of itseK Our greatest 

disappointrnents and piinnil expefiences - if we can make meaning 

out of them - can lead us toward bccoming more of who we are. Or 

they can remain meaningless. The Cuutkue state can be a way 

station or it can be a way of life. (Anzaldua, 1987, p. 46) 

CmtIicue is an image or archetype, as Anzaldua (1987) (who locates her own identity as 

Chicana grounded in the Indian woman's history of  existence) points out, that depicts the 

contradiaory. She is goddess of both bkth and death, havai  and the underworld, ea@e 

and serpent. What is notcworthy, 1 suggest, is not only the paradoxical characteristic of 

human nature that she represents, but also the relationship that she has to Medusa. 
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Interestingly Medusa and Coatlicue w a e  boni at d i n i t  times a d  on difEêrent l ads ,  k t  

they both clearly hold contradiction in th& hands. 

Coatlicue teaches one to slnv through the infiiction of illness or perhaps ml, y* 

when one heeds her teachings, one fïnds beauty in the place where one has transgressai. 

Like the grotesque. And ro it is with Medusa. The teachings of the gorgon place one's 

fears in reach, and in seei~g them différently, one transgresses. No rocks and n o  lasting 

serpent bites. 

It is this way with healing. When one dues to penetrate one's subjectivity, one 

engages in what Bakhtin describes as Rowssia, or a crossing. One might ask, as Anuldua 

(1987) does, "Why do 1 have to go and try to make sense of it ail?" "Why must 1 cross 

over?" Medusa and her fnend Coatlicue can answer that one. 

Every time hou] make "sense? of something, hou] have to "cross over," 

kicking a hole out of the old boundaries of self and slipping under and over, 

dragging the old skui dong, stumbiïng over it. . A t  is a d ~ y  birth, 

a breech birth, a screarning birth, one that fights hou] every inch 

of the way. It is only when hou] are on the other side and the shell 

cracks open and the iid fiom [your] eyes lies that lyou] see things 

in a different perspective. It is ody then that [you] make the connections, 

formulate the insights. Suddenly the repressed energy rises, rnakes 

decisions, connects with conscious energy and new life begins. 

Keep listening.. . . the gorgons have more to say.. . . 

It is [your] reluctance to cross over, to rnake a hole in the fencc 

and walk across, ... to take that flying Ieap into the darlc, that drives 
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imagination where you are cradieû in the arms of Cac~tiicue m u s a  

is there too], who will never let go. If hou don't] change your 

ways, you will remain a stone forever. (Anzaldua, 1987, p. 49) 

Now that is not a pleasant thought. Leave it to the gorgons to lay their serpents on the 

table. 

There is choice here, ,persona1 choice. We ail listen differentix we see differently; 

that is the point. An educational site, such as the neatre of Carnival, constructed for the 

purpose of examining the tcachings of one's subjectivity in order to care better at the very 

least constitutes political and personal action that may crossover somewkre. This is the 

work, 1 suggest, of the healer as weU as the health care inteliectual who understands their 

work as Said (1996) suggests. 

... The inteiiectual is an individual with a specific public role in society 

that cannot be reduced simply to being a faceless professional. ... The 

intellectuai is an individuai endowed with a faculty for representing 

embodying, articulating a message, a view, an attitude, philosophy 

or opinion to, as well as for, a public. (Said, 1996, p. 11) 

Said (1 996) goes on to speak of the edge to the role of inteiiectuai, in that what 

accompanies the role is a responsibility to raise embamsing questions, to confiont 

orthodoxy and dogrna, and to avoid being CO-opted by govenunents and corporations- 

S aid ' s ( 1 996) work on Representatiom of t k  Intellectual offers a vision, t O the healer, of 

the political as well as personal nature of the work of heaIing. And as the practice of the 

healer is also a political act, so too is the education of the haler. 
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An edudon thaî 1 envision for the heaier paraiiels what 1 ree as the work of the 

healer. It wiii ody make sense, 1 argue, that as the work of the heala is l i h t o r y  work, 

so too mua the education of the h d c r  be devoted to a similar philosophy. hoolo (1994) 

views liberatory education as one that "connects the d to know with the will to become" 

(p. 18, 19). A iiberatory ahic of education, 1 suggest, approaches and f o m  community 

with the ethic of cart and alterity, described by Noddings (1998). 

In both the ethic of alterity and the ethic of care, we seek to 

enhance the other's growth, but we do not threaten the other's 

Otherness, and we do not define for another exactly what he 

or she must do or be- (p. 196) 

Nor do we define for another exactiy what slhe must l e m  or what knawïedges must be 

sought. Unclutteredness would be fatal to such a project, as a Iiberatory view of care and 

education is as thomy and tangled as it is hopeful. 

A Theatre ofCumival invites the healer/student and heaiedteacher to construct 

together what it means to heal as we h d  our w> meaning places for healing. In a Theatre 

of Carnival, one is urged to find one's subjectivity. The carnivalesque becomes dso, a 

place to be in-relation, to teach and to leam, to heal self and to be healer, to make strange 

and to find the farniliar. As we look for meaning, so too do we invoke meaning. Questions 

about meaning are reconstmctd into questions of whose meaning. 

Freire (1998) says that when we iive our lives "with the authenticity demandeci by 

the praaice of teaching that is dm 1-g and leamhg that is dso teaching, we are 

participating in a total cxperience that is. .. 



. . . simultaneously directive, politicai, ideological, gnostic, pedagogicai, 

aesthetic, and ethical. In this experience the beautifid, the decent, and 

the serious form a circle with hands joined. (p. 3 1,32) 

The work of aesthetic representation is the work of carnival as much as it is a heuristic for 

the acknowledgrnent and understandimg of the experience of self and other. As weli, the 

layers irnbedded within carnival work, 1 argue, are reminiscient of the "total experience" 

that Freire describes. As an agent of subjectivity and as an educator of insight and of 

vigilance, the aesthetic representation is at once a creative form, an ethical position, a 

tacher, a wisdom, a curiosity, and a belief Like Medusa, the aesthetic form pokes and 

prods one to see difEerently with each giance. The aesthetic workplace is a place where 

wealth is inexpensive, and where meaning lives.. . t ernporaril y.. . only to be set fite. 
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